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MA TIERS REFERRED TO IN DECISIONS OF INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT, INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION AND INDUSTRIAL 
MAGISTRATES CONTAINED IN VOL. 75 PART }, SUB PART 7. 

Note: I Denotes Industrial Appeal Court Decision. 
2Deooles Full Bench Decision. 

!Denotes Commission in Court Session Decision. 
Deootes Decision of President. 

ACT-INTERPRETATION OF 
2 Appeal against decision of Commission (74 W AlG 1951) re granted reinstatement without loss of entitlement on the grounds of 

unfair dismissal--Appellant claimed appeal should be heard as it involved a question of importance thnt in public interest an 
appeal should lie in terms of 6.49(2a) of the Act and as no witnesses were called to support case, grounds of denied natural 
justice existed--Full Bench reviewed 8.49 of the Act and the transcript and found that evety reasonable opportunity was given 
to Appellant to enable case to be put forward, thnt nothing in transcript existed to persuade Full Bench thnt Commission had 
misused advantaged from seeing witness and no ground of appeal was made out-Dismissed--Romeo and Juliet's Hair Design 
v. Marotta M.L.-Appeal No. 840 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Parks C.-23/12/94-Hairdressing ........ 12 

Complaint re breaches of Minimum Conditions of Employment Act-Complainant claimed thnt breaches occurred from failure to 
pay for 10 public holidays and to pay pro rata annual leave-Respondent argued that employee was paid for public holidays in 
a fixed sum of remuneration and as employee was not required to woIk or refrain from working on particular days he did not 
fall within 5.30 of the Act-Industrial Magistrate found on evidence that as Complainant could not bring himselfwithln s.30 of 
the Act payment for public holidays would oot be granted but Complainant was entitled to 2% of commissions generated from 
sales during first week of June-Granted in Part-Bombak J. v. Didco Ply Ltd tin Nick Varga Real Estate-Complaint Nos. 
552-553 of 1994-Industrial Magistrate-Gething LM.-30/11194-PropeIty and Business Services...................................... 137 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unreasonable location and circumstances for review-Parties claimed thnt a 
question of jurisdiction needed to be heard and determined-Applicant claimed thnt it had the right of access by s.78(IXa) of 
the I.R. Act-GSTI reviewed sections 78(lXa), (IXbXiiia) and (la)(a) of the Act and found thnt it was not persuaded by 
Respondent that the effect of section 78(1)(bXiiia) and (la)(a) was to invoke the principle 'generalia specialibus non derogant' 
to oust jurisdiction of section 78(I)(a) and as (la)(a) dealt with teachers whose contract of employment was conditional to 
satisfaclOlY assessment it had jurisdiction-Decision Issued--S.S.T.U. v. Minister for Education-No. TB of 1994-
Government School Teachers Tribunal--Cawley C., Beam.anlHutchinson-1I12/94-Education............................................... 338 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 1507) re granted order of union's right for exclusive representation of 
employees-Appellant elaimed that Full Bench had erred in reaching decision as it had not examined terms and conditions of 
the agreement in the proper exercise of jurisdiction which resulted in failure to give weight to Applicant's submission and gave 
Full Bench insufficient material to make finding-lAC reviewed sections 26,41, 41(A) and 72A of the Act and found that the 
Appellant was given reasonable opportunity to present case and 00 breach of natural justice had occurred--lAC found that Full 
Bench was entitled 10 exercise discretion as the factors which it found in fuvour of, substantially outweighed all other filctOl'!l
Furthermore Full Bench could not he impugned by any issues raised in appeal-Dismissed--A.E.E.F.E.U. v. ME. W.u. and 
Others-lAC Appeal No. 13 of 1994-Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J., Rowland J., Nicholson J.-lI11I94-Plaatic 
Product Manufacturing................................................................................................................................................................... 4 

'Appeal against decision of Board of Reference (74 WAlG 2173) re Long Service Leave Entitlements-Applicant claimed that 
Board erred in finding that Respondent intended to resign when on evidence the correct conclusion was that the notice of 
termination was in fuct given--CICS reviewed section 19 of the Long Service Leave Act and found that a matter heard under 
section 48( 12) of the Industrial Relations Act was to he determined on the fucts found by Board of Reference as recorded in 
memorandum signed by Chairman and the findings of fact in this instance were not open to question on appeal--Dismissed-
Thomas Massam Real Estate v. Evans D.-Appeal No. 980 of 1994-Commission in Court Session-Halliwell S.C., George 
C., Parks C.--8/12/94-Property Service ...................................................................................................................................... 22 

'Application for stay of order pending appeal to Full Bench-Applicant elaimed that the disadvantages if the stay was not grant 
would be that the lectures' illusory permanent appointments along with the administrative steps to make appointments would 
need to be undone if the appeal was successful-President reviewed s.7 of the LR. Act and the leading authority and fuund 
there existed a serious matter to he tried as the peIllons prima facie were entitled to the fruits of their litigation due to temporary 
contracts being disadvantageous and as the Applicant could not establish case, balance of convenience fiwoured Respondent-
Dismissed-The Hon. Minister for Education v. S.S.T.U.-No. 1300 of 1994-Presideni-Sharkey P.-12/1/95-Education.. 380 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 1731) re application for alteration of constitution rules-Appellant submitted 
that Full Bench had, erred in law, in holding that application to alter constitution was not according to Rules, thnt Appellant 
had not complied with Rule 37( a) and thnt the proposed changes to constitution published in business paper were not 
"meaningful and accurate"-lAC noted relevant sections of I.R. Act thnt governed alterations of tlte registered rules of an 
organisation and having regard to one of the principal objects of Act in s.6(t) re "encouragement of democratic control of 
registered organisations and full participntion of members"-lAC found prerequisites for alteration of tlte Constitutions had not 
been complied with, which could have restricted the ability of members to fully participate or dehnte such motion
Dismissed--State Sehool Teachers Union-Appeal No. 14 of 1994-Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J., RowlandlFnmldyn 
J.J.--9/12/94-Unions................................................................................................................................................................... 367 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 1192) to uphold, suspend and remit matter, of issuance of new award to 
Commission-Appellant argued Commission at first instance had erred in exercise of discretion in determining thnt award 
should he binding on its opemtions and sought determinntion on whether it was open to Commission at first instance or to Full 
Bench to conclude that any contracts of employment existed between itself and the entertainers-lAC distinguished between 
"question of law" and "question of fuct"-lAC found from authorities cited and evidence thnt Commission and Full Bench 
were in error in finding that entertainers engaged by the Appellant had been an employee within the meiming of thnt expression 
in s.7 of I. R. Act-Furthermore lAC noted Respondent had failed to establish onus that award should be bindi~ on Appellant 
and found no justification at present to introduce casino operations into the Award-UpheldlOrdered Accordingly--Burswond 
Resort (Management) Ud v. Actors Equity of W.A.-lAC Appeal No. 10 of 1994-Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J., 
FranklynlNicholson J.J.-30/12/94-Hospitality .......................................................................................................................... 361 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlement on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed that reasons given 
were untrue and did not justity termination-Respondent raised prelimiruuy question whether Commission was precluded from 
dealing with matter as under University Act and Regulation a provision existed to deal with dismissal and appeals
Respondent further argued thnt as employment was on a probatioruuy basis and contract had reached nntnraI end it was beyond 
Commission's jurisdiction--Commission reviewed S.23 of LR. Act and UniveIllity of W.A. Act 1911 and Regulations and 
found that the points raised by Applicant were properly conceded and question of availability of appeal under S.23 of the I.R. 
Act could be answered in affirmative, but further fuund thnt as there existed provision for appeal under University Act tlte 
Commission was excluded from exercising jurisdiction-Dismissed fur Want of Jurisdiction-Rindos D.J. v. The University of 
WestemAustraIia-No. 1486 of 1 993-George C.-2112/95-Education................................................................................... 736 

'Appeal againnt decision of Commission (74 WAlG 3040) re dismissed claim for orders of discontinuance of Local Court 
Proceedings-Applicant claimed thnt Commission erred in holding that it would not make the orders irrespective of tlte merits 
of tlte case and that it lacked jurisdiction-Respondent argued thnt decision should be affirmed as the matter was not an 
industrial matter and the Commission was without jurisdiction-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found thnt Commission 
did have jurisdiction to hear matter but disposed of matter on the merits without affording opportunities to be heard-Upheld 
and Remittcd-M.E. W.U. v. Robe River Iron Associntes-No. 1198 of 1994-FulI Bench-Sharkey P., George C., Beech C.-
1012l95-Mining............................................................................................................................................................................ 551 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

ACT-INTERPRETATION OF-continued 
Application for stay of inquiry pending the interpretation of S.7C of the Education Act-Applicant Union claimed that the inquiry 

which was unfair to the individual or went beyond the boundaries of the Education Act should be dealt with prior to any 
decision resulting from that inquiry--Respondent argued that the Tribunal lacked jurisdiction as it was involved prior to any 
conclusion arising out of the inquiry-Tnbunal found on evidence that it had the jurisdiction and that stay of inquiry would 
not inconvenience Respondent-Granted-S.S.T.U. v HoD. Minister for Education--No. T15 of 1994-G.S.T.T.-Beech C., 
Pollard/Beam.an--{)9/02/95--Education ...................................................................................................................................... . 

Application for payment of wages for time worked during stop work meeting-Applicant Union claimed that Respondent withheld 
wages contra!), to Award for employees who worked during stop work meetmgs--Respondent argued preliminary point that 
the Commission did not have jurisdiction to deal with the claim insofar as it concerned the withdrawal of notices as application 
was essentially to enforce the Award and that was in the lndustrial Magistrate's jurisdiction-Commission reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that it lack.ed jurisdiction to hear and detennine part of the claim as there was a 'legal right' under the 
Award-Referred for Heari~ ~md Detennination--Decision Issued-C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. S.E.C.W.A.-No. CR498 of 1992-
Beech C.-12/10/92-Electnclly and Gas Supply ........................................................................................................................ . 

'Application for orders re alteration of union rules-Applicant claimed that union rules be altered to provide General Secretary 
position to be elected via ballot and to ensure that office was not held in excess of 4 years-Respondent argued that as the 
General Secretary was an employee and the position was prescribed by the rules to be an employee, the two conditions for 
proviso applicatIOn were satlsfied-President reviewed union rules and found on evidence that as Secretary was not an 
employee but rather an 'officer as defined, rule 18 was contrary and inconsistent to S.56 of the I.R. Act and alteration be 
granted--Granted-Hathaway D.K. v. L.E.D.F.C.U.-No. 1244 of 1994-President-Sbarkey P.-2312195--Unions .............. . 

'Application for variation to union rules-Applicant claimed that variations were sought due to passing of Public Sector 
Management Act which required a coverage of all employees including those described as other employees, also confirmed no 
overlap in coverage would occur as 'government officer was defined in hoth the Act and union rules--Full Bench reviewed the 
I.R. Act and union rules and found that all the requirements of rule 9 and s.55 of the Act bad not been proved to have been 
complied with-Dismissed-C.S.A.-No. 1061 of 1994-Full Bench-Sbarkey P., Coleman C.C. George C.-4/4/95--Unions 

'Appeal against decision of Government School Teachers Tribunal (74 WAlG 2852) re granted reinstatement and contractual 
entitlements-Appellant claimed that Tribunal erred in acting with excess jurisdiction by making an order when the subject 
concerned policy and not the interpretntion or application of Act or Regulation governing teachers-Full Bench reviewed the 
Education Act and Regulations and authorities and found that appeal grounds had not been made out as the matter did concern 
application of Act and Regulation governing service of teachers generally, also an inequity arose from application of 
Regulations and under S.78 of the I.R. Act the Tribunal hadjurisdiction-Dismissed-Minister for Education v. S.S.T.U.-
Appeal No. 1069 of 1994-Full Bench-Sbarkey P., Halliwell S.C., Beech C.-lS/3/95--Education ...................................... .. 

'Appeal against decision of Government School Teachers Tribunal (74 WAlG 3153) re granted application for honouring 
agreement in conversion of temporary lecturers to pennanent-Appellant claimed Tribunal erred in finding that it had 
jurisdiction when the matter neither concerned the interpretntion nor application of any Act-Full Bench reviewed authorities 
and found that as an inequity arose from application of the Education Act Regulations and the part use of a power under them, 
the Tribunal had applied the correct authorities to its detennination--Dismissed-The Minister For Education v. S.S.T.U.-
Appeal No. 1249 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P., Beech C., Gifford C.-1S/3/95--Education ............................................ .. 

'Appeal ~ainst decision of Government School Teachers Tribunal (74 WAlG 3162) re granted in part 8{lPlication for unfair 
selechon criteria, selection process and conditions of employment in Foundstion Principal position appomtrnents--Appellant 
claimed Tribunal had erred in wrongly concluding tbat transfer rights were unfair and the positions were promotional, erred in 
failure to hold that any appointments were fixed term and that an expressed term of appointment was inability to use Level 6 
status in seeking transfers-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that Tribunal, at first instance had 
exercised its discretion and drew a conclusion which was found not to be unreasonable and unjust enough to warrant 
interference-Dismissed-Minister for Education v. S.S.T.U.-Appeal No. 1274 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkcy P., Beech C., 
Scott C.-17/3/95--Education ...................................................................................................................................................... . 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 W AlG 2389) re dismissed application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements
Appellant argued Commission erred in finding that dismissal was not unfair because his position would not exist after the end 
of 1une 1993 due to cessation of funding for the project and that he did not ensure completion ofthe software project on time
Respondent argued the intention of the company was not to continue with the project in the form warranting the continued 
employment of someone in the role to which the Appellant had been appointed-Full Bench noted the dismissal was for 
alleged 'incompetence', however Commission at first instance found no supporting evidence to suggest tbat performance of 
Appellant was inadequate! incompetent-Having reviewed authorities, majority Full Bench found in favour of Appellant's 
argument as Commission's discretion at first instance had miscarried when it found otherwise and upheld decision with matter 
to be remitted back. to Commission at first instance to detennine question of reinstatement or other remedy, according to law
MinoritylDissenting decision noted as the law is currently interpreted, if dismissal is unfair but reinstatement is not to be 
ordered (Act restricts Commission to either ordering reinstatement or re-employment), and given the Commission's conclusion 
that Appellant's position would not continue due to funding, then application can only conclude with application being 
dismissed-Minority not pursunded Commission at first instance erred in discretion--Upheld and Remitted--Norcott R. v. 
M?~tire Pty. Lld and Others-Appeal No. 1031 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Beech C.-17/2/95-Other 
MlDlng ServIces ............................................................................................................................................................................ .. 

'Appeal against decision of President (74 W AlG 1243) re finding that Respondents were financial members at the time of 
nominations-Appellant argued President had erred in law in finding Respondents eligible to stand for election as officers of 
the union--IAC reviewed I.R. Act 1979, and rules of union and by majority found the candidates (Respondents) at the dates of 
their nominations, whose election is an issue in this matter, had been financial members-Dissenting member found having 
regard to s.55(4)F ofI.R. Act 1979 and rule 22{b) of union, membership of each Respondent had tenninated prior to payment 
of arrears and therefore not eligible to nominate or be elected-Dismissed-Carter I.I. v. Fry E.L. and Others-IAC Appeal No. 
11 of 1994-lndustrial Appeal-Court-Kennedy I.lRowland I.IFrank.lyn J.-17/3/95--Unions ................................................ .. 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 2928) re conclusion that lifting of suspended medical entitlements was an 
industrial matter-Appellant argued Full Bench bad erred in law and acted in excess of jurisdiction by concluding non-work 
related medical expenses pursuant to Police Regulations was an "industrial matter' and formed an integral part of employment 
relationship-IAC reviewed definition of "industrial matter' in 5.7 of I.R. Act 1979 and noted it provided considerably wider 
coverage that definition in Commonwealth Act-IAC found entitlement to medical benefits as per Regulations did constitute a 
privilege, if not a right, to officers and fonned part of their compensation for their services, therefore suspension of that 
entitlement is an "industrial matter' within nreaning of s.7 of I.R. Act 1979-Dismissed-Minister for Police and Another v. 
W.AP.U.-IAC Appeal No. 18 of 1994-lndustrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J.lRowland J.lFranklyn 1.-27/3/95--Public 
Onler and Safety Services .............................................................................................................................................................. . 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (73 W AlG 3333) re upholding appeal against decision of Commission re denied contractual 
entitlements and question of jurisdiction--Appellant argued that current claim dealt with existing contractual entitlements not 
new co~nsation rights as per Coles M)'Cl' Case-IAC found that Appellant had overlooked the basic principle, the 'mtio 
decidendi of earlier authority being critical and not if factual situation was identical-IAC found that s.23 of the I.R. Act was 
limited to unfair dismissal claim and it had no provision for denied contractual entitlement-Furthermore s.23 did not draw an 
expressed provision to give Commissioners power to deal with Common Law claims in contract for ex-cmpIoyees--IAC 
further found that the principle had been followed since Pepler Case and was not prepared to overrule Pepler-Dismissed
Salail H.J. v. T. O'Connor & Sons Pty Ltd -lAC Appeal No. 21 of 1993-Indusirial Appeal Court-Kennedy P.lRowland 
1.lNicholson 1.-27/3/95--Construetion Trade Services ............................................................................................................. .. 

Application for extension of time to file unfair dismissal application--Applicant claimed that under s.29(2) of the I.R. Act the 
Commission had jurisdiction to extend the time for filing the application beyond the prescn'bed time-Respondent argued that 
the Commission did not have the jurisdiction to grant an extension of time for unfair dismissal claims as the application 
contravened the 1.R. Act-Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that s.29(2) does not merely attach a time 
limit but actually institutes one, the Commission did not have the jurisdiction to grant the extension to tinw----Struck Out For 
Want For Juriadiction--Flaherty G.H.T. v. Siemens Aust Ltd-No. 415 of 1995--Halliwell S.C.-1I5195--Electrical 
Contractors ................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

ALLOWANCES 
Conference referred re dispute over claim that any surface driller who wow at a site more than 50 km from the yard be paid 112 

hours. pay at overtime rates for each day at such site-Respondent argued that for many years SllI'fiice diamond drillers have 
been employed to commence wolk at a designated drill rig on the basis that wolk commences and ceases at the rig and that 
piooewolk rates were nellotiated in full consideration of all aspect and disabilities associated with the wolk-Commission 
reviewed evidence and wItnesses and found it fair and in accordance with section 26 to award ~ment for a quarter of an hour 

t,f ~/~/9t-~!:~~~ .. ~~.~~::'~·.~: .. ~: .. ~~~~~.~~~~.=~~~~.~.~.~.~~ ...... ~~:.=~.~.~:'.~.~.~~~~ 
Conference refl:rred re dispnte over claim for payment of disability allowance, issue of bluey jackets and paid rest and recreation 

leavo-Respondent argued that any of the disabilities that were involved in working at the site were not atypical to a mining 
operation to warrant the allowance sought, that there was a good standard of accommodation and an extensive range of 
recreatioual filcilities on site-Respondent further argued that tile claim for bJuey jackets hsd a construction industry ring and 
should not be furced to adopt the practice in the mining industly-Commissiou reviewed anthorities, namely the Nifty Case, 
and found on evidence that the site was no difterent to many other mine sites and that no persuasive arguments had been put 
furward for the granting ofbluey jackets--Commission further fuund that R&R was justifiable in conforming with employment 
conditions of other employees on site as well as Wage Fixing Principles-Ordcred Accordingly-ME.W.U. v. Leighton 
Contractors Pty Ltd-No. CR360 of 1994-GregorC.-8/12194-Mining ................................................................................ .. 

Application for payment of allowances-Applicant union claimed thst special rates and provisions paid while plumher was 
employed at Fremantle Prison should continue to he paid while em,ployed at Canning Vale Prison-Respondent argued that 
there was no case to answer as case had not been presented-Cornnussion reviewed authorities and found on evidence that an 
order could not issue as the merit of the matter had not been presented, but should the Applicant be in a position to demonstrate 
the circumstances of the wolkundcrtaken at both Fremantle Prison and Cannin$ Vale Prison and the claim fits within the State 
Wage Principles, tbe Application would be relisted-Reasons issued only-P.G.E.U. v. B.MA.-No. 439 of 1994-Beech 
C.-19/1/95-Construction .......................................................................................................................................................... . 

Confl:rence refl:rred re payment of allowance-Applicant Union claimed that payment of allowance should have continued despite 
the closure of tbe Pnson, as the nature of the employment had not changed and the allowance was an employment condition 
and payable under the Award-Respondent ~ed that employee was incorrectly paid the allowance and the allowance was 
not prescribed by the award-Commission reViewed authorities and found on evidence that the allowance was a regular and 
pennanent fl:ature of the employment contract and SIbitrary reduction in the income was unfair-<Jranted-P.G.E.U. v. 
B.MA.-No. CR439 of 1994-Beooh C.-20/4/95-Construction Trade Services .................................................................... . 

Application to vary awards re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Wage Adjustmen~Applicant clnimed that allowances should also be 
increased as they hsd historically movcd at same time as rates of pay-Respondent argued that the applications should be 
dismissed as they did not comply with the Statement of Principles when the lack of enterprise flexibility clauses in the award 
was considered-Commission reviewed authorities and fuund that with the exc:ption of one application, there were no 
flexibility provisions contained in the awards and thst the majority of applications did not fit within Wage Fixing Principles
Granted ID Part-F.B.T.P.U. v. Midland Brick and Others-Nos. 16, 27, 28, 29 and 30 of 1995-Scott C.-28/4/95--Building 
Structure Services ......................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

ANNUAL LEAVE 
Complaint re breaches of Minimum Conditions of Employment Ac~omplainant claimed that breaches occurred from fililure to 

pay fur 10 public holidays and to pay pro rata annUal leave-Respondent argued that employee was paid for public holidays in 
la med sum of remuneration and as employee was not required to wolk or refrain from working on particular days he did not 
fiIll within 8.30 of the Ac~Industrial MagIstrate found on evidence that as Complainant could not bnng himself within 8.30 of 
the Act payment for public holidays woulii not be granted but Co~lainant was entitled to 2% of commissions generated from 
sales during first week of lune-Granted in Part-Bombak I. v. Dldco Ply Lld t/a Nick Varga Real Estato-Complaint Nos. 
552-553 of 1994-lndustrial Magistrate--Gething I.M.-30/11194-Property and Business Services ..................................... . 

Application re long service leave entitlements-Applicant claimed that understandill& was if extra annual leave was taken no 
holiday pay would be given-Board of Refl:rence found on evidence thst the Applicant's unpaid leave of absence from 
employment had tenninated the employment relationship and consequently could not claim continuous service ftom October 
1984 for accrued long service leave-Dismissed-Ngo KA. v. Perth Trouser Manufacturing Co-File No. 19 of 1994-Board 
of Refl:rence-Pope T.l.lBeech L/Uphill J.N.-ll/1/95-Clothing Manufacturing .................................................................. .. 

APP~ against decision of Commission (74 WAlG 1951) re granted reinstatement withont loss of entitlement on the $rounds of 
unfair dismissal-Appellant claimed appeal should be heard as it involved a question of importance that in public interest an 
appeal should lie in terms of s.49(2a) of the Act and as no witnesses were called to support case, grounds of denied nntural 
justice existed-Full Bench reviewed s.49 of the Act and the transcript and found that every reasoDaIile opportunity was given 
to Appellant to enable case to be put forward, that nothing in transcript existed to persuade Full Bench that Commission had 
misused advantaged from seeing witness and no ground of ~ was made out-Dismissed-Romeo and Juliet's Hair Design 
v. Marotta M.L-Appeal No. !WO of 1994-FulI Bench-S1Wkey P., Coleman C.C., PaW C.-23/12/94-Hairdressing ........ 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 W AlG 1507) re granted order of union's right for exclusive representation of 
employees-App<:llant claimed that Full Bench had erred in reaching decision as it had not examined terms and conditions of 
the agreement ID the proper exercise of jurisdiction which resulted in fiIiIure to give weight to Applicant's submission and gave 
Full Bench insufficient material to JIIIlb: finding-IAC reviewed sections 26, 41, 41(A) and 72A 'of the Act and fuund that the 
Appellant was given reasonable opportunity to present case and no breach of nntural Justice had occum:d--IAC found that Full 
Bench W8JI entitled to exercise discretion as the filetors which it found in filvour of, 8Ilbstantially outweighed all other filetOOl
Furthermore Full Bench could not be impugned by any issues raised in appeaI-Dismissed-AE.E.F:E.U. v. M.E. W.U. and 
Others-lAC Appeal No. 13 of 1994-lndUstrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J., Rowland J., Nicholson J.-l/ll/94-Plastic 
Product Manufilcturing ................................................................................................................................................................. .. 

'Appeal against decision of Board of Refl:rence (74 WAlG 2173) re Long Service Leave Entitlements-Applicant claimed that 
Board erred in finding that Respondent intended to resign when on evidence the correct conclusion was that the notice of 
tennination was in filet given-CICS reviewed section 19 of the Long Service Leave Act and found that a matter heard under 
section 48(12) of the Industrial Relations Act was to be detennined on the filets found by Board of Refl:rence as recorded in 
memorandum sigIled by Chainnan and the findings of filet in this instance were not open to question on appca1-Dismissed
Thomas Massam Real Estate v. Evans D.-Appeal No. 980 of 199~ommission in Court Session-H.alfiwell S.C., Geolge 
C., PaW C.--8/12194-Property Service .................................................................................................................................... .. 

'Appeals against decision of Commission (74 WAlG 2365, 2730 and 2742) re $8.00 Arbitrated Safl:ty Net Adjustmem--~lIants 
argued that the Commissioner at first instance erred in finding that awards were minimum rates awards and not paId rates 
awards, that they had fililed to give sufficient weight to the history of the awards and ~ matters to be remitted to respective 
Commissioners for further hearing and detennination-Full Bench reviewed authorities and evidence and found thst the 
principle did not direct onc to determine in the mechsnical tenus of the definition therefore the ~roach adopted by the 
Commissioners at first instance was correc~Full Bench further found that the awards as a matter of history could not be said 
to be paid rates awards when not specifically designed as such-Dismissed-Hon. Minister for Education, Employment and 
Trnining and AL.H.M.W.U.-AppCaI Nos. 1012, 1014, 1176, 1178 and 1180 of 1994-FulI Bench-Sharkey 1'., Beech C., 
Pams C.-23/12194-Corninunity Services .................................................................................................................................. . 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 1729) upholding appeal against decision of Commission ordering reinstatement 
of an employee on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Appellant argued that the Full Bench erred in law and filet in fililing to 
Jiv~ proper weight to the Commissioner's findings and reasons and in finding that the Commissioner had acted 8JI an appellate 
body aOOJor substituted its own views fur that of the management of the ~Iant on the filets provided-lAC reviewed 
authorities and fuund that the Full Bench had correctly concluded that Cornnussion at first instance had fililed to apply the 
appropriate test and had not considered the critical question of whether the !'1Il,Ployer had acted reasonably in the circumstances 
and had reasonable grounds for doing so-lAC further dismissed a submiSSIOn by Respondent for an order for costs on the 
grounds that the IIPPCaI was not brought vexatiously or frivolously-Dismissed-T.W.U. v. Tip Top Bala:rics-IAC Appeal 
filo. 12 of 1994-liiaustrial Appeal Court-Kennedy P., Rowland J., Nicholson J.-I/I2/94-Food Manufacture ................... .. 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

APPEAL-conlinued 
Appeal against decision of Public Service Commissioner to impose a penalty for alleged misconducl--Appellnnt argued that tbe 

Learned Inquirer failed to adequately direct bimself on tbe requirement of an "act of misconduct" in respect of eacb charge and 
in finding the Appellant guilty of misconducl--Respondent argued tbat all of the charges are said to arise out of deliberate acts 
of the Appellant which place him in breach of the fundamental condition of bis employment to comply with statutoty 
requirements-PSAB reviewed cvidence and found that 40 out of the 42 charges laid were proven and the appeal in relntion to 
these charges should be dismissed-PSAB further found that nothing before it provided any basis for it to intervene as to 
penalty and that charges 26-27 should be upbeld-Ordered Accordingly-Sievers E. v. Public Service Commissioner-No. 
PSAB29 of 1993-Public Service Appeal Board-George C., Tilbuty/Sivewright-7/12/94-Community Services.................. 330 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAlG 2790) re dismissed claim for declaration of permanent part-time contracts of 
employment to 4 employees-Applicant union claimed that Commission erred in fact and law in concluding that it lacked 
jurisdiction altbougb claim did not prohibit employment or restrict days or bours, tbe objection was only directed towards 
remedy/relief sougbt and its finding was made without bearing evidence-Respondent argued tbat decision was not a "finding" 
as it disposed of application and result of order would be restriction ofbours and days worked in a week-Full Bencb reviewed 
authorities and found tbat as no evidence existed to conclude that order was contrary to s.23 of I.R. Act, Commission was 
within jurisdiction and as it was not possible for finding to be made witbout evidence tbe decision be quasbed-Upbeld and 
Quasbed-M.W.U. v. Augusl--Margaret River Tourist Bureau (Inc)-No. 1076 of 1994-Full Bench-Sbarkcy P., Coleman 
C.C., Beecb C.-12/l/95--Cultural and Recreational Services..................................................................................................... 372 

'Application for stay of order pending appeal to Full Bench-Applicant claimed tbat tbe disadvantages if the stay was not grant 
would be that the lectures' illusoty permanent appointments along witb the administrative steps to make appointments would 
need to be undone iftbe appeal was successful-President reviewed 5.7 oftbe I.R. Act and tbe leading authority and found 
there existed a serious matter to be tried as tbe persons prima mcie were entitled to tbe fruits of their litigation due to temporary 
contracts being disadvantageous and as the Applicant could not establisb case, balance of convenience mvoured Respondenl--
Dismissed-Tbe Hon. Minister for Education v. S.S.T.U.-No. 1300 of 1994-Presidenl--Sharkcy P.-12/1/95-Educntion.. 380 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bencb (74 W AlG 1731) re application for alteration of constitution rules-Appellnnt submitted 
that Full Bencb bad, erred in law, in holding that application to alter constitution was not according to Rules, that Appellnnt 
had not complied with Rule 37(a) and that tbe proposed changes to constitution publisbed in business paper were not 
"meaningful and accurate"-IAC noted relevant sections of I.R. Act tbat governed alterations of the registered rules of an 
organisation and baving regard to one of tbe principal objects of Act in 5.6(f) re "encouragement of democratic control of 
registered organisations and full participation of merabers"-IAC found prerequisites for alteration of tbe Constitutions had not 
been complied with, which could have restricted tbe ability of members to fully participate or dehate such motion
Dismissed-State Scbool Teachers Union-Appeal No. 14 of 1994-Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J., RowlandIFranklyn 
J.J.-.-J)/12/94-Unions ................................................................................................................................................................... 367 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 1192) to uphold, suspend and remit matter, of issuance of new award to 
Commission-Appellant argued Commission at first instance had erred in exercise of discretion in determining tbat award 
should be binding on its operations and sought determination on wbetber it was open to Commission at first instance or to Full 
Bencb to conclude that any contracts of employment existed between itself and tbe entertainer&--IAC distinguished between 
"question of law" and "question of fact"-IAC found fiom authorities cited and evidence that Commission and Full Bencb 
were in error in finding tbat entertainers engaged by tbe Appellant bad been an employee within tbe meaning of that expression 
in s.7 of I.R. ACI--Furthermore lAC noted Respondent had illiled to establisb onus that award sbould be binding on Appcllnnt 
and found no justification at present to introduce casino operations into the Award-Upheld/Ordered Accordingly-Burswood 
Resort (Management) Ltd v. Actors Equity of W.A.-IAC Appeal No. 10 of 1994-Industrial Appeal CourI--Kennedy J., 
FranklynlNicholson J.J.-30/12/94-Hospitality .......................................................................................................................... 361 

Appeal re unfair dismissal-Appellant claimed tbat application sbould proceed as tbe delay in progressing the appeal was both 
necessary and unavoidable--Respondent argued application sbould not to proceed, as tbe application was incorrectly lodged, 
the Notice of Appeal did not set out the grounds, tbe Notice was not served on tbe Respondent within required time and that 
tbe same matter was the subject of proceedings before tbe Federal Industrial Relations Court-PSAB found on balance tbat it 
was not in the public interest to allow the matter to proceed as was already tbe subject of proceedings in another court and tbe 
application had been pursued some six montbs after termination when reinstatement could not be regarded as an appropriate 
nor practical remedy-Dismissed-Dalgleish v. Hedland College-No. PSAB15 of 1994-Public Service Appeal Board-
George C., O'Neil and Matbie-8/2/95--Management Services ................................................................................................... 753 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAlG 3040) re dismissed claim for orders of discontinuance of Local Court 
Proceedings-Applicant claimed tbat Commission erred in holding tbat it would not make tbe orders irrespective of the merits 
of tbe case and that it lacked jurisdiction-Respondent argued tbat decision sbould be affirmed as the matter was not an 
industrial matter and tbe Commission was wit bout jurisdiction-Full Bencb reviewed authorities and found that Commission 
did bave jurtsdiction to bear matter but disposed of matter on the merits witbout affording opportunities to be beard-Upheld 
and Remittcd-M.E.W.U. v. Robe River Iron Associates-No. 1198 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkcy P., George C., Beech C.-
1012/95-Mining............................................................................................................................................................................ 551 

'Appeals against decisions of Industrial Magistrate (74 WAIG 2766) re dismissed complaints for alleged breaches of award
Applicants claimed that Magistrate erred in fact and law by rejecting evidence when it was uncontradicted and uncballenged. in 
holding that prosecution did not bear onus to prove the cbarge, incorrectly bolding State Law applied to recruitment instead of 
Commonwealtb Law, in stating lack of jurisdiction to award costs, and in awarding costs wben no jurisdiction existed-Full 
Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that three of tbe appeals could not prove beyond reasonable doubt that the 
Magistrate bad erred-Full Bencb furtber found that Magistrate in remnining appeals had made orders that penalties be paid 
wben no sucb jurisdiction existed and error was proven and remitted to determine costs-Ordered Accordingly-Ducasse E. 
and Others v. Aitken P. and GIbers-Appeal Nos. 1032, 1039, 1040, 1206, 1207, 1208, 1209 and 1215 of 1994-Full Bench-
Sbarkcy P., Coleman C.C., George C.-17/3/95--Transport and Service ..................................................................................... 856 

'Appeal against decision of Government Scbool Teachers Tribunal (74 WAlG 2852) re granted reinstatement and contractual 
entitlements-Appellant claimed tbat Tribunal erred in acting with excess jurisdiction by making an order when the subject 
concerned policy and not the interpretation or application of Act or Regulation goveming teacbers-Full Bench reviewed tbe 
Education Act and Regulations and authorities and found tbat appeal grounds bud not been made out as the matter did concern 
application of Act and Regulation governing service of teachers generally, also an inequity arose fiom application of 
Regulations and under S.78 of the I.R. Act tbe Tribunal bad jurisdiction-Dismissed-Minister fur Educntion v. S.S.T.U.-
Appeal No. 1069 of 1994-Full Bench-Sbarkcy P., Halliwell S.C., Beecb C.-1S/3/95--Education........................................ 838 

'Appeal against decision of Government School Teachers Tribunal (74 W AlG 3153) re granted applicntion for honouring agreement 
in conversion of temporary lecturers to permaneDl--Appellant claimed Tribunal erred in finding that it bud jurisdiction when 
the matter neither concerned the interpretation nor application of any Acl--Full Bencb reviewed authorities and found that as 
an inequity arose fiom application ofthc Educntion Act Regulations and tbe part use of a power under them, tbe Tribunal bud 
applied the correct authorities to its determination-Dismissed--The Minister For Educntion v. S.S. T. u.-Appeal No. 1249 of 
1994-Full Bench-Sbarkcy P., Beecb C., Gifford C.-15/3/95-Education ...................................................... :....................... 843 

'Appeal against decision of Government School Teachers Tribunal (74 WAIG 3160) re granted applicntion to vary award
Appellant claimed that Tribunal erred in law in illiling to complywitb provisions of General Order and having no regard to 
evidence whicb ditrerentiated tbe levels, in concluding that regression was contraty to Structural Efficiener Principle. in 
classifYing the positions as promotional, in bolding all positions were of similar work value and salary leve and acting in 
excess ofjurisdiction-Fuli Bencb reviewed authorities and found on evidence that Tribunal was correct in concluding that a 
discrimination against District Educntion Officers occurred, also in finding that tbe condition of retrogresaion at end of term of 
appointment amounted to penalty attached to obtaining non-School based position-Full Bencb further found that Tribunal 
findings were not erroneous and discretion did not miscarry-Dismissed-Minister For Educntion v. S.S.T.U.-Appeal No. 
1272 of 1994-Full Bench-Sbarkcy P. Coleman C.C., Scat! C.-3113/95-Education.............................................................. 847 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

APPEAL-continued 
'Appeal against decision ofFul! Bench (74 WAlG 851) upholding and remitting appeai against decision of Commission dismissing 

claim for unfair dismissal--Appellanl argued that Full Bench had erred in law in its interpretation of the effect of termination 
notice and the orders of the Commission, in determining the question referred for hearing had included claim of refusal to 
employ, failure to regard that employees conduct justified dismissal and to apply proper test case-Respondent argued that the 
dismissal of 60 employees and reinstatement of 53 suggested that notices were not given bona fide and given for improper 
purposes--IAC from evidence and authorities found that Full Bench had misconceived the whole case of the Commission at 
first inslllIlce as each of the employees in their actions hed breached comract of employmem and no evidence had been given 
by Respondent to support case of lack of bona fides--IAC by majority ordered Full Bench order set aside and Commission 
order restored-GrliIIIed-Robe River Iron Associates v. C.M.E.T.s.w.U.-IAC Appeal No. 6 of 1994--Industrial Appeal 

Page 

Court-Kennedy P., Rowland l., Franldyn J.-17/3/95--Mining................................................................................................. 813 

'Appeal against decision of Government School Teachers Tribunal (74 WAlG 3162) re gmnted in part application for unfair 
selection criteria, selection process and conditions of employment in Foundation Principal position appointments--Appellant 
claimed Tribunal had erred in wrongly concluding that transfer rights were unfair and the positions were promotional, erred in 
failure 10 hold that any appointments were fixed term and that an expressed term of appointment was inability to use Level 6 
status in seeking transfers--Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that Tribunal, at first instance had 
exereised its discretion and drew a conclusion which was found not to be unreasonable and unjust enough to warrant 
interference-Dismissed-Minister for Education v. S.S.T.U.-Appeal No. 1274 of 1994--Full Bench-Sharkey P., Beech C., 
Scott C.-17/3/95--Education....................................................... ................................................................................................ 852 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 W AlG 150) re discontinued application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal-Appellant claimed that Commission had erred in law by discontinuing the original application thus denying him the 
natural justice of being given a reasonable opportunity to be heard-Furthermore, it was claimed that a report filed by the 
Deputy Registrar pertinent to the decision of the Commission, was not shown to either parties--Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found by majority on evidence there was a denial of natural justice in not affording appellant the opportunity to 
make submissions and the failure to disclose the existence of the Deputy Registrar's report 10 the parties was also a denial of 
natural justice as it would have been a matter of evidence or admission before the Commissioa, thus it did not comply with 
S.26(3), S.35, and S.27 of the I.R. Act-Furthermore, Full Bench noted that no Minute of any Proposed Order were issued and 
the parties were not given an opportunity to speak to any minutes therefore rendering the Commission's decision invalid-By 
majority Upheld and Decision Quashed-Chee Keong Pek S. and 10mba Ply Ud tla George I. and Co.-Appeal No. 1311 of 
1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P.malliweU S.C.lScott C.-29.3.95--Properiy and Business Services........................................... 827 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 W AlG 2389) re dismissed application for reinstntemenl without loss of entitlements-
Appellant argued Commission erred in finding that dismissal was not unfair beeause his position would not exist after the end 
of June 1993 due to cessation of funding for the project and that he did not ensure completion oflhe software project on time
Respondent argued the intention of the company was not to continue with the project in the form warrllIlling the continued 
employment of someone in the role to which the Appellant had been appointed-Full Bench noted the dismissal was for 
alleged 'incompetence', however Commission at first instance found no supporting evidence to suggest that performance of 
Appellant was inadequatel incompetent-Having reviewed authorities, majority Full Bench fuund in favour of Appellant's 
argument as Commission's discretion at first instance had miscarried when it found otherwise and upheld decision with matter 
to be remitted back to Commission at first instance to determine question of reinstatement Of other remedy, according to law
MinoritylDissenting decision nnted as the law is currently interpreted, if dismissal is unfair but reinstatement is not to be 
ordered (Act restricts Commission to either ordering reinstatement or re-employment), and given the Commission's conclusion 
that Appellant's position would not continue due to funding, then application can only conclude with application being 
dismissed-Minority not pursuaded Commission at first instance erred in discretion-Upheld and Remitted-Norcott R. v. 
M~tire PIy.Ud and Others--Appeal No. 1031 of 1994--Full Bench-Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Beech C.-1712195--Other 
MWlOg ServIces.............................................................................................................................................................................. 831 

'Appeal against decision of President (74 W AlG 1243) re finding that Respondents were financial members at the time of 
nominations--Appellant argued President had erred in law in finding Respondents eligible to slaad for election as officers of 
the union-lAC reviewed f.R. Act 1979, and rules of union and by majority found the candidates (Respondents) at the dates of 
tbeir nominations, whose election is an issue in this matter, had been financial members--Dissenting member found having 
regard to s.55(4)F of I.R. Act 1979 and mic 22(b) of union, membership of each Respondent had terminated prior to payment 
of arrears and therefore not eligihie to nominate or he elected-Disrnissed-Carter J.J. v. Fry E.L. and Others--lAC Appeal No. 
II of 1994-Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy l.lRowland J.lFranldyn J.-17/3/95--Unions .................................................. 821 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 2928) re conclusion that lifting of suspended medical entitlements was an 
industrial matter-Appellant argued Full Bench had erred in law and acted in excess of jurisdiction by concluding non-work 
related medical expenses pursnant to Police Regulations was an "industrial matter" and fOllll.ed an integral part of employment 
relationship-lAC reviewed definition of "industrial matter" in s.7 of I.R. Act 1979 and noted it provided considerably wider 
coverage that definition in Commonwealth Act-lAC found entitlement to medical benefits as per Regulations did constitute a 
privilege, if not a right, to officers and fonned part of their compensation for their services, therefore suspension of that 
entitlement is an "industrial matter" within meaning of s.7 of LR. Act 1979-Dismissed-Minister for Police and Another v. 
W.A.P.U.-IAC Appeal No. 18 of 1994--Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J.lRowland J.lFranldyn J.-27/3/95--Public 
Order and Safety Services............................................................................................................................................................... 1504 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 2628) upholding appeal against decision of Commission ordering reinstatement 
of an employee on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Appellant argued Full Bench erred in holding reinstatement was not open 
to Commission at first instance-lAC reviewed authorities and found that the Appellant was unable to demonstrate that Full 
Bench had erred in law or acted in excess of its jurisdiction-Dismissed-Mnrshall L v. The Management Committee of the 
Geraldton Sexual Assault Re1i:rence Centre-lAC Appeal No. 17 of 1994-Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J.lRowland 
J.lOwen J.-20/4/95--Community Services.................................................................................................................................. 1501 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 W AlG 176) re dismissed application for reinstntement withont loss of entitlements on 
tbe grounds of unfair dismissal--Appellant claimed Commission erred in law by substituting own findings of .fact to replace 
Full Beneh findings not displaced by industrial Appeal Court decision, when investigations were not through and employee's 
performance appraisals were of a high standard-Respondent argued that the appeal was one of view taken of conflicting 
testimony with the conclusions and findings being open to the industrial Appeal Court and no errors oflaw in Commissioner's 
decision existed nor any miscarried exercise of discretion-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that employee's 
trentment of patients was unsatis.factory work performance and dismissal was not unfair-Full Bench further found that 
reinstatement was not practicable and in accordance with equity, good conscience and substantial merits of the application
Dismissed-LH.M.W.U. v. Silver Chain Nursing Association-Appeal No. 1306 of 1994-FuIl Bench-Sharkey P.lHalliwell 
S.C.lParks C.-13/4195--Health and Community SCrvices........................................................................................................... 1511 

'Appeal ngainst decision of Commission (74 W AlG 1962) re dismissed claim for want of jurisdiction re contrnctnal entitlements-
Appellont claimed that the order dismissing for wont of jurisdiction was wrong in law as employment relationship existed when 
application was made, enabling it to be an industrial matter and within jurisdiction, and that Commissinner failed to distinguish 
between jurisdiction to award compensation and to order payment of denied contrnctnal entitlements--Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found that at material time the Applicont was an employee as the contrnct had not been terminsted and as 
Commission erred in mling to find jurisdiction the appeal be upheld, decision suspended and matter remitted-Grdered 
Aecordingly-Vaughan B.P. v. Geraldton Tourist Bureau and Promotions Directorate-Appeal No. 869 of 1994-FuI1 
Bench--ShaIkcy P.lBeeeh C.lGifford C.-13/4195--Tmnsport and Services ............................................................................... 1524 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continuea 

APP~ontiTiued 
Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAlG 2796) re granted reinstatement on the ~rounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant 

claimed Commission erred in fact and law in concluding that conduct of Internal Investl~ators was employer's actions and that 
el!lPloyer was in breach of basic filir dealing, in finding that duty of honesty was implied term of contract, by applying test 
which was inappropriate on the facts and circumstances and reaching incorrect decision--Respondent argued that Commission 
at first instance was open to draw inferences that by introducing resignation option the Internal Investigators acted as part of 
employer administrative apparatus and that the correct test bad been identified and applied in Commission's finding-Full 
Bench reviewed stated tests and authorities and found that much of appeal revolved around correct test to be applied as a 
matter of law and that as an implied term of honesty existed the employer bad, t~h investigations, acted harshly-Full 
Bench further found that as no evidence contrary to employee's was submitted CommissIOn was entitled to reach its finding
Dismissed-The Attorney General v. P.O.U.-Appeal No. 1195 of 1994-FuIl Bencb-Sharkey P., Scott C., Gifford C.-
13/4/95--Public Order and Safety Services .................................................................................................................................. . 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (73 W AlG 3333) re upholding appeal against decision of Commission re denied contractual 
entitlements and question of jurisdiction-Appellant argued that current claim dealt with existing contractual entitlements not 
new co~nsation rights as per Coles Myer Case-lAC found that Appellant had overlooked the basic principle, the 'ratio 
decidendi' of earlier authority being critical and not if factual situation was identical-lAC found that 5.23 of the LR. Act was 
limited to uafair dismissal claim and it had no provision for denied contractual entitlement-Furthermore 5.23 did not draw an 
expressed provision to ~ive Commissioners power to deal with Common Law claims in contract for ex-employees-lAC 
further found that the pnnciple had been followed since Pepler Case and was not prepared to overrule Pepler-Dlsmissed
SakaI H.l v. T. O'Connor & Sons Pty Lld -lAC Appeal No. 21 of 1993-Indusfrial Appeal Court-Kennedy P.lRowland 
J.lNicholson 1-27/3/95--Construction Trade Services ............................................................................................................. .. 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 WAlG 151) re dismissed application for reinstatement on the grounds of uafair 
dismissal-Appellant claimed Commission erred in finding that a choice existed to avoid termination upon damages settlement 
When the settlement was irrelevant to employment, in finding Respondent acted reasonably on presumption of consent when 
fairness of conduct in negotiations was not included and in failing to find that as vetbal notice was not consensual and did not 
comply with notice provisions of award it was unlawful-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that as 
incident connected in Common Law action was work related Respondeut was entitled to involvement and as no evidence 
existed to suggest that Appellant had been forced to take risk but mther chose to take it, Commissioner's finding at first 
instance was correct-Dismissed-Durham T. v. W.A.G.R.C. lIa Westrail-Appeal No. 1305 of 1994-Full Bencb-Sbarkey 
P.lScott C.lGifford C.-17/5195--Rail T ransport ......................................................................................................................... . 

'Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistmte (unreported) re granted claim for breached award and order of payments
Appellant claimed Magistmte erred in finding that under interpretation of award Respondent was entitled to overtime 
payments, that implicit directions to work 8 hours each shift activated clause 19 of the award and in drawing conclusion that 
there existed implicit direction to be available to work the 8 hour shift-Full Bench reviewed the Public Service General 
Conditions of Scrvice and Allowance Award and Administmtive Instruction 701 and found that as no definition of 'ordinary 
hours' existed in award it would be understood in natural meaning unless context required otherwise and as there was 
knowledge and acceptance of employee working 8 hours through implied direction no error occurred in Industrial Magistrate's 

~~:t-gis'r7t5/~~~li~0n1~~ ~~s:r:;os:~i~~~~.~ .. ~:~:=~~~~~.~~:.~.~ .. ~~ .. ~~~:=~~~ .. ~~~~~ .. :':~~.~e 
'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAlG 2777) re dismissed application for contractual entitlements on the grounds of 

unfair dismissal-Appellant claimed tommission erred in law in failin~ to apply relevant legal principles to fact of the case, in 
believing allegations that employee had previously en~aged in similar IDcidents and in finding summary dismissal was justified 
and had failed to give proper recognition of employee s good employment history-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found 
on evidence that Commission was correct in regarding that memomnda issued had matters sufficient to attach weight to claim, 
that at first instance Commission had rcgarded employment history and as there was insufficient evidence to determine 
dismissal as unfair no error in exercise of discretion nor fact or law occurred-Dismissed-Miskiewizc L.S. v. City of 
Belmont-Appeal No. 1192 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P.lBeech C./Parks C.-23/5195--Scrvices to Transport ............... . 

'Appeals against decision of Commission (74 W AlG 1989) re granted joinders to awards and ordering discovery of confidential 
doeuments--Appellant claimed that matters were of importance and in public interest an appeal should lie as they included 
right of confidentiality and right of protection from apprehension of discrimination--Appellant further claimed that 
Commission erred in exercising discretion by ordering discovery of documents when it failed to give adequate weight to 
importance of protecting privacy and confidentiality of union members and to consider whether any good reason for order had 
been established-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that as cases cited relating to confidentiality and inspection did 
not relate solely to discovery they were not distinguishable and a miscarriage of Commission's discretion existed but not 
enough material existed to establish Full Bench's exercising of discretion--FuII Bench further found in relation to order l(c) 
there was sufficient to order not to include documents in nature of proofs and communications for sake of obtaining evidence-
Upheld-L.H.M.W.U. v. Western Anstmlian Hotels and Hospitality Association Incorporate and Others-Appeal Nos. 815, 
816,817,818 and 819 of 1994-Full Bencb-Sharkey P.lColeman C.C.IHal1iwell S.C.-515195--Accommodation, Cafes and 
Restaurants .................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Appeal re reinstatement and unpaid benefits on the grounds ofuafair dismissal-Appellant claimed that application should proceed 
as the delay in processing was due to uncertainty of future employment and concerns regarding his performance were not 
referred to him prior to notice of termiantion-Respondents argued application should not proceed given failure to commence 
proceedings within the twenty one day time fuune, that the f\ppellant's work was deficient in failing to demonstmte the 
necessary skills and that vanous members had lodged comphunts about bim-PSAB found on balance of evidence that 
Appellant was given no indication of dissatisfaction with his performance nor opportunity to effecl any change to his work 
performance that might have been necessaty-Graated-Edwards J.F. v. President of the Legislative Council and Another
No. PSAB 1 of 1994-Public Service Appeal Board-George C.lHordernlRoche-16/3/9~Business Services/Government 
Administmtion .............................................................................................................................................................................. .. 

'Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistmte re dismissed complaints fur alleged breaches of award-Appellnot Union argued 
Industrial Magistmte erred in finding that employee was employed under the Contract Cleaners Award 1986 when evidence 
existed of employment being under the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987-FulI Bench reviewed authorities and 
found on evidence that as there was not sufficient evidence as to employment industry, Appellant could not prove beyond 
reasonable doubt that the Magistrate had erred-Dismissed-B.L.P.P.U. v. Micbael Nelson ·elark and Amanda Joy Claik lIa 
Mike Clark Contracting-Appeal No. 127 of 1995--Full Bencb-Sbarkey P.!Halliwell S.C.lGifford C.-17/5195-
Construction Trade Services .......................................................................................................................................................... . 

AWARDS 
Conference referred re dispute over increase in site allowance, safety boots and clothing at BHP operations nt Mt Newrnan, Poinl 

Hedland and Finucane Island-Applicant union claimed that it would proceed application against 3 other companies and made 
them parties to the application-Applicant union further claimed that conditions extant on the sites bad created circumstances 
where compensation was inadequate and should also be provided with safety clothes due to possibility to flash-Respondent 
argued that no good or cogent reasons existed, the increase did not comply with Wage Fixing Principles and failure to 
discharge ODllS ofproofexisted-Commission reviewed authorities and found that on tests applied fromAlcoa Case (supra) the 
dillllbilities were covered by special mtes and provisions in the award, that the operations bad been subject to envirolllllental 
~ement plans and there did not exist evidence of change in work perfonn.ed to lead to a significant net addition
Di~ssed-AE.E.F.E.U. v. O'Donnel Griffin and Others-No. CR339 of 1994-Gregor C.-9/11194-Inatallation Trnde 
Services ........................................................................................................................................................................................ .. 

Application 10 vary award re $8.00 Snfety Net Adjustment-Applicant claimed that Structural Efficiency Principles bad been 
complied with and an application for a Minimum Rates Adjustment bad been lodged-Respondent argued that tIle Commission 
lacked jurisdiction as the lowest paid under the award bad not received the 2.3% wage increase and so the minimum mtea 
process bad not commeneed-Commission found on evidence that the application complies with the Structural Efficiency 
Prineiple and that application does not extend to all employees is a matter for the Applicant and not tbe Commission
Graated-C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Hon. Minister for Works and Others-No. 1698 of"1993-Halliwell S.C.-15/11/94-
Construction .................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
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CUMULATIVE DlGEST-oontinuea 

A W ARDS-continl4ed 
'Proceedings instituted on CollUllissions Own Motion re consideration of AIRC's Full Bench decisions in the August (Prilll L4700) 

and September (Prilll L5300) 1994 Reviews as National Wage Decision (NWD) pursuant to 6.51(2) of LR. Act 1979-AlI 
parties advocated CollUllission give effect to NWD for purpose of 5.51 of Act, however as noted in Attachment 1 different 
approaches were being pressed upon the CollUllission in this task-CICS noted 5.50 parties concerns thlll Statement of 
Principles under a General Order pursuant to s.51 of LR. Act 1979, should not be perceived as establishing a wages system 
whicb is inferior to tbat operating under the Federal system, but one that is equitable, comprehensive and directed at realising 
tbe same objectives-CICS found fundamental th .... ust of wages system sbould be, a focus on elllerprise bargaining, with 
periodic wage adjustments identified as "arbitrated safety net adjustment" applicable where employees have not been able to 
secure elllerprise agreements, whilst still msilllaining the award system within the requirements of Structural Efficiency
Consensus view of s.50(1O) parties sought for criteria to be applied in identifYing paid rates and mininnun rates awards
"Statement of Principles December 1994" issued, with refi:rence to term "elllerprise flexibility agreements" deleted in 
Supplementruy Reasons-Ordered-CollUllissions Own Motion-No. 9S5 of 1994-Commission in Court Session-Coleman 
C.c., Halliwell S.C .• Cawley C., George C .• Parks C.-301l2/94 and 3/1/95-GenerallAlllndusmes ........................................ . 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAIG 1192) to uphold. suspend and remit matter, of issuance of new award to 
CollUllission-Appellant argued CollUllission at first instance bad erred in exercise of discretion in determining thlll award 
should be binding on its operations and sought determination on whether it was open to CollUllission at first instance or to Full 
Bench to conclude that any colllracts of employment existed between itself and the elllertainers-IAC distinguished between 
"question of law" and "question of fact"-IAC found from authorities cited and evidence tbat CollUllission and Full Bench 
were in error in finding that elllertainers engaged by the Appellant had been an employee within the meaning of thlll expression 
in s.7 of I.R. Act--Furthermore IAC noted Respondent had fililed to establish onus that award should be bindi~ on Appellant 
and found no justification at present to introduce casino operations into the Award-UpheldlOrdered Accordingly--Burswood 
Resort (Management) Lld v. Actors Equity of W.A.-IAC Appeal No. 10 of 1994-lndustrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J., 
FranklynlNicholson J.J.-30/12/94-Hospitality ........................................................................................................................ .. 

Applications to val)' awards re $S.OO Arbitrated Safety Net Wage Adjustment-Respondent argued thlll the claims should be 
dismissed as Applicant initially sought illCrease under 1993 National Wage Decision bnt upon its cancellation altered claims . 
for the 1994 National Wage Decision resulting in changing the character of the application-Commission reviewed anthorities 
and found that the increase was typical of application pursuant to 1994 State Wage Decision and could not see how continuing 
claim for $8.00 increase could change character of the claim--Grallled-M.S.W.U. v. Department of Conservation and Land 
Management and Others-Nos. 1604, 1605, 1615 and 1623 of 1993-Beech C.-27/1195-Various ........................................ . 

Applications to val)' awards re S8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Respondent argued in preliminal)' point that CollUllission 
lacked jurisdiction-Commission fuund in preliminal)' matter that as notice of application stated the 1994 National Wage 
Decision print number the application rcflected the 1994 State Wage Decision and as paid rates wages were changed to include 
$8.00 Safety Net Adjustment, special circumstances had been met-Grallled-M.E.W.U. v. B.M.A. and Others-Nos. 965, 968 
and 969 of 1994-HalIiwell S.C.-3111/9S-Construction .......................................................................................................... . 

Application for payment of allOWances-Applicant union claimed that special rates and provisions paid while plumber was 
employed at Fremantle Prison should continue to be paid while employed at Canning Vale Prison-Respondent argued that 
there was no case to answer as case bad not been presellled-Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that an 
order could not issue as the merit of the matter had not been presellled, but should the Applicant be in a position to demonstrate 
tbe circumstances ofthe work undertaken at bath Fremantle Prison and Canning Vale Prison and the claim fits within the Stale 
Wage Principles, the Application would be relisted-Reasons issued only-P.G.E.U. v. B.M.A-No. 439 of 1994-Beech 
C.-19/1/9S-Construction ......................................................................................................................................................... .. 

Application to vruy award re insertion of new classification-Applicant claimed that the operation of the installation section 
required a more 'bands on' supervising arrangement--Respondent argued that the position of installation supervisor was similar 
to tbe position of installation officer already in place-CollUllission found on evidence thlll the comparison of the duty 
statements of the two positions showed the positions were differelll and thlll the installation supervisor position worked well 

~ ~~sl~9~:r:f~!r~~r':a~aIS::~~~.~.~~~.~~~~~.~.~~~~:..~~.~~~.~: .. ~::.. .. ~ ..... ~~:.~~~.~~.~.~.~~~h 
Application to vruy award re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant claimed that sufficient connection existed 

between December 1993 and December 1994 State Wage Decision to enable Commission to exercise discretion and grant 
amendments-Respondent argued (hill as amendments were only available under 1994 State Wage Decision, no connection 
was established and granting such amendments would materially alter original applications and proceedings-CollUllission 
reviewed authorities and found on evidence tbat variations were pursuant to the December 1993 State Wage Decision only and 
to grant amendments would be an inappropriate exercise of power-Refused-C.S.A v. Commissioner, Public Service 
CollUllission and Others-Nos. P57 and P62 of 1993 and 1662-1664 of 1993-Public Service Arbitrator-George C.-
20/1/95--&ate Government Admiaistration ................................................................................................................................. . 

Application re ratification of an industrial agreement re new shift rosters, work and remuneration arrangements-Tribunal found 
that memorandum was not inconsistent with State Wage Fixing Principles and as it represented mnmentus change and 
substantial restructuring of workplace it should be allowed to take place withont delay~raated-Griffin Coal Mining Co. 
Limited v. C.M.I.E.U. and Another-Application No. 15 of 1994-Coal Industl)' Tribunal-Fielding C.-241S/94-Mining ... 

Application to val)' award re $S.OO Safety Net Adjustment increase-Applicant claimed thlll increase should be illCorporated into 
the Award and granted retrospective operation in accordance to the State Wage Case Decision 1994 and its related wage fixing 
principlc&-Respondent argued thlll as the applicant's claim had its genesis in the State Wage Case decision 1993 principles, 
the application had become defimct and should be discontinued-Commission found on evidence !hat although the condition 
precedent required to be met no longer applied, the retrospective effect of the first arbitrated safety net adjustment was 
allowable by State Wage Case decision 1994 and the inerease be granted-Granted in Part-ALH.M.W.U. v. Albany 
Regional Hospital and Others-Parks C.-24/1/94-Health and Community Services .............................................................. .. 

Application to vruy an award re $8.00 arbitrated safety net adjustment increase-Applicant claimed thlll "special circumstances" 
existed which made operative retrospectivity to the wage inerease from November 1994, filir and right--Respondent argued 
thlll an overaward psyment had already been received and thlll applicant's argument for retrospectivity did not satisty the 
principles set out in the State Wage Case 1994-Further amendment to the schedule be submitted to allow absorption of the 
overaward payment-CollUllission reviewed authorities and found on evidence thlll although the claim did not justity a 'special 
circumstance' amendment to the award be graated-Further fuund that issue of absorption was a matter for the respondent to 
choose to absorb or not-Granted in Part-ME.W.U. v. W.AF.B.B.-No. 970 of 1994-Scott C.-712194-Fire Brigade 
Services ......................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application to vruy award re insertion of traineeships clause-Parties reached agreement ahont variation-Conunission found on 
evidence thlll the new Career Start traineeship schemes warranted the insertion of a new clause in the award-(}raated-
S.D.AE.A. v. Myer Stores Lld and Others-No. 1326 of 1992-Beech C.-7/2/95-Wholesale and Retail Trade .................... . 

Application to vruy award re insertion of a short/fIXed term provision- Parties agreed thlll the amendments should be made
Tribunal found on evidence thlll the awards should in each case be vaned-Graated-Griffin Coal Mining Co. Ply Lld v. 
C.M.I.U. and Others-No. 10 of 1993-Coal Industl)' Tribunal-Fielding C.-16/2/94-Coal Mining .................................... . 

Application fur interpretation of award re use of cOlllractors-~licant claimed that preliminary question need to be asktd, !hat the 
application of clause 26 of the award to the circumstances did not exist as provision of award was fur piecewodler or contract 
miners withln company not fur contracting companies-Respondent argued it was customal)' for agreement to be sought to use 
contractors-Tribunal reviewed clause 26 of the award and found it prefi:rred Applicant's case as the interpretation of 
"Contract" and "Contractor" were different to those envisaged when clause was first constructed-Ordered Accordinsdy
Western Collieries Umited v. C.M.I.U.-Application 20 of 1994-Coallndustl)' Tribunal-P. Zorzi-1712195 &. 22/2195-
Mining .......................................................................... · .... · .......................................................................................................... .. 
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Page 
AWARDS-continued 

Application to vary award re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant claimed that a State Wage Case would follow the 
October 1993 National Wage Case Decision and adopt the substance thereot'-Respondent argued that the application was not 
a competent action enahling effect to be given to the S.W.C. Decision 1994 and therefore ought to be discontinued-
Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that it was appropriate to grant the $8.00 per week increase-
Granted-A.L.H.M.W.U. v. Pcrth Dental Hospital-No. 1585 of 1993-Paoo C.-71219$-Health Services............................. 721 

Application to vary award re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant Union claimed the award was a minimum rates 
award and eligible to receive the increase pursuant to the 1993 Principles--Respondent agreed with the award variation to 
reflect an $8.00 increase, but argued that it should be pursuant to the 1994 Principles and a separate application should be 
lodged-Commission reviewcd authorities and found that the wording of the 1994 Principles was suffice to permit the 
amendment pursuant to the first Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment in the 1993 State Wage Decision-Granted-M.W.U. v Hon. 
Minister for Community Welfare-No. 1564 of 1993--Beech C.-20/02/9S-Community Services.......................................... 927 

Application to vary award re $8.00 arbitrated safety net adjustment-Applicant claimed date of operation should be the date of 
application-Respondent argued against any retrospectivity as the matter did not classifY as a special circumstance-
Commission reviewed authorities and found that in light ofS.39 of the Act and the State Wage Case that retrospectivity was 
fair as the manner in which the matter has been processed classified special circumstances-Granted-S.S.T.U. v. Director, 
Hedland College Council and Others-No. 125 of 1995-Beech C.-20/3/95-Education......................................................... 925 

Application to vary Award re first arbitrated safety net adjustment of $417 per annum--Applicant claimed that increase should be 
incorporated into Award and granted retrospective operation-Respondent argued that Applicant Union did not have proper 
right to act on behalf of the members of the hody--Commission found that as the Wage Principles were not an automatic right 
to retrospective operation the consent by respondents to such retrospectivity .should not be foisted upon unwilling parties 
although circumstances existed to justifY the safety net adjustment operative date different for employees of objecting 
respondents-Granted in Pan-H.S.O.A. v. Bassendean Nursing Home and Others-No. 371 of 1994-Paoo C.-2113/95-
Nursing........................................................................................................................................................................................... 938 

Application for order to abolish the position of Programme Co-ordinator and readvertise as Associate Director (Academic) in 
accordance to the Award-Respondent argued that as the employees in the disputed positions were public servants they were 
not covered by the Award-Tribunal found that it lacked the jurisdiction as the positions and the persons occupying the 
positions were not teachers-Dismissed--S.s.T.U. v. HoD. Minister for Education-No. TCR12 of 1994-Beech C., 
Reeves/Pollard-16/3/9$-Education............................................................................................................................................ 1033 

Applications to vary award re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant Union claimed awards be varied to reflect first 
arbitrated sarety net adjustment and should operate from the date of application-Respondent neither opposed nor consented to 
the variation but objected to retrospectivity-Tribunal reviewed authorities and found on evidence that as the applications 
fitted within the 1994 Principles and special circumstances existed the awards should he amended--Granted-S.S.T.U. v. Hon. 
Minister for Education-Nos. Tl7 and Tl9 of 1994-G.S.T.T.-Beech C.-20/03/95-Education............................................ 1028 

) Application for interpretation of award re $8.00 Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant claimed that aaswer to question of legal 
liability in respect to Commission if they continued to make over-award payments and whether they would be furced to pay 
additional $16.00 at later date--CICS found that as the over-award arrangements made at enterprise level were consistent with 
absorption provisions of State Wage Case, applicant had right to elect to flow on amendments or to absorb them and 
appropriate interpretation of 'enterprise agreements' was to include registered agreements pursuant to S.41 of I.R. Act-,
Decision Issued--OPSM Spectacle Makers Ply Lld-No. 78 of 1995-Commission in Court Session--4/4/95-Health 
Services .......................................................................................................................................................................................... 872 

Application to vary award re first arbitrated safety net adjustment-Applicant Union claimed adjustment to be applied in a manner 
that re-established the nexus between casual rates and certain classifications as they existed prior to 1992-Respondent did nol 
oppose increase for casual employees but argued rates should be calculated using full time hours-Commission reviewed 
authorities and found on evidence that to calculate rates using a method other than hours of full time employees would give 
casual employees a greater proportionate increase and would not be a proper application of the Principle-Granted-S.s.T.U. 
v. Hon. Minister for Education-No. T 17A of 1994-Government School Teachers Tribunal-Beech C.lReeveslPollard-
19/4/9$-Education ....................................................................................................................................................................... 1736 

Conference referred re order to negotiate an enterprise bargaining agreement-Applicant union claimed that Respondent had 
refused to comply with request to enter into negotiations to secure an Enterprise Bargaining Agreement-Respondent argued 
that it did not want to enter into negotiations with the Applicant union separated from all other unions but were willing to 
negotiate with the workforce as a whole and that the Commission did have the jurisdiction to order parties to commence 
negotiations to establish an Agreement--Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that it did not have the 
power to order parties to negotiate as it had already dealt with the matter in the conciliation process and had to rely on its 
powers in the arbitration phase-Dismissed-M.E.W.U. v. Midland Brick Co. Ply Ltd-No. CR29 of 1995--Scott C. 
-10/519S-Ceramic Product Manufacturing ................................................................................................................................... 1672 

Application to vary awards re traineeships-Applicant Union claimed that variation was required to accommodate and facilitate 
new training related initiative with existing T raineeship clauses in reflecting national provisioDB-Respondent agreed to the 
essence of the National Award but argued that the two state awards simply mirrored its provisions and as they were 
incompatible with awards of State Commission it was misleading and ineffectual-Commission fouod on evidence that 
although a uniformity of award related prescription would be convenient, a virtual mirroring of National Award provisions 
would violate the . . of the two state awards, and that as the essence of the traineeship related provisions were in 
accordance with St Case Principles, drafting changes to provisions would be necessary-Granted in Part-M.E. W.U. 
and Another v. A and Others-Nos. 1210 and 1218 of 1994-Parks C. 3/5195-Motor Vehicle Services ............... 1646 

Application to vary awards re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Wage Adjustment-Applicant claimed that allowances should also be 
increased as they had historically moved at same time as rates of pay-Respondent argued that the applications should be 
dismissed as they did not comply with the Statement of Principles when the lack of enterprise flexibility clauses in the award 
was considered-Commission reviewed authorities and found that with the exception of one application, there were no 
flexibility provisions contained in the awards and that the majority of applications did not fit within Wage Fixing Principles-
Granted in Part-F.B.T.P.U. v. Midland Brick and Others-Nos. 26.27.28,29 and 30 of 1995--Scott C.-28/4/95-Building 
Structure Sarvices. ... ....... ....... ........ ........... ......... ....... ............... ... ........... ................. ...... ...... .................... ... ............. ... ...... ...... .... ..... 1656 

Conference referred re payment of allowance-Applicant Union claimed that payment of allowance should have continued despite 
the closure of the Prison. as the nature of the employment had not changed and the allowance was an employment condition 
and paynble under the Award-Respondent argued that ~loyee was incorrectly paid the allowance and the allowance was 
not prescribed by the award--Commission reviewed authonties and found on evidence that the allowance was a regular and 
permanent fbature of the employment contract and arbitrary reduction in the income was unfair-Granted-P.G.E.u. v. 
B.M.A.-No. CR439 of 1994-Beech C.-20/4/9S-Construction Trade Services ...........................................•......................... 1675 

Application to vary award re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Wage Adjustment-Parties consented to variatinn--Commission reviewed 
authorities and found on evidence that as application was a s~ial case and the parties had pursued structural efficiency in 
appropriate manner the variation was within State Wage Princlples-Granted-A.W.U. and Others v. Hamersley Iron Ore Ply 
Lld-No. 101 of 199$-Beech C.-13/4/9$-Metal Ore Mining................................................................................................. 1643 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 WAlG 151) re dismissed application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal-Appellant claimed Commission erred in finding that a choice existed to avoid termination upon damages settlement 
when the settlement was irrelevant to employment, in finding Respondent acted reasonably on presumption of consent when 
fairness of conduct in negotiations was not included and in failing to find that as verbal notice was not consensual and did not 
comply with notice provisions of award it was ualawful-FuI1 Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that as 
incident connected in Common Law ection was wolk related Respondent was entitled to involvement and as no evidence 
existed to suggest that Appellant had been forced to take risk but rather chose to take it, Commiasioner's finding at first 
instance was correct-Dismissed-Durham T. v. W.A.G.R.C. tla Westrail-Appeal No. 1305 of 1994-FuIl Bench-Sharkey 
P.lScott C.lGifford C.-17/519$-RaiI Transport .......................................................................................................................... 1787 
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A W AImS--continued 
'AppealagaillSt decision of Commission (75 W AIG 405) re gmnted claim for an award variation re the date of opemtion for $8.00 

amitrated safety net wage adjustment-Appellant claimed that the Commission failed to consider the workem were low paid 
workem, that other workem in the industry had received the increase and as the Respondent had ample time to budget for the 
$8.00 increase. a further retrospective date of opemtion should be gmnted-Respondent argued that the special circumstances 
and any nexus between the award and those who received a retrospective date of opemtion could not be sufficiently 
established-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the extent of retroactive opemtion of the award 
claimed was not warranted by the circumstances outlined and the grounds of the appeal had not been fully made out-
Dismissed-A.L.H.M.U. v. Regional Hospital and Others-Appeal No. 149 of 1995-FulI Bench-Sharkey PJScott CJGifford 
C.-2515195-Health Services ...................................................................................................................................................... . 

'Appeals against decision of Commission (74 WAIG 1989) re gmnted joinders to awards and ordering discovety of confidential 
docwnents--Appellant claimed that matters were of importance and in public interest an appeal should lie as they included 
right of confidentiality and right of protection from apprehension of discrimination-Appellant further claimed that 
Commission erred in exercising discretion by ordering discovery of documents when it failed to give adequate weight to 
importance of protecting privacy and confidentiality of union members and to consider whether any good reason for order had 
been established-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that as cases cited relating to confidentiality and inspection did 
not relate solely to discovety they were not distinguishable and a miscarriage of Commission's discretion existed but not 
enough material existed to establish Full Bench's exercising of discretion-Full Bench further found in relation to order l(c) 
there was sufficient to order not to include documents in nature of proofs and communications for sake of obtaining evidence-
Upheld-L.H.M.W.U. v. Western Australian Hotels and Hospitality Association IncOlporate and Others--Appeal Nos. 815, 
816,817,818 and 819 of 1994-Full Bencb-Sharkey P.lColeman C.C.lHalliwelI S.C.-SISI95-Accommodation, Cafes and 
Restaurants .................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

'Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re granted claim for breached award and order of payments-
Appellant claimed Magistrate erred in finding that under interpretation of award Respondent was entitled to overtime 
payments, that implicit directions to work 8 houm each shift activated clause 19 of the award and in drawing conclusion that 
there existed implicit direction to be available to work the 8 hour shift-Full Bench reviewed the Public Service General 
Conditions of Service and Allowance Award and Administrative Instruction 701 and found that as no definition of 'ordinaty 
hours' existed in award it would be understood in natural meaning unless context required otherwise and as there was 
knowledge and acceptance of employee working 8 hours through implied direction no error occurred in Industrial Magistrate's 

~~:rgis~;/~/~~~li~r:~ ~~~:~o::vr~R~.~~.~~:=~:.~.~ .. ~~:.~.~ .. ~.~ .. ~~~~~~~~ .. ~~~~~~ .. ~ .. ~~~~e 
1 Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate re dismissed complaints for alleged breaches of award-Appellant Union argued 

Industrial Magistrate erred in finding that employee was employed under the Contract Cleaners Award 1986 when evidence 
existed of employment being under the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987-Full Bench reviewed authorities and 
found on evidence that as there was not sufficient evidence as to employment industty, Appellant could not prove beyond 
reasonable doubt that the Magistrate had erred-Dismissed-B.L.P.P.U. v. Michael Nelson Clm and Amanda Joy Clm tla 
Mike Clark Contracting-Appeal No. 127 of 1995-FulI Bench-Sharkey P.lHalliwell S.C.lGifford C.-17/5195-
Construction Trade Services .......................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application to vary award-Applicant claimed that the award be varied to delete the Restructuring exemption from Appendix D of 
the Building Trades (Government) Award 1968 (No. 31A of 1966) as it would allow original operative date to apply 
retrospectively-Respondent argued that there should be no retrospectivity as no special circumstances existed to justiiY it-
Commission found on evidence that to amend the award would not be a productive use of time and resources as they would be 
spent on implementing something which was agreed by other parties but circumstances which did not apply here. and in terms 
which did not reflect the joint intentions or objectives of these parties-Dismissed-B.L.P.P.U. v. Minister fur Works and 
Others--No. 1279 of 1994-Scott C.-30/5194--Construction ................................................................................................... . 

BO~ OF REFERENCE 
Appeal against decision of Board of Reference (74 WAIG 2173) re long service leave entitlements-Applicant claimed that Board 

erred in finding that Respondent intended to resign when on evidence the correct conclusion was that the notice of termination 
was in fact given-CICS reviewed section 19 of the Long Service Leave Act and found that a matter heard under section 
48( 12) of the Industrial Relations Act was to be determined on the facts found by Board of Reference as recorded in 
memorandum signed by Chairman and the findings of fact in this instance were not open to question on appcal--Dismissed
ThOInas Massam Real Estate v. Evans D.-Appeal No. 980 of 1994--Commission in Court Session-Halliwell S.C., George 
C., Parks C.---8/12/94-Property Service ..................................................................................................................................... . 

Application re long service leave entitlementS-Applicant claimed that understanding was if extra annual leave was taken no 
holiday pay would be given-Board of Reference found on evidence that the Applicant's unpaid leave of absence from 
employment had terminated the employment relationship and consequently could not claim continuous service from October 
1984 for accrued long service leave-Dismissed-Ngo K.A. v. Perth Trouser Manufacturing Co-File No. 19 of 1994-Board 
of Reference-Pope T.J.lBeech L.lUphill J.N.-ll11195-Clothing Manufacturing .................................................................. .. 

Application for unpaid pro-rata leave--Applicant claimed that as tbe period where employment was diffi:rent occurred in related 
areas the period should be regarded as continuons-Respondant argned there was no case to answer-BOR reviewed s.8A of 
the Long Servicc Leave Act and found that no evidence was prnduced to show the relationship between the two employment 
areas--Dismisscd-Yewdall J. v. Midland Datsun Ply Ltd-File No. 22 of 1994-Board of Reference-PopeILatter/Uphill-
18/1195-Motor Vehicle Retailing and Sales ............................................................................................................................... .. 

Application re registration as an employer-Applicant claimed that all workem engaged at the site were subcontractors and not 
employees as defined in the CIPPLSL Act-Respondent argued that although some workem were subcontractom, a number 
were cngaged under a contract of service and therefore were classified as employees-Board of Reference reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that it had the power to determine tbe employment status as employees or independent contractom, and 
that for the purposes of the CIPPLSL Act the workers were to be considered employees of the Applicant--Dismissed-Double 
S Construction Ply Ltd v. C.I.L.S.L.P.B.-No. BOR 25 of 1994-Board of Reference--LovegrovelLatterlUphiI1-27/4/95-
Construction .................................................................................................................................................................................. . 

BREACH OF AWARD 
Complaint re breach of award-Complainant union claimed breach occurred by failure to pay 15% shift penalty to employee

Industrial Magistrate reviewed clause 8 of the Award and found that there was nothing to suggest that part-time employees be 
paid a diffi:rent overtime except on a pro rata basis--Granted in Part--A.M.A.C.U. v. Roeboume Shire Council-Complaint 
Nos. 1085--1088 of 1994-Industrial Magistrate-Tare I.M.-1/12194-I..ocal Government .................................................... . 

Complaint re breach of award-Complainant argned that Defendant failed to pay sums of money due to her under an Agreement 
after the termination of employment when the Defendant had no lawful right under the award to terminate that employmem
Parties asked as a preliminaty issue to determine if it could accept the Complainant's cause of action as being valid-Industrial 
Magistrate found that Agreement was an ordinaty contract of Common Law, that it did not state that the compnay shall employ 
the Complainant fur the duration of the agreement, therefore it had not breached the agreement in terminating amploymem
Dismisscd-Gladwell R.S. and Others v. The Swan Brewery Company-Complaint Nos. 1093-1165 of 1994 and 1163-1184 
of 1994-lndustrial Magistrate-Gething S.M.-21/12/94-BrewingIMalting ........................................................................... . 
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BRE~CH OF AW ARD-continued 
Appeals against decisions of Industrial Magistrate (74 WAIG 2766) re dismissed complaints for alleged breaches of award

Applicants claimed that Magistrate erred in fact and law by rejecting evidence when it was uncontradicted and unchallenged, in 
holding that prosecution did not bear onus to prove the charge, incorrectly holding State Law applied to recruitment instead of 
Commonwealth Law, in stating lack of jurisdiction to award costs, and in awarding costs when no jurisdiction existed-Full 
Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that three ofthe appeals could not prove beyond reasonable doubt that the 
Magistrate had erred-Full Bench further found that Magistrate in remaining appeals had msde orders that penalties be paid 
when no such jurisdiction existed and error was proven and remitted to determine costs-Ordered Accordingly--Ducasse E. 
and Others v. Aitken P. and Others-Appeal Nos. 1032, 1039, 1040, 1206, 1207, 1208, 1209 and 1215 of 1994-Full Bench-
Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., George C.-17/3/95--Transport and SeIVice .................................................................................... . 

2 Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re granted claim for breached award and order of payments
Appellant claimed Magistrate erred in finding that under interpretation. of award Respondent was entitled to overtime 
payments, that implicit directions to work 8 hours each shift activated clause 19 of the award and in drawing conclusion that 
there existed implicit direction to be available to work the 8 hour shift-Full Bench reviewed the Public Service General 
Conditions of Service and Allowance Award and Administrative Instruction 701 and found that as no definition of 'ordinary 
hours' existed in award it would be understood in natural meaning unless context required ntherwise and as there was 
knowledge and acceptance of employee working 8 hours through implied direction no error occurred in Industrial Magistrate's 

~~::t;gis1;/S;/~~~li~~~~ ~~~:~os::vr~~~.~.~ .. ~:::.=~~~.~.~~:.~.~ .. ~~ .. ~~~:.=~~~ .. ~~~~~~ .. :":'~~.~e 
Complaints re compensation, penalty and costs for breach of award claim-Complainant claimed that the Defendant was required to 

reimburse for expenses and penalties incurred during hearings and that interests on the monies was also owed-Defendant 
agreed that as an issue of interest had not been considered by Full Bench, payment of interest was not required to be paid
Industrial Magistrate found on evidence that there was no evidence to order a claim for interest but that an endorsement for 
expenses and a penalty be imposed on the Defendant in each proven case-Industrial Magistrate further found that it lacked 
jurisdiction to alter period of default and also the calculated rate of the default period-Orders Issued Accordingly
F.P.F.A.I.U. v. Jason Industries Ud tls Jason Fumiture-CP Nos. 242 of 1993 and 274-296 of 1993-Industrial Magistrat(}-
Brown S.M.-I3/1195--Household Goods Wholesaling .............................................................................................................. . 

2 Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate re dismissed complaints for alleged breaches of award-Appellant Union argued 
Industrial Magistrate erred in finding that employee was employed under the Contract Cleaners Award 1986 when evidence 
existed of employment being under the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987-Full Bench reviewed authorities and 
found on evidence that as there was not sufficient evidence as to employment industry, Appellant could not prove beyond 
reasonable doubt that the Magistrate had erred-Dismissed-B.L.P.P.U. v. Michael Nelson Clark and Amanda Joy Clark tla 
Mike Clark Contracting-Appeal No. 127 of 1995--Full Bench---Sharkey P.lHalliwell S.C.lGifford C.-17/5195--
Construction Trade SeIVices .......................................................................................................................................................... . 

Complaint re costs incurred in defending Complaint Nos. 1684-1720 of 1994 inclusive-Complainant claimed that they were put 
to the trouble and expense of defending the previously mentioned complaints in order to exculpate themselves and after the 
three day hearing the charges were dismissed-Industrial Magistrate found on evidence that the Complainant was entitled to be 
reimbursed for the costs of the documentary exhibits produced to the court and for fees incurred-Proven-De Worboies P.H. 
v. Anthony R. and Skidmore L.J. tla Specutrom-CP Nos. 1684-1720 of 1994-Industrial Magistrat(}-Robins S.M.-
30/5195--Electronics ..................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application for recovery of costs-Complainant claimed that complaints were withdrawn due to an inherent defect from the 
beginning-Defendant argued costs should he awarded as complaints were withdrawn when application went hefore the Court 
for hearing-Industrial Magistrate reviewed authorities and found that as the proceedings were instituted without reasonable 
cause the Defendant was not bound by the relevant award and Defendant was entitled to be compensated for its financial loss in 
defending proceedings-Granted-T.W.U. v. Giacci Bros Ply Ud-Complaint Nos. 1838-1852 of 1994, 1853-2034 and 2035 
of 1994-lndustrial Magistrat(}-Robins S.M.-30/5195--Transport and SeIVices ..................................................................... . 

Complaint re breach of agreement-Complainants argued that Defendant had terminated employment when under agreement it 
lacked power to do so and upon termination failed to pay monies due under agreement-Complainants further opposed 
application for costs on grounds that they had a bona fide claim for compensation which was neither frivolous or vexatious
Defendant argued that the complaints were not tried because the Complainants failed to establish jurisdiction, but that they had 
heen put to considerable cost in defending the claims-Industrial Magistrate raised the preliminary point that each of the 
complaints did not disclose a cause of action and should be dismissed and the issue of costs be argued-Industrial Magistrate 
reviewed authorities and found that Complainants were frivolous within the meaning ofthe I.R. Act and that as the complaints 
were dismissed, the Defendant was entitled to costs-Dismisscd-Gladwell R.S. and Others v. The Swan Brewery Company--
Complaint Nos. 109&-1184 of 1994-Industrial Magistrate-Gething S.M.-1l/5195--Brewing & Malting .......................... . 

Complaints re compensation, penalty and costs for breach of award c1aim-Complainant argued that the Administrator required an 
order for amounts due and payable before they could properly regard the redundancy payments, costs and penalties as debts 
due and payable by the Company-Industrial Magistrate found on evidence that since the complaints against the Defendant 
Company in the court were still proceeding they could not be finalised unless the Administrator gave written consent or leave 
ofthe Federal Court of Australia was obtained-Relisted-CP Nos. 242 of 1993 and 274-296 of 1993-Industrial Magistrat(}-
Brown S.M.-23/12/94-Household Goods Wholesaling ............................................................................................................ . 

CASUAL WORK 
Application to vary award re first arbitrated safety net adjustment-Applicant Union claimed adjustment to he applied in a manner 

that re-established the nexus between casual rates and certain classifications as they existed prior to 1992-Respondent did not 
oppose increase for casual employees but argued rates should be calculated using full time hours-Commission reviewed 
authorities and found on evidence that to calculate rates using a method other than hours of full time employees would give 
casunl employees a greater proportionate increase and would not be a proper application of the Principle-Granted-S.S.T.U. 
v. Hon. Minister for Education-No. T 17A of 1994-Govemment School Teachers Tribunal-Beech C.lReeveslPollard-
19/4/95--Education ...................................................................................................................................................................... . 

CLASSIFICA nON 
Application to vary award re insertion of new classification-Applicant claimed that the operation of the installation section 

required a more 'hands on' supervising arrangement-Respondent argued that the position of installation supervisor was similar 
to the position of installation officer already in place-Commission found on evidence that the comparison of the duty 
statements of the two positions showed the positions were different and that the installation supervisor position worked well 

~ ~7B~~~t~~~t:~r~~:t~~~~.~.~~.~:.~~~.~ .. ~~~~~:.~~~.~~~.~: .. ~:~ .. ~.=~~:.~:.~.~~.~.~~.:.=~~h 
CLOTHING 

Conference referred re dispute over claim for payment of disability allowance, issue of bluey jackets and paid rest and recreation 
leavt}--Respondent argued that any of the disabilities that were involved in working at the site were not atypical to a mining 
operation to warrant the allowance sought, that there was a good standard of accommodation and an extensive range of 
recreational facilities on sit(}-Respondent further argued that the claim for bluey jackets had a construction industry ring and 
should not be forced to adopt the practice in the mining industry--Commission reviewed authorities, namely the Nifty Case, 
and found on evidence that the site was no different to many other mine sites and that no persuasive arguments had been put 
forward for the granting ofbluey jackets-Commission further found that R&R was justifiable in conforming with employment 
conditions of other employees on site as well as Wage Fixing Principles-Ordered Accordingly--ME.W.U. v. Leighton 
Contractors Pty Ud-No. CR360 of 1994-Gregor C.-8/12194-Mining ................................................................................. . 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

COlvfPARA TlVE WAGE JUSTICE 
Appeal against decision of Commission (75 W AIG 405) re granted claim for an award variation re the date of operation for $8.00 

rubitrated safety net wage adjustment-Appellant claimed that the Commission failed to consider the workers were low paid 
workers, that other workers in the industl)' had received the increase and as the Respondent had ample time to budget for the 
$8.00 increase, a further retrospective date of operation should he granted-Respondent argued that the special circumstances 
and any nexus between the award and those who received a retrospective date of operation could not be SUfficiently 
established-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the extent of retroactive operation of the award 
claimed was not warranted by the circumstances outlined and the grounds of the appeal had not been fully made out-
Dismissed-A.L.H.M.U. v. Regional Hospital and Others-Appeal No. 149 of 1995-Full Bencb-Sharkey P.lScott C./Gifford 
C.-2515195-Health SelVices ..................................................................................................................................................... .. 

COMPENSATION 
Application for reinstatement or alternative compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal without the loss of contractual 

entitlements-Applicant claimed that dismissal was unfair as the Respondent had not provided a copy of the care plan which 
stipulated the duties which were allegedly breached, that no warning was given prior to the dismissal and that the process 
which led to dismissal was intimidating-Respondent argued that although employee was not given a written copy ofthe plan 
she was verbally made aware of the duties, responsibilities and procedures listed on the plan, that the result of actions put the 
patient at risk and constituted a gross misco!iduct--Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that there was no 
unfairness in the Respondent's process dealing with matter and that dismissal for misconduct was justifiable-Dismissed
Svoboda L. v. Perth Home Care Services (Ioc)-No. 318 of 1994-Single Commissioner-George C.-3115195-Health 
SelVices ......................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed that the trial period in which disnUssal 
occurred did not constitute a bona fide probational)' period and termination was unfair-Respondent argued that the Applicant 
was employed on a trial basis and was terminated as a result of inability to meet the job requirement and lack of relevant 
experience-Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that 'trial' or 'tl)" period constituted a probational)' 
engagement and reinstatement could only issue for permanent engagement--Commission further found that as no position was 
available for reinstatement the Applicant could seek compensation via another application and matter be adjourned to enable 
Applicant to advise of intention-Declared Accordingly--Cupin J. v. Australian Sports Publications-No. 156 of 1995-
Gifford C.-2615195-Printing, Publishing and Recorded Media ................................................................................................ .. 

Complaints re compensation, penalty and costs for breach of award claim--Complainant claimed that the Defendant was required 
to reimburse for expenses and penalties incurred during hearings and that interests on the monies was also owed-Defendant 
agreed that as an issue of interest had not been considered by Full Bench, payment of interest was not required to be paid
Industrial Magistrate found on evidence that there was no 'evidence to order a claim for interest but that an endorsement for 
expenses and a penalty be imposed on the Oefendant in each proven case-Industrial Magistrate further found that it lacked 
jurisdiction to alter period of default and also the calculated rate of the default period-Orders Issued Accordingly
F.P.F.A.I.U. v. Jason Industries Ud tla Jason Fumiture--CP Nos. 242 of 1993 and 274-296 of 1993-Industrial Magistrate-
Brown S.M.-13/1195-Household Goods Wholesaling ............................................................................................................. .. 

Complaints re compensation, penalty and costs for breach of award claim--Complainant argued that the Administrator required an 
order for amounts due and payable before they could properly regard the redundancy payments, costs and penalties as debts 
due and payable by the Company-Industrial Magistrate found on evidence that since the complaints against the Defendant 
Company in the court were still proceeding they could not be finalised unless the Administrator gave written consent or leave 
of the Federal Court of Australia was obtained-Relisted-CP Nos. 242 of 1993 and 274-296 of 1993-Industrial Magistrate-
Brown S.M.-23/12/94--Household Goods Wholesaling ........................................................................................................... .. 

Complaint re breach of agreement--Complainants argued that Defendant had terminated employment when under agreement it 
lacked power to do so and upon termination failed to pay monies due under agreement--Complainants further opposed 
application for costs on grounds that they had a bona fide claim for compensation which was neither frivolous or vexatious
Defendant argued that the complaints were not tried because the Complainants failed to establish jUrisdiction, but that they had 
been put to considerable cost in defending the claims-Industrial Magistrate raised the preliminal)' point that each of the 
complaints did not disclose a cause of action and should be dismissed and the issue of costs be argued-Industrial Magistrate 
reviewed authorities and found that Complainants were frivolous within the meaning of the I.R. Act and that as the complaints 
were dismissed, the Defendant was entitled to costs-Dismissed-Gladwell R.S. and Others v. The Swan Brewety Company--
Complaint Nos. 109&-1184 of 1994--Industrial Magistrate-Gething S.M.-1115195-Brewing & Malting .......................... . 

Application for recovety of costs--Complainant claimed that complaints were withdrawn due to an inherent defect from the 
beginning-Defendant argued costs should be awarded as complaints were withdrawn when application went before the Court 
for hearing-Industrial Magistrate reviewed authorities and found that as the proceedings were instituted without reasonable 
cause the Defendant was not hound by the relevant award and Defendant was entitled to be compensated for its financial loss in 
defending proceedings-Granted-T.W.U. v. Giacci Bros Ply Ud-Complaint Nos. 1838-1852 of 1994, 1853-2034 and 2035 
of 1994--Industrial Magistrate-Robins S.M.-30/5195-Transport and SelVices .................................................................... .. 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissaJ-Applicant claimed that the dismissal was unfair as the 
Respondent did not discuss the matter prior to reaching decision-Respondent argued that employee was dismissed due to 
inadequate sales performance and was paid wages, commission, wages in lieu of notice and annual leave earned to that date
Commission reviewed authorities and found that as the Respondent had not discussed situation with employee the dismissal 
was unsatismctol)', but in accordance with the contract of service the right to dismiss was not exercised in harsh or oppressive 
manner and as reinstatement was not practicable and correct entitlements already paid, compensation was not an option-
Dismissed-Perberdy L. v. Australian Sports Publications-No. 109 of 1995-Beech C.-23/5195-Retail Trade .................. .. 

CONFERENCE 
Conference referred re whether revised rostering arrangements proposed by the Respondent are reasonable-Applicant argued that 

with the implementation of changes the Respondent proposed to introduce a pool of casual labour to be available to provide 
relief during unforeseen absences by full time orderlies and the allocation of orderlies to work in particular wards as members 
ofthe patient care unit--Respondent argued that the proposals for changes flew in the face of structural reform. that the process 
of consultation and co-operation had been abandoned and preferred to retain the "lift and turn" team, the call room system and 
the position of hygiene orderly--Commission addressed issues which went to the question of reasonableness of rosters 
proposed and counter proposed and divided the applications to determine matter of the leading hand a1lowance-Commission 
further ordered that the agreement reached between the parties be implemented-Granted-Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital v. 
A.L.H.M.W.U.-Nos. CR142 and 143 of 1994--Coleman C.C.-29/11194--Health and Community Services ........................ .. 

'Application for stay of order in application No. C149 of 1995-Applicant claimed that they had been denied procedural fairness. 
that the Commission had lacked jurisdiction and evidence to make orders, that the orders would obstruct and frustrate the 
improvement of the employment terms and conditions, and would place members in an industrially impossible and confusing 
position-Respondent argued that if a stay was granted it would make success in the appeal nugatol)' as the balance of 
convenience would he in their favour-President reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the balance of convenience 
did not lie with the Applicant and that as the Commission did not lack jurisdiction an abridgement of time would be granted
Granted in Part-S.S.T.U. v. Hon. Minister for Education-Appeal No. 589 of 1995-President-Sharkey P.-311SI95-
Education ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

CONTRACT OF SERVICE 
Complaint re breach of award-Complainant argued that Defendant failed to pay sums of money due to her under an Agreement 

after the termination of employment when the Defendant had no lawful right under the award to terminate that employment-
Parties asked as a prelimiD8JY issue to determine if it could accept the Complainant's cause of action as heing valid-Industrial 
Magistrate found that Agreement was an ordinal)' contract of Common Law, that it did not state that the company shall employ 
the Complainant for the duration of the agreement, therefore it had not breached the agreement in terminating employment-
Dismissed-Gladwell R.S. and Others v. The Swan Brewel)' Company-Complaint Nos. 109S--1165 ofl994 and 116&-1184 
of 1994--Industrial Mngistrate-:-Gething S.M.-21112/94--BrewingIMalting .......................................................................... .. 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST--continued 

CONTRACT OF SERVICE-continued 
Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that as employer complained regularly during 

work relationship he did not think comments made were serious-Respondent argued employment termination was due to 
slowness of work, arriving at work drunk and consumption of cannabis on the job-Commission on evidence and upon 
application ofthe Undercliffu Case (supra) found that there existed an employment relationship and Applicant had discharged 
onus that dismissal was unfair but due to gross breakdown in relationship reinstatement was not granted-Ordered and 
Declared Accordingly-Simpkins G.E. v. Altintas H. tla Seda Painting-No. 916 of 1994-Gregor C.-13/1I95-Building 
Completion Service ...................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

2Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAlG 2790) re dismissed claim for declaration of permanent part-time contracts of 
employment to 4 employees-Applicant union claimed that Commission erred in fact and law in concluding that it lacked 
jurisdiction although claim did not prohibit employment or restrict days or hours, the objection was only directed towards 
remedy/relief sought and its finding was made without hearing evidence-Respondent argued that decision was not a "finding" 
as it disposed of application and result of order would he restriction of hours and days worked in a week-Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found that as no evidence existed to conclude that order was contraI)' to 8.23 of LR. Act, Commission was 
within jurisdiction and as it was not possible for finding to be made without evidence the decision be quashed-Upheld and 
Quashed-M.W.V. v. August-Margaret River Tourist Bureau (Inc}--No. 1076 of 1994--FulI Bencb-Sharkey P., Coleman 
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C.C., Beech C.-12/1195---Cultural and Recreational Services..................................................................................................... 372 
Application for denied contractual entitlements-The Applicant claimed that he had been denied benefits in regards to commission 

and bonuses-The Respondent argued that in accordance to the terms of the "Employment Contract" the payment of 
commission and fees were not valid as the applicant had already received the correct remuneration and payment of bonus was 
not a provision contained in the "Employment Contract"-The Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that 
the applicant could not demonstrate that he had been denied benefits-Dismissed-Dyball, R.S. v. G. and M.B. Burgoyne tie 
Eden Homes-No. 1250 of 1994--Beech C.-2412/95-Property and Business Services............................................................ 731 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that reasons given 
were untrue and did not justifY termination-Respondent raised preliminary question whether Commission was precluded from 
dealing with matter as under University Act and Regulation a provision existed to deal with dismissal and appeals
Respondent further argued that as employment was on a probationary basis and contract had reached natural end it was beyond 
Commission's jurisdiction-Commission reviewed S.23 of I.R. Act and University of W.A. Act 1911 and Regulations and 
found that the points raised by Applicant were properly conceded and question of availability of appeal under S.23 of the LR. 
Act could be answered in affIrmative, but further found that as there existed provision for appeal under University Act the 
Commission was excluded from exercising jurisdiction-Dismissed for Want of Jurisdiction-Rindos D.J. v. The University of 
Western Australia-No. 1486 of 1993--George C.-2112/95-Education ................................................................................... 736 

Application for interpretation of award re use of contractors-Applicant claimed that preliminary question need to be asked, that the 
application of clause 26 of the award to the circumstances did not exist as provision of award was for pieceworker or contract 
miners within company not for contracting compaaies-Respondent argued it was customary for agreement to be sought to use 
contractors-Tribunal reviewed clause 26 of the award and found it preferred Applicant's case as the interpretation of 
"Contract" and "Contractor" were different to those envisaged when clause was first constructed-Ordered Accordinldy
W~s!ern Collieries Limited v. C.M.I.U.-Application 20 of 1994--Coal Industry Tribunal-P. Zom--17/2/95 & 22I2T95-
Mmmg............................................................................................................................................................................................ 762 

Confcrence referred re application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant clain2ed that the contact made 
was in casual manner caused by congestion rather than overt action-Respondent argued that the bodies were delivered on 3 
occasions with extreme force resulting in knife slipping and exposure to danger--Commission was found by Full Bench to 
have jurisdiction and matter was remitted back for hearing-Commission found on evidence that although management 
theories were unorthndox it preferred evidence of Respondent as employee breached contract by exposing daagerous situation 
on 4 different occasions-Dismissed-M.I.E.U. v. P.R. & L. Zielke slaughtering contractors-No. CR80 of 1994-Gregor C.-
10/2/95-Meat and Meat Prnduct Manufacturing.......................................................................................................................... 743 

Applications for denied contractual entitlements-Applicants claimed that they were denied severance/redundancy payments
Respondent argued that as there were no expressed or implied terms in the contract entitling redundancy payments and as 
suitable alternative employment was provided, the applicants were not redundant in the "true sense"--Commission found on 
evidence that the respondent had arranged suitable alternative employment and as there was no redundancy, employees were 
entitled to pro-rata long service leave entitlements-Granted in Part-Lawson R. and Otbers v. Joyce Australia Ply Lad-Nos. 
593,601 and 610 of 1994--Halliwell S.C.-15/3/95-Furniture Retailing and Distribution....................................................... 966 

Application for reinstatement with contractual entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that incident 
relating to the dismissal did not constitute misconduct as it was only a minor matter and termination occurred without adequate 
investigation-Respondent argued that the suspension was authorised by the schedule of rules to by-law No. 54 pW'Suant to the 
Government Railways Act and the dismissal without period of notice was lawful pursuant to the Award--Commission found 
on evidence that there was no real evidence of an altercation to warrant misconduct but parties to confer regarding continuous 
service and entitlement-Decision Issued only-A.R.U. v. W.A.G.R.C.-No. CR445 of 1995-Parks C.-13/3/95-RaiI 
Transport ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 971 

Application for denied contractual benefits-Applicant claimed that he was owed monies for unpaid holiday pay and underpaid 
wages-Respondent argued that Applicant had been paid a sum of money which constituted an overpayment and should be 
used as an offset against the monies owed-Commission reviewed authorities and found uader s.23 of I.R. Act that it had the 
jurisdiction to deal with the matter and that pending the final determination of the maller the Respondent should pay the 
amount determined into an interest bearing trust account-Determination Issued---Discontinued-Lacroix R. v. McCorkills 
Holdings Ply Lad-No. 2129 of I99O-Beech C.-{)4/10/91-Recreational Good Retailing....................................................... 964 

2Appeal against decision of Government Sehool Teachers Tribunal (74 WAlG 2852) re granted reinstatement and contractual 
entitlements-Appellant claimed that Tribunal erred in acting with excess jurisdiction by making an order when the subject 
concerned policy and not the interpretation or application of Act or Regulation governing teachers-Full Bench reviewed the 
Education Act and Regulations and authorities and found that appeal grounds had not been made out as the matter did concern 
application of Act and Regulation governing service of teachers generally, also an inequity arose from application of 
Regulations and under S.78 of the I.R. Act the Tribunal had jurisdiction-Dismissed-Minister for Education v. S.S.T.U.-
Appeal No. 1069 of 1994--Full Bench-Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Beech C.-15/3/95-Education........................................ 838 

lAppeal against decision of Commission (74 WAIG 1962) re dismissed claim for want of jurisdiction re contractual entitlements
Appellant claimed that the order dismissing for want of jurisdiction was wrong in law as employment relationship existed when 
application was made, enabling it to be an industrial matter and within jurisdiction, and that Commissioner tailed to distinguish 
between jurisdiction to award compensation and to order payment of denied contractual entitlements-Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found that at material time the Applicant was an employee as the contract had not been terminsted and as 
Commission erred in failing to find jurisdiction the appeal be upheld, decision suspended and matter remitted--Ordered 
Accordingly--Vaughan B.F. v. Geraldton Tourist Bureau and Promotions Directorate-Appeal No. 869 of 1994-Full 
Bench-Sharkey P.lBeech C.lGifford C.-13/4/95-Transport and Services ............................................................................... 1524 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAIG 2796) re granted reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant 
claimed Commission erred in fact and law in concluding that conduct of Internal Investigators was employer's actions and that 
employer was in breach of basic fair dealing, in finding that duty of honesty was implied term of contract, by applying test 
which was inappropriate on the facts and circumstances and reaching incorrect decision-Respondent argued that Commission 
at first instance was open to draw inferences that by introducing resignation option the Internal Investigators acted as part of 
employer administrative apparatus and that the correct test had been identified and applied in Commission's finding-Full 
Bench reviewed stated tests and authorities and found that much of appeal revolved around correct test to be applied as a 
matter of law and that as an implied term of honesty existed the employer had, through investigations, acted harshly-Full 
Bench further found that as no evidence contrary to employee's was submitted Commission was entitled to reach its finding-
Dismissed-The Attorney General v. P.O.V.-Appeal No. 1195 of 1994--Full Bench-Sharkey P., Seott C., Gifford C.-
13/4/95-Public Order and Safety Services ................................................................................................................................... 1518 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continuea 

CONTRACT OF SERVICE-continued 
'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (73 W AIG 3333) re upholding appeal against decision of Commission re denied contractual 

entitlements and question of jurisdiction-Appellant argued that cum:nt claim dealt with existing contractual entitlements not 
new compensation rights as per Coles Myer Case-lAC found that Appellant had overlooked the basic principle, the 'ratio 
decidendi' of earlier authority being critical and not iffactuaI situation was identical-lAC found that 0.23 of the I.R. Act was 
limited to unfair dismissal claim and it had no provision for denied contractual entitlement-Furthermore s.23 did not draw an 
expressed provision to give Commissioners power to deal with Conunon Law claims in contract for ex-employees--lAC 
further found that the principle had been followed since Pepler Case and was not prer8red to overrule Pepler-Dismissed
Sakel H.]. v. T. O'Connor & Sons Ply Lld -lAC Appeal No. 21 of 1993-Industria Appeal Court-Kennedy P.IRowland 
].lNicholson 1.-27/3/95--Construction Trade Services .............................................................................................................. . 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 W AIG 2777) re dismissed application for contractual entitlements on the grounds of 
unfair dismissal-Appellant claimed Commission erred in law in failing to apply relevant legal principles to fact of the case, in 
believing allegations that employee had previously engaged in similar incidents and in finding sununary dismissal was justified 
and had failed to give proper recognition of employee's good employment histol)'-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found 
on evidence that Commission was correct in regarding that memoranda issued had matters sufficient to attach weight to claim, 
that at first instance Commission had regarded employment histol)' and as there was insufficient evidence to determine 
dismissal as unfair no error in exercise of discretion nor fact or law occurred--Dismissed--Miskiewizc L.S. v. City of 
Belmont-Appeal No. 1192 of 1994--Full Bench-Sharkey P.lBeech C.lParks C.-23/5195--Services to TllUlsport ............... . 

Application re registration as an employer-Applicant claimed that all workers engaged at the sitc were subeontractors and not 
employees as defined in the CIPPLSL Act-Respondent argued that although some workers were subeontractors, a number 
were engaged under a contract of service and tberefore were classified as employees--Board of Reference reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that it had the power to determine the employment status as employees or independent contractors, and 
that for the purposes of the CIPPLSL Act the workers were to be considered employees of the Applicant-Dismissed--Double 
S Construction Ply Lld v. c.I.L.S.L.P.B.-No. BOR 25 of 1994--Board of Reference-LovegrovelLatterlUphiI1--27/4/95--
Construction ...................................................................................................................................................................... , ........... . 

CUSTOM AND PRACTICE 
'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAIG 2928) re conclusion that lifting of suspended medical entitlements was an 

industrial matter-Appellant argued Full Bench had erred in law and acted in excess of jurisdiction by concluding non-work 
related medical expenses pursuant to Police Regulations was an "industrial matter" and formed an integral part of employment 
relationship-lAC reviewed definition of "industrial matter" in s.7 of I.R. Act 1979 and noted it provided considerably wider 
coverage that definition in Conunonwealth Act-lAC found entitlement to medical benefits as per Regulations did constitute a 
privilege. if not a right, to officers and formed part of their compensation for their services, therefore suspension of that 
entitlement is an "industrial matter" within meaning of s.7 of I.R. Act 1979--Dismissed--Minister for Police and Another v. 
W.A.P.U.-IAC Appeal No. 18 of 1994--Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy IlRowland J.lFranklyn 1-27/3/95--Public 
Order and Safety Services .............................................................................................................................................................. . 

DATE OF OPERATION 
'Proceedings instituted on Commissions Own Motion re consideration of AIRC's Full Bench decisions in the August (Print L4700) 

and September (Print L5300) 1994 Reviews as National Wage Decision (NWD) pursuant to s.51(2) of I.R. Act 1979--All 
parties advocated Commission give effect to NWD for purpose of s.51 of Act, however as noted in Attachment 1 different 
approaches were being pressed upon the Commission in this task--CICS noted s.50 parties concerns that Statement of 
Principles under a General Order pursuant to s.SI of I.R. Act 1979, should not be perceived as establishing a wages system 
which is inferior to that operating under the Federal system, but one that is equitable, comprehensive and directed at realising 
the same objectives--CICS found fundamental thrust of wages system should be, a focus on enterprise bargaining, with 
periodic wage adjustments identified as "mbitrated safety net adjustment" applicable where employees have not been able to 
secure enterprise agreements, whilst still maintaining the award· system within the requirements of Structural Efficiency-
Consensus view of s.50(10) parties sought for criteria to be applied in identifYing paid rates and miaimum rates awards-
"Statement of Principles December 1994" issued. with reference to term "enterprise flexibility agreements" deleted in 
Supplcment8IY Reasons--Ordered-Commissions Own Motion-No. 985 of 1994--Commission in Court Session-Coleman 
C.C., Halliwell S.C., Cawley C., George C., Parks C.-30/12/94 and 3/1195-Genera1lAlI Industries ........................................ . 

Application to val)' award re $8.00 atbitrated safety net adjustment-Applicant claimed date of operation should be the date of 
application-Respondent argued against any retrospectivity as the matter did not classifY as a special circumstance
Commission reviewed authorities and found that in light ofS.39 of the Act and the State Wage Case that retrospectivity was 
fair as the manner in which the matter has been processed classified special circumstances--Granted-S.S.T.U. v. Director, 
Hedland College Council and Others--No. 125 of 19j)5--Beech C.-20/3/95--Education ........................................................ . 

Application to v8IY Award re first atbitrated safely net adjustment of $417 per annum-Applicant claimed that increase should be 
incorporated .into Award and granted retrospective operation-Respondent argued that Applicant Union did not have proper 
right to act on behalf of the members ofthe body--Commission found that as the Wage Principles were not an automatic right 
to retrospective operation the consent by respondents to such retrospectivity should not be foisted upon unwilling parties 
although eircumstances existed to justifY the safety net adjustment operative date different for employees of objecting 
respondents--Granted in Part--H.S.O.A. v. Bassendean Nursing Home and Others--No. 371 of 1994--Parks C.-2113/95--
Nursing .......................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Applications to v8IY award re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant Union claimed awards be varied to reflect first 
mbitrated sa1i:ty net adjustment and should operate from the date of applicatinn-Respondent neither opposed nor consented to 
the variation but objected to retrospectivity-TribunaI reviewed authorities and found on evidence that as the applications 
fitted within the 1994 Principles and special circumstances existed the awards should be amended-Granted-S.S.T.U. v. Hon. 
Minister for Education-Nos. Tt7 and Tt9 of 1994--G.S.T.T.-Beeeh C.-20/03/95--Education ........................................... . 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 WAIG 405) re granted claim for an award variation re the date of operation fur $8.00 
atbitrated safety net wage adjustment-Appellant claimed that the Commission failed to consider the workers were low paid 
workers. that other workers in the industl)' had received the increase and as the Respondent had ample time to budget for the 
$8.00 increase. a further retrospective date of operation should be granted--Respondent argued that the special circumstances 
and any nexus between the award and. those who received a retrospective date of operation could not be sufficiently 
established-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the extent of retroactive operation of the award 
claimed was not warranted by the circumstances outlined and the grounds of the appeal had not been fully made out
Dismissed--A.L.H.M.U. v. Regional Hospital and Others--Appeal No. 149 of 1995--Full Bench-Sharkey P.lScott C.lGifford 
C.-2515195--HeaIth Services ....................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application to v8IY award-Applicant claimed that the award be varied to delete the Restructuring exemption from Appendix D of 
the Building Trades (Government) Award 1968 (No. 31A of 1966) as it would allow original operative date to apply 
retrospectively-Respondent argued that there should be no retrospectivity as no special circumstances existed to justifY it
Commission found on evidence that to amend the award would not be a productive use of time and resources as they would be 
spent on implementing something which was agreed by other parties but circumstances which did not apply here, and in tel1l1ll 
which did not reflect the joint intentions or objectives of these parties--Dismissed--B.L.P.P.U. v. Minister for Works and 
Others--No. 1279 of 1994-Scott C.-30/5194--Construction ................................................................................................... . 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

DISABILITIES 
Conference referred re dispute over increase in site allowance, safety boots and clothing at BHP operations at Mt Newman, Point 

Hedland and Finucane Island-Applicant union claimed that it would proceed application against 3 other companies and made 
them parties to the application-Applicant union further claimed that conditions extaat on the sites bad created circumstances 
where compensation was inadequate and should also be provided with safety clothes due to possibility to flash-Respondent 
argued that no good or cogent reasons existed, the increase did not comply with Wage Fixing Principles and failure to 
discharge onus ofproofexisted-Commission reviewed authorities and found that on tests applied fromAlcoa Case (supra) !be 
disabilities were covered by special rates and provisions in the award, that the operations bad been subject to environmental 
management plans and there did not exist evidence of change in work performed to lead to a significant net addition-
Dismissed-A.E.E.F.E.U. v. O'Donnel Griffm and Others-No. CR339 of 1994-{Jregor C.-9/11/94-Installation Trade 
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Services .......................................................................................................................................................................................... 170 
Conference referred re dispute over claim for payment of disability allowance, issue of bluey jackets and paid rest and recreation 

leave-Respondent argued that any of the disabilities that were involved in working at the site were not atypical to a mining 
operation to warrant the allowance sought, that there was a good standard of accommodation and an extensive range of 
recreational facilities on site-Respondent further argued that the claim for bluey jackets had a construction industry ring and 
should not be forced to adopt the practice in the mining industry-Commission reviewed authorities, nnmely the Nifty Case, 
and found on evidence that the site was no different to many other mine sites and that no persuasive arguments bad been put 
forward for the granting ofbluey jackets-Commission further found that R&R was justifiable in conforming with employment 
conditions of other employees on site as well as Wage Fixing Principles-Ordered Accordingiy-ME.W.U. v. Leighton 
Contractors Pty Lld-No. CR360 of 1994-{Jregor C.-8/12/94-Mining .................................................................................. 173 

DISCRIMINATION 
Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed that he had been unfairly treated in regards to 

extended absence, he had been singled out from other employees and the Respondent had discriminated in regards to loading 
arrangements-Respondent argued that loading arrangements were determined by carrying capacity and bucket capacity and 
that tbeir allocation to dump truck drivers were not discriminatory-Commission found on evidence that the applicant had 
refused to perfonn agreed work duties and he was unable to prove a harsh or unfair dismissal--Dismissed-Dean J.E. v St. 
Bamara Mines Limited-No. 466 of 1994-Parks C.-20/03/95-Metal Gre Mining................................................................. 962 

'Appeals against decision of Commission (74 WAIG 1989) re granted joinders to awards and ordering discovery of confidential 
documents-Appellant claimed that matters were of importance and in public interest an appeal should lie as they included 
right of confidentiality and right of protection from apprehension of discrimination-Appellant further claimed that 
Commission erred in exercising discretion by ordering discovery of documents when it failed to give adequate weight to 
importance of protccting privacy and confidentiality of union members and to consider whether any good reason for order had 
been established-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that as cases cited relating to confidentiality and inspection did 
not relate solely 10 discovery they were not distinguishable and a miscarriage of Commission's discretion existed but not 
enough material existed to establish Full Bench's exercising of discretion-Full Bench further found in relation to order l(c) 
there was sufficient to order not to include documents in nature of proofs and communications for sake of obtaining evidence
Upheld-L.H.M.W.U. v. Western Australian Hotels and Hospitality Assnciation Incorporate and Others-Appeal Nos. 81S, 
816.817.818 and 819 of 1994-Full Bencb-Sharkey P.lColeman C.C.lHalliwell S.C.-SISI95-Accommodation, Cafes and 
Restaurants ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 1801 

EMPLOYEE 
Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Respondent argued that the 

Commission lacked the jurisdiction under the Industrial Relations Act, there needed to be a live employment relationship or 
reactivated relationship and as the Applicants no longer worked for the Respondent nor any prospect of re-employment such a 
relationship did not exist-Commission reviewed authorities and section 24 of the Act and found thal the Commission did 
have jurisdiction in this matter and could make the appropriate orders after having the merit of the claims-Preliminary 
Grantcd-Lawson R. and O!bers v. Joyee Australia Pty Ltd-Nos. 593, 601 and 610 of 1994-HaIliwell S.C.-lO/1I95-
Furniture Manufacturing ................................................................................................................................................................ ISS 

IAppeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 1192) to uphold, suspend and remit matter, of issuance of new award to 
Commission-Appellant argued Commission at first instance had erred in exercise of discretion in determining that award 
should be binding on its operations and sought determination on whether it was open to Commission at first instance or to Full 
Bench to conclude that any contracts of employment existed between itself and the entertniners-lAC distinguished between 
"question of law" and "question of fact"-lAC found from authorities cited and evidence that Commission and Full Bench 
were in error in finding that entertainers engaged by the Appellaat had been an employee within !be meaning of that expression 
in s.7 ofl.R. Act-Furthennore lAC noted Respondeat had failed to establish onus that award should be binding on Appellaat 
and found no justification at present to introduce casino operations into the Award--UpheldlOrdered Accordingiy-Burswood 
Resort (Management) Ltd v. Actors Equity of W.A.-lAC Appeal No. 10 of 1994-lndustrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J., 
FranklynlNicholson J.J.-30/12/94-Hospitality .......................................................................................................................... 361 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 W A1G 1962) re dismissed claim for want of jurisdiction re contractual entitlements
Appellaat claimed that the order dismissing for want of jurisdiction was wrong in law as employment relationship existed when 
application was made, enabling it to be an industrial matter and within jurisdiction, and that Commissioner failed to distinguish 
between jurisdiction to award compensation and to order payment of denied contractual entitlements-Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found that at material time the Applicant was an employee as the contract had not been terminated and as 
Commission erred in failing to find jurisdiction the appeal he upheld, decision suspended and matter remitted-Ordered 
According\y-Vaughan B.F. v. Geraldton Tourist Bureau and Promotions Directorate-Appeal No. 869 of 1994-Full 
Bencb-Sharkey P.lBeech C.lGifford C.-13/4/95-Transport and Services ............................................................................... IS24 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed that the trial period in which dismissal 
occurred did not constitute a bona fide probationary period and termination was unfair-Respondent argued that the Applicant 
was employed on a trial basis and was terminated as a result of inability to meet the job requirement and lack of relevaat 
experience-Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that 'trial' or 'try' period constituted a probationary 
engagement and reinstatement could only issue for permanent engagement-Commission further found that as no position was 
available for reinstatement the Applicant could seek compensation via another application and matter be adjourned to enable 
Applicant to advise of intention-Declared Accordingly-Cupin J. v. Australian Sports Publications-No. 156 of 1995-
Gifford C.-261S195-Printing, Publishing and Recorded Media.................................................................................................. 1961 

HOURS OF WORK 
Conference referred re dispute over claim for payment of disability allowance, issue of bluey jackets and paid rest and recreation 

leave-Respondent argued that any of the disabilities that were involved in working at the site were not atypical to a mining 
operation to warraat the allowance sought, that there was a good standard of accommndation and an extensive range of 
recreational facilities on site-Respondent further argued tbat the claim for bluey jackets had a construction industl)' ring and 
should not he forced to adopt the practice in the mining industry-Commission reviewed authorities, namely the Nifty Case, 
and found on evidence that the site was no different to many other mine sites and that no persuasive arguments bad been put 
forward for the granting ofbluey jackets-Commission further found that R&R was justifiable in conforming with employment 
conditions of other employees on site as well as Wage Fixing Principles-Ordered Accordingly--ME.W.U. v. Leighton 
Contractors Pty Ltd-No. CR360 of 1994-{JregorC.-8/12/94-Mining.................................................................................. 173 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

HOURS OF WORK-continued 
Conference referred re whether revised rostering arrangements proposed by the Respondent are reasonable--Applicant argued that 

with the implementation of changes the Respondent proposed to introduce a pool of casual labour to be available to provide 
relief during unforeseen absences by full time orderlies nod the allocation of orderlies to work in particular wards as members 
ofthe patient care unit-Respondent argued that the proposals for changes flew in the face of structural reform, that the process 
of consultation and co-operation had been abandoned and preferred to retain the "lift and turn" team, the call room system and 
the position of hygiene orderly--Commission addressed issues which went to the question of reasonableness of rosters 
proposed and counter proposed and divided the applications to detennine matter of the leading hand a1lowance--Commission 
further ordered that the agreement reached between the parties be implemented---Granted-Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital v. 
A.L.H.M.W.U.-Nos. CR142 and 143 of 1994-Coleman C.C.-29/11/94---Health and Community SeIVices ......................... . 

Application for detennination of the quantum of pro-rata long service leave--Applicant claimed that the weekly rate of pay 
calculated by averaging the previous 3 month period should include the commission payments received past the date of 
tennination-Respondent argued that the commission earned by the Applicant after the date of tennination arose from 
transactions that had not materialised prior to that date and therefore. could not be included in the calculation-Board of 
Reference reviewed Long Service Leave Provisions and found on evidence that although tbe commissions paid to the 
Applicant after the date oftennination were contractual entitlements, they did not fall within the meaning of Clause 4(5) of the 
Provisions and could not be included in calculating the quantum of pro-rata long service leave but relevant calculation should 
have been based on the actual income received for the previous 3 month period-Detennined Accordingly-Evans D. and 
Thomas Massam Real Estate--File No. 4 of 1994-Board of Reference--LovegrovelBeechlUphiI1-27/4/95-Property and 
Business SeIVices ......................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

lAppeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re granted claim for breached award and order of payments
Appellant claimed Magistrate erred in finding that under interpretation of award Respondent was entitled to overtime 
payments, that implicit directions to work 8 hours each shift activated clause 19 of the award and in drawing conclusion that 
there existed implicit direction to be available to work the 8 hour shifi--Full Bench reviewed the Public Service General 
Conditions of Service and Allowance Award and Administrative Instruction 701 and found that as no definition of . 'ordinary 
hours' existed in award it would be understood in natural meaning unless context required otherwise and as tbere was 
knowledge and acceptance of employee working 8 hours through implied direction no error occurred in Industrial Magistrate's 

~~~gisnt;/~/~~~li~~~~ ~ds:::~o~:vi~~~.~.~ .. ~:~:=~:.~.~.~~:.:.~ .. ~.~ .. ~~:.~~~~~ .. ~~~~~.~~ .. ~:~~.::e 
INDUSTRIAL ACTION 

Application for payment of wages for time worked during stop work meeting-Applicant Union claimed that Respondent withheld 
wages contrary to Award for employees who worked during stop work meetings-Respondent argued preliminary point that 
tbe Commission did not have jurisdiction to deal with the claim insofar as it concerned the withdrawal of notices as application 
was essentially to enforce the Award and that was in the Industrial Magistrate's jurisdiction-Commission reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that it lacked jurisdiction to hear and detennine part of the claim as there was a 'legal right' under the 
Award-Referred for Hearing and Detennination-Decision Issued-C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. S.E.C.W.A.-No. CR498 of 1992-
Beech C.-12/10/92-Electricity and Gas Supply ........................................................................................................................ . 

'Application for stay of order in application No. Cl49 of 1995-Applicant claimed that they had been denied procedural fairness, 
tbat the Commission had lacked jurisdiction and evidence to make orders, that the orders would obstruct and frustrate the 
improvement of the employment terms and conditions, and would place members in an industrially impossible and confusing 
position-Respondent argued that if a stay was granted it would make success in the appeal nugatory as the balance of 
convenience would he in their favour-President reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the balance of convenience 
did not lie with the Applicant and that as the Commission did not lack jurisdiction an abridgement of time would be granted
Granted in Part-S.S.T.U. v. Hon. Minister for Education-Appeal No. 589 of 1995-President-Sharkey P.-3115195-
Education ..................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

INDV~~ag~;.r:ision of Commission (74 WAIG 3040) re dismissed claim for orders of discontinuance of Local Court 
Proceedings-Applicant claimed that Commission erred in holding that it would not make the orders irrespective ofthe merits 
of the case and that it lacked jurisdiction-Respondent argued that decision should be affinned as the matter was not an 
industrial matter and the Commission was without jurisdiction-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that Commission 
did have jurisdiction to hear matter but disposed of maller on the merits without affording opportunities to he heard-Upheld 
and Remitted-M.E.W.U. v. Robe River Iron Associates-No. 1198 of 1994---Full Bench-Sharkey P., George C., Beech C.-
1012195-Mining ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Conference referred re order to negotiate an enterprise bargaining agreement-Applicant union claimed that Respondent had 
refused to comply with request to enter into negotiations to secure an Enterprise Bargaining Agreement-Respondent argued 
that it did not want to enler into negotiations with the Applicant union separated from all other unions but were willing to 
negotiate with the workforce as a whole and that the Commission did have the jurisdiction to order parties to commence 
negotiations to establish an Agreement--Commissi6n reviewed authorities and found on evidence that it did not have the 
power to order parties to negotiate as it had already dealt with the matter in the conciliation process and had to rely on its 
powers in the arl>itration pbase--Dismissed-M.E.W.U. v. Midland Brick Co. Pty Lld-No. CR29 of 1995-Scott C. 
-10/5195--Ceramic Product Manufacturing ................................................................................................................................. .. 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (73 WAIG 3333) re upholding appeal against decision of Commission re denied contractual 
entitlements and question of jurisdiction-Appellant argued that current claim dealt with existing contractual entitlements not 
new compensation rights as per Coles Myer Case--IAC found that Appellant had overlooked the basic principle, the 'ratio 
decidendi' of earlier authority being critical and not if factual situation was identical-lAC found that 8.23 of the L R. Act was 
limited to unfair dismissal claim and it had no provision for denied contractual entitlement-Furthermore s.23 did not draw an 
expressed provision to give Commissioners power to deal with Common Law claims in contract for ex-employees-IAC 
further found that tbe principle had heen followed since Pepler Case and was not prepared to overrule Pepler-Dismissed
SakaI R]. v. T. O'Connor & Sons Pty Lld -lAC Appeal No. 21 of 1993--Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy P.lRowland 
J.lNicholson 1.-27/3/95--Construction Trade SeIVices .............................................................................................................. . 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 2928) re conclusion that lifting of suspended medical entitlements was an 
industrial matter-Appellant argued Full Bench had erred in law and acted in excess of jurisdiction by concluding non-work 
related medical expenses pursuant to Police Regulations was an "industrial matter" and fonned an integral part of employment 
relationship-lAC reviewed definition of "industrial matter" in s.7 ofI.R. Act 1979 and noted it provided considerably wider 
coverage that definition in Commonwealth Act-lAC found entitlement to medical benefits as per Regulations did constitute a 
privilege, if not a right, to officers and formed part of their compensation for their services, tberefore suspension of that 
entitlement is an "industrial matter" within meaning of 5.7 of I.R. Act 1979-Dismissed-Minister for Police and Anotber v. 
W.A.P.U.-IAC Appeal No. 18 of 1994-lndustrial Appeal Court-Kennedy llRowland 1.lFranJdyn J.-27/3/95-Public 
Order and Safety SeIVices ............................................................................................................................................................. .. 

Application for recovery of costs--Complainant claimed that complaints were withdrawn due to an inherent defect from the 
beginning-Defendant argued costs should be awarded as complaints were withdrawn when application went before the Court 
for hearing-,-Industrial Magistrate reviewed authorities and found that as the proceedings were instituted without reasonable 
cause the Defendant was not bound by the relevant award and Defendant was entitled to be compensated for its financial loss in 
defending proceedings-Granted-T.W.U. v. Giacci Bros Ply Lld-Complaint Nos. 1838-1852 of 1994, 1853-2034 and 2035 
of 1994-Industrial Magistrate--Robins S.M.-30/5195-Transport and Services .................................................................... .. 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

INTERPRETATION-WORDS AND PHRASES 
Application for intetpretation of award re use of contractors-Applicant claimed that preliminmy question need to be asked, that the 

application of clause 26 of the award to the circumstances did not exist as provision of award was for pieceworker or contract 
miners within company not for contracting companies-Respondent argued it was customllIY for agreement to be sought to use 
contractors-Tribunal reviewed clause 26 of the award and found it preferred Applicant's case as the intetpretation of 
"Contract" and "Contractor" were different to those envisaged when clause was first constructed-Ordered Accordinldy
W~~em Collieries Umited v. C.M.I.U.-Application 20 of 1994-CoaI Industry Tribunal-P. Zorzl-1712195 & 2212195--
Mmmg ........................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

'Application for orders re alteration of union rules-Applicant claimed that union rules be altered to provide General Secretary 
position to be elected via b.a110t and to ensure that office was not held in excess of 4 years-Respondent argued that as the 
General SecrelllJY was an employee and the position was prescribed by tbe rules to be an employee, the two conditions for 
proviso application were satisfied-President reviewed union rules and .found on evidence that as SecretllIY was not an 
employee but rather an 'officer as defined, rule 18 was conlrllJY and inconsistent to S.56 of the I.R. Act and alteration be 
granted-Granted--Hathaway D.K v. L.E.D.F.C.U.-No. 1244 of 1994-President-Sbarkey P.-231219S-Unions ............. .. 

1 Application for variation to union rules-Applicant clainled that variations were sought due to passing of Public Sector 
Management Act whicb required a coverage of all employees including those described as other employees, also confirmed no 
overlap in coverage would occur as 'government officer' was defined in both the Act and union rules-Full Bench reviewed the 
I.R. Act and union rules and found that all the requirements of rule 9 and 5.55 of the Act had not been proved to have been 
complied with-Dismissed-C.S.A.-No. 1061 of 1994-Full Bench-Sbarkey P., Coleman C.C. George C.-4f4l95-
Unions .......................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

'Application for intetpretation of award re $8.00 Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant clnimed that answer to question of legal 
-liability in respect to Commission iftbey continued to mala: over-award payments and wbetber they would be foreed to pay 

additional $16.00 at later date-CICS found that as the over-award arrangements made at enterprise level were consistent with 
absorption provisions of State Wage Case, applicant had right to elect to flow on amendments or to absom them and 
appropriate intetpretation of 'entetprise agreements' was to include registered agreements pursuant to S.41 of I.R. Act
Decision Issued-OPSM Spectacle Makers Ply Ud-No. 78 of 1995-Commission in Court Session-4l4l95-Health 
Services ........................................................................................................................................................................................ .. 

Application for detennination of the quantum of pro-rata long servicc leave-Applicant clnimed that the weekly rate of pay 
calculated by averaging the previous 3 month period sbould include the commission payments received past the date of 
tennination-Respondent argued that tbe commission earned by tbe Applicant after tbe date of tennination arose frOm 
transactions that had not materialised prior to that date and therefore, coUld not be included in the calculation-Board of 
Reference reviewed Long Service Leave Provisions and found on evidence that although the commissions paid to the 
Applicant after the date oftennination were contractual entitlements, tbey did not fall within the meaning of Clause 4(5) of the 
Provisions and could not he included in calculating the quantum of pro-rata long service leave but relevant calculation should 
have been based on the actual income received for tbe previous 3 month period-Determined Accordingly-Evans D. and 
Thomas Massam Real Estate-File No. 4 of 1994-Board of Reference-LovegrovefBeechfUphill-27f4f95-Property and 
Business Services .......................................................................................................................... : .............................................. .. 

1 Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re granted clainl for breached award and order of payments
Appellant claimed Magistrate erred in finding that under intetpretation of award Respondent was entitled to overtime 
payments, that implicit directions to work 8 bours eacb shift activated clause 19 of the award and in drawing conclusion that 
there existed implicit direction to be available to work tbe 8 hour shift-Full Bench reviewed the Public Service General 
Conditions of Service and Allowance Award and Administrative Instruction 701 and found that as no definition of'ordiDllJY 
hours' existed in award it would be understood in natural meaning unless context required otherwise and as there was 
knowledge and acceptance of employee working 8 hours througb implied direction no error occurred in Industrial Magistrate's 

~~~gisnr;;;/~;:;~~i~~~~ ;:~~!:~o:~~~~~~~.~:~:=~~.~~.~~:.~.~ .. ~~.~~~~~~~ .. ~~~.~~~~ .. :'.!.~~e 

INTERVENTION 
Conference refi:rred re whetber revised rostering arrangements proposed by the Respondent are reasonable-Applicant argued that 

with tbe implementation of changes the Respondent proposed to introduce a pool of casual labour to be available to provide 
relief during unforeseen absences by full time orderlies and the allocation of orderlies to work in particular wards as members 
ofthe patient care unit-Respondent argued that the proposals for changes flew in the face of structural reform, that the process 
of consultation and co-operation had been abandoned and preferred to retain the "lift and turn" team, the call room system and 
tbe position of hygiene orderly-Commission addressed issues wbich went to tbe question of reasonableness of rosters 
proposed and counter proposed and divided the applications to detennine matter of the leading hand a1lowance-Commission 
further ordered tbat the agreement reached between the parties be implemented-Granted-Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital v. 
A.LH.M.W.U.-Nos. CRI42 and 143 of 1994-Colcman C.C.-29/11f94-Health and Community Services ........................ .. 

Appeal against decision of Public Service Commissioner to impose a penalty for alleged misconduct-Appellant argued that the 
Learned Inquirer failed to adequately direct himself on tbe requirement of an "act of misconduct" in respect of eacb charge and 
in finding the Appellant guilty of misconduct-Respondent argued that all of the charges are said to arise out of deliberate acts 
of the Appellant whicb place him in breach of the fundamental condition of his employment to comply with statutoI)' 
requirements-PSAB reviewed evidence and found that 40 out of tbe 42 charges laid were proven and the appeal in relation to 
these charges should be dismissed-PSAB furtber found that nothing before it provided any basis for it to intervene as to 
penalty and that charges 26-27 should be upbeld-Ordered Accordingly-Sicvers E. v. Public Service Commissionef-No. 
PSAB29 of 199J.---.Public Service Appeal Boarcl-George C., Tilbul)'fSivewrigbt-7fI2f94-Community Services ................ .. 

'Application for a stay of GSTT decision in Matter No. Tl5 of 1994 (75 WAIG 1026}-Applicant sougbt stay of GSTT order 
preventing a statutoI)' inquil)' pursuant to S.7C oftbe Education Act continuing and questioned the jurisdiction of the Tribunal 
to stay the inquizy-Respondent argued the inquil)', if pennitted to continue, woald be detrimental to the individual in 
question-President reviewed autborities and found on evidence tbat the stay of the inquil)' was only temporal)' and that the 
balance of convenience favoured the Respondent-Dismissed-Hon. Minister for Education v. S.S.T.U.-No. 117 of 1995-
President-Sharkey P.-14l3f95-Education .............................................................................................................................. .. 

JURISDICTION 
Application for reinstatement witbout loss of entitlements on tbe grounds of unfair dismissal-Respondent argued that the 

Commission lacked tbe jurisdiction under tbe Industrial Relations Act. there needed to be 11 live employment relationship or 
reactivated relationship and as the Applicants no longer worked for the Respondent nor any prospect of re-employment sucb 11 
relationship did not exist-Commission reviewed authorities and section 24 of the Act and found that the Commission did 
have jurisdiction in this matter and could mala: the appropriate orders after having the merit of the claims-Preliminmy 
Granted-Lawson R. and Others v. Joyce Australia Ply Ud-Nos. 593,601 and 610 of 1994-HalliwelI S.C.-I0f1f95-
Furniture Manufacturing .............................................................................................................................................................. .. 

Application for reiustatement on the grounds of unreasonable location and cireumstances for review-Parties c1nimed that a 
question of jurisdiction needed to be heard and determined-Applicant claimed that it had the right of access by 8.78(I)(a) of 
the I.R. Act.-GSTT reviewed sections 78(I)(a), (l)(b)(iiia) and (la)(a) of the Act and found that it was not persuaded by 
Respondent that tbe effect of section 78(1)(b)(iiia) and (la)(a) was to invoke the principle 'gencralia specialibus non derogant' 
to oust jurisdiction of section 78(I)(a) and as (la)(a) dealt with teachers whose contract of employment was conditioll!ll to 
satisfactol)' assessment it had jurisdiction-Decision Issued-S.S.T.U. v. Minister for Education-No. Tl3 of 1994-
Government School Teachers Tribunal-Cawley C., BeamanfHutcbinsOn-lfI2f94-Education ............................................. .. 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-connnuea 

~SDIcrION-conlinued 
Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAIG 1507) re granted order of union's right for exclusive representation of 

employees-Appellant claimed that Full Bench had erred in reaching decision as it had not examined tel'DlJl and conditions of 
the agreement in the proper exercise of jurisdiction which resulted in failure to give weight to Applicant's submission and gave 
Full Bench insufficient material to make finding-lAC reviewed sections 26. 41, 41(A) and 72A of the Act and found that the 
Appellant was given reasonable opportunity to present case and no breach of natural justice had occurred-lAC found that Full 
Bench was entitled to exercise discretion as the factors which it found in mvour of, substantially outweighed all other mctor&-
Furthermore Full Bench could not he impugned by any issues raised in appeai-Dismissed-A.E.E.F.E.U. v. M.E.W.U. and 
Other&--IAC Appeal No. 13 of 1994-Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy 1., Rowland J., Nicholson J.-1I11/94-Plastic 
Product Manufacturing................................................................................................................................................................... 4 

Applications to val)' awards re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Respondent argued in preliminSl)' point that Commission 
lacked jurisdiction---Commission found in preliminal)' matter that as notice of application stated the 1994 National Wage 
Decision print number the application reflected the 1994 State Wage Decision and as paid rates wages were changed to include 
$8.00 Safety Net A<ljustment. special circumstances bad been met-Granted-M.E.W.U. v. B.M.A. and Other&--Nos. 965,968 
and 969 of 1994-Halliwell S.C.-31/1I9S--Construction........................................................................................................... 501 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAIG 2790) re dismissed claim for declaration ofpennanent part-time contracts of 
employment to 4 employees-Applicant union claimed that Commission erred in mct and law in concluding that it lacked 
jurisdiction although claim did not prohibit employment or restrict days or hours, the objection was only directed towards 
remedy/relief sought and its finding was made without hearing evidence--Respondent argued that decision was not a "finding" 
as it disposed of application and result of order would be restriction of hours and days worked in a week-Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found that as no evidence existed to conclude that order was contral)' to s.23 of I.R. Act. Commission ·was 
within jurisdiction and as it was not possible for finding to be made without evidence the decision be quashed--Upheld and 
Quashed-M.W.V. v. August-Margaret River Tourist Bureau (lnc}-No. 1076 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P., Coleman 
C.C., Beech C.-12/1/9S--Cultural and Recreational Services..................................................................................................... 372 

Application for reinstatement without lOss of entitlement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that reasOns given 
were untrue and did not justifY termination-Respondent raised preiiminal)' question whether Commission was precluded from 
dealing with matter as under University Act and Regulation a provision existed to deal with dismissal and appeals
Respondent further argued that as employment was on a probationaJY basis and contract had reached natural end it was beyond 
Commission's jurisdiction---Commission reviewed S.23 of I.R. Act and University of W.A. Act 1911 and Regulations and 
found that the points raised by Applicant were properly conceded and question of availability of apreal under S.23 of the I.R. 
Act could be answered in affirmative, but further found that as there existed provision for appea under University Act the 
Commission was excluded from exercising jurisdiction-Dismissed for Want of lurisdiction-Rindos D.J. v. The University of 
Western Australia-No. 1486 of 1993-George C.-2112/95-Education ................................................................................... 736 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAIG 3040) re dismissed claim for orders of discontinuance of Local Court 
Proceedings-Applicant claimed that Commission erred in holding that it would not make the orders irrespective of the merits 
of the case and that it lacked jurisdiction-Respondent argued that decision should be affinned as the matter was not an 
industrial matter and the Commission was without jurisdiction-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that Commission 
did have jurisdiction to hear matter but disposed of matter on the merits without affording opportunities to be heard-Upheld 
and Remitted-M.E.W.U. v. Robe River Iron Associates-No. 1198 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P., George C., Beech C.-
10/2/95-Mining............................................................................................................................................................................ 551 

Application for order to abolish the position of Programme Co-ordinator and readvertise as Associate Director (Academic) in 
accordance to the Award-Respondent argued that as the employees in the disputed positions were public servants they were 
not covered by the Award-Tribunal found that it lacked the jurisdiction as the positions and the persons occupying the 
positions were not teacher&--Dismissed-S.S.T.V. v. Hon. Miaister for Education-No. TCR12 of 1994-Beech C., 
Reeves/Pollard-16/3/95-Education............................................................................................................................................ 1033 

Application for payment of wages for time worked during stop work meeting-Applicant Union claimed that Respondent withheld 
wages contral)' to Award for employees who worked during stop work meetings-Respondent argued preliminaJY point that 
the Commission did not have jurisdiction to deal with the claim insofar as it concerned the withdrawal of notices as application 
was essentially to enforce the Award and that was in the Industrial Magistrate's jurisdiction---Commission reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that it lacked jurisdiction to hear and determine part of the claim as there was a 'legal right' under the 
Award-Referred for Hearing and Determination-Decision Issued-C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. S.E.C.W.A.-No. CR498 of 1992-
Beech C.-12/10/92-Electricity and Gas Supply......................................................................................................................... 973 

'Application for orders re alteration of union rules-Applicant claimed that union rules be altered to provide General SecretSI)' 
position to be elected via ballot and to ensure that office was not held in excess of 4 years-Respondent argued that as the 
General SecretaI)' was an employee and thc position was prescribed by the rules to be an employee, the two conditions for 
proviso application were satisfied-President reviewed union rules and found on evidence that as SecretSI)' was not an 
employee but rather an 'officer' as defined. rule 18 was contf3JY and inconsistent to S.56 of the I.R. Act and alteration be 
granted-Granted-Hathaway D.K. v. L.E.D.F.C.U.-No. 1244 of 1994-President-Sharkey P.-23/2/95-Unions............... 888 

'Appeals against decisions of Industrial Magistrate (74 W AIG 2766) re dismissed complaints for alleged breaches of award
Applicants claimed that Magistratc erred in fact and law by rejecting evidence when it was uncontradicted and unchallenged, in 
holding that prosecution did not bear onus to prove the charge, incorrectly holding State Law applied to recruitment instead of 
Commonwealth Law, in stating lack of jurisdiction to award costs, and in awarding costs when no jurisdiction existed-Full 
Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that three of the appeals could not prove beyond reasonable doubt that the 
Magistrate had erred-Full Bench further found that Magistrate in remaining appeals had made orders that penalties be paid 
when no such jurisdiction existed and error was proven and remitted to determine costs-Ordered Accordingly-Ducasse E. 
and Others v. Aitken P. and Other&--Appeal Nos. 1032. 1039, 1040, 1206, 1207, 1208, 1209 and 1215 of 1994-Full Bench-
Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., George C.-17 /3/95-Transport and SelVice ..................................................................................... 856 

lAppeal against decision of Government School Teachers Tribunal (74 WAIG 2852) re granted reinstatement and contractual 
entitlements-Appellant claimed that Tribunal erred in acting with excess jurisdiction by making an order when the subject 
concerned policy and not the interpretation or application of Act or Regulation goveraing teachers-Full Bench reviewed the 
Education Act and Regulations and authorities and found that appeal grounds had not been made out as the matter did concern 
application of Act and Regulation goveraing service of teachers generally, also an inequity arose from application of 
Regulations and under S.78 of the I.R. Act the Tribunal had jurisdiction-Dismissed-Minister for Education v. S.S.T.V.-
Appeal No. 1069 of I 994-Full Bench-Sharkey P .• Halliwell S.C., Beech C.-1S/3/95-Education........................................ 838 

'Appeal against decision of Government School Teachers Tribunal (74 WAIG 3153) re granted application for honouring 
agreement in conversion of temporal)' lecturers to pennanent-Appellant claimed Tribunal erred in finding that it had 
jurisdiction when the matter neither concemed the interpretation nor application of any Act-Full Bench reviewed authorities 
and found that as an inequity arose from application of the Education Act Regulations and the part use of a power under them, 
the Tribunal had applied the correct authorities to its determination-Dismissed-The Miaister For Education v. S.S.T.V.-
Appeal No. 1249 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P., Beech C., Gifford C.-15/3/95-Education.............................................. 843 

'Appeal against decision of Government School Teachers Tribunal (74 WAIG 3160) re granted application to vSI)' award
Appellant claimed that Tribunal erred in law in failing to comply with provisions of General Order and having no regard to 
evidence which diffi:rentiated the levels, in concluding that regression was contral)' to Structural Efficiency Principle, in 
classifYing the positions as promotional, in holding all positions were of similar work value and salal)' level and acting in 
excess of jurisdiction-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that Tribunal was correct in concluding that a 
discrimination against District Education Officers occurred. also in finding that the condition of retrogression at end of tenn of 
appointment amounted to penalty attached to obtaining non-School based position-Full Bench further found that Tribunal 
findings were not erroneous and discretion did not miscarJY-Dismissed-Minister For Education v. S.S.T.U.-Appeal No. 
1272 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P. Coleman C.C., Scott C.-3l/3/95-Education.............................................................. 847 
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JURI~DICTION-col1lil1ued 
Appeal against decision of Government Sehool Teachers Tribunal (74 WAIG 3162) re granted in part application for unfair 

selection criteria, seJection process and conditions of employment in Foundation Principal position appointments-Appellant 
claimed Tribunal had erred in wrongly concluding that trsnsfer rights were unfair and the positions were promotional, erred in 
failure to hold that any appointments were fixed term and that an expressed term of appointment was inability to use Level 6 
status in seeking transfel1i-FuIl Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that Tribunal. at first instance hnd 
exercised its discretion and drew a conclusion which was found not to be unreasonable and unjust enough to warrant 
interference-Dismissed-Minister for Education v. S.S.T.U.-Appeal No. 1274 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharlrey P .• Beech C., 
Seott C.-17/3/95--Educalion ..................................................................................................................................................... .. 

'Claim re breach of union rules with regard to elections. Applicant claimed failure to comply with rules in that election 
of' Committee of Management" did not occur in prescribed time-President satisfied he hnd jurisdiction and found on evidence 
the suspension of rule BA insofar as it prescribed dates for suqh an election and that the election be otherwise conducted in 
accordance with the rules of the Respondent-Consent Orders Issued-Doherty S.J.G. and P.G.E.U.-No. 154 of 1995--
President--Sharkey P.-2113/95--Union ..................................................................................................................................... . 

'Application for a stay of GSTI decision in Matter No. Tl5 of 1994 (75 WAIG 1026)-Applicant sought stay of GSTI order 
preventing a statutory inquiry pursuant to S.7C of the Education Act continuing and questioned the jurisdiction of the Tribunal 
to stay the inquiry-Respondent argued the inquiry, if permitted to continue, would be detrimental to the individual in 
question-President reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the stay of the inquiry was only temporary and that the 
balance of convenience favoured the Respondent-Dismissed-Hon. Minister for Education v. S.S.T.U.-No. 117 of 1995--
President--Sharkey P.-14/3/95--Education .............................................................................................................................. .. 

Application for extension of time to file unfair dismissal application-Applicant claimed that under 5.29(2) of the I.R. Act the 
Commission had jurisdiction to extend the time for filing the application beyond the prescribed time-Respondent argued that 
the Commission did not have the jurisdiction to grant an extension of time for unfair dismissal clnims as the application 
contravened the I.R. Act-Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that 8.29(2) does not merely attach a time 
limit but actually institutes one, the Commission did not have the jurisdiction to grant the extension to time-Struck Out For 
Want For Jurisdiction-Flaherty G.H.T. v. Siemens Aust Ltd-No. 415 of 1995--Halliwell S.C.-1I5195--Electrical 
Contractors ................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

2 Appeal against decision of Commission (75 WAIG 176) re dismissed application for reinstatement without 1058 of entitlements on 
the grounds of unfair dismissal---Appellant claimed Commission erred in law by substituting own findings of fact to replace 
Full Bench findings not displaced by Industrial Appeal Court decision. when investigations were not through and employee's 
perfonnance appraisals were of a high standard-Respondent argued that the appeal was one of view taken of conflicting 
testimony with the conclusions and findings being open to the Industrial Appeal Court and no errors of law in Commissioner's 
decision existed nor any miscarried exercise of discretion-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that employee's 
treatment of patients was unsatisfactory work perfonnance and dismissal was not unfair-Full Bench further found that 
reinstatement was not practicable and in accordance with equity. good conscience and substantial merits of the application
Dismissed-L.H.M.W.U. v. Silver Chain Nursing Association-Appeal No. 1306 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P.!Halliwell 
S.C.lParks C.-13/4/95--Hcalth and Community Services .......................................................................................................... . 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAIG 1962) re dismissed clnim for want of jurisdiction re contractual entitlements
Appellant claimed that the order dismissing for want of jurisdiction was wrong in law as employment relationship existed when 
application was made. enabling it to be an industrial matter and within jurisdiction, and that Commissioner failed to distinguish 
between jurisdiction to award compensation and to order payment of denied contractual entitlements-Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found that at material time the Applicant was an employee as the contract had not been tenninated and as 
Commission erred in failing to find jurisdiction the appeal be upheld, decision suspended and matter remitted-Ordered 
Accordingly-Vaughan B.F. v. Geraldton Tourist Bureau and Promotions Directorate-Appeal No. 869 of 1994-Full 
Bench-Sharkey P.lBecch C.!Gifford C.-13/4/95--Transport and Services .............................................................................. . 

Conference rererred re order to negotiate an enterprise bargaining agreement-Applicant union claimed that Respondent had 
refused to comply with request to entcr into negotiations to secure an Enterprise Bargaining Agreement--Respondenl argued 
thal it did nol want to entcr into negotiations with the Applicant union separated from all other unions but were willing to 
negotiate with the workforce as a whole and that the Commission did have the jurisdiction to order parties to commence 
negotiations to establish an Agrcement-Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that it did not have the 
power to order parties to negotiate as it had already dealt with the matter in the conciliation process and had to rely on its 
powers in the amitration phase-Dismissed-M.E.W.U. v. Midland Brick Co. Ply Ltd-No. CR29 of 1995--Scott C. 
-10/5195--Cernmic Product Manufacturing .................................................................................................................................. . 

IAppeal against decision of Full Bench (73 W AIG 3333) re upholding appeal against decision of Commission re denied contractual 
entitlements and question of jurisdiction-Appellant argued that current claim dealt with existing contractual entitlements not 
new compensation rights as per Coles Myer Case-lAC found that Appellant had overlooked the basic principle, the 'ratio 
decidendi' of earlier authority being critical and not if factual situation was identical-lAC found that 8.23 of the I.R. Act was 
limited to unfair dismissal claim and it had no provision for denied contractual entitlement--Furthermore s.23 did not draw an 
expressed provision to give Commissioners power to deal with Common Law clnims in contract for ex-employees-lAC 
further found that the principle had been followed since Pepler Case and was not prepared to overrule Pepler-Dismissed
Sakel H.J. v. T. O'Connor & Sons Ply Lld -lAC Appeal No. 21 of 1993-Induatrial Appeal Court-Kennedy P.lRowland 
IlNicholson J.-27/3/95--Construction Trade Services .............................................................................................................. . 

'Application for stay of order in application No. C149 of 1995--Applicant claimed that they had been denied procedural fairness. 
that the Commission had lacked jurisdiction and evidence to make orders. that the orders would obstruct and fiustrate the 
improvement of the employment terms and conditions, and would place members in an induatrially impossible and confusing 
position-Respondent argued that if a stay was granted it would make success in the appeal nugatory as the balance of 
convenience would be in tbeir favour-President reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the balance of convenience 
did not lie with the Applicant and that as the Commission did not lack jurisdiction an abridgement of time would be granted
Granted in Part-S.S.T.U. v. Hon. Minister for Education-Appeal No. 589 of 1995--President-Sharkey P.-311SI95--
Education ..................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

Application re registration as an employer-Applicant clnimed that all workers engaged at the site were subcontractors and not 
employees as defined in the CIPPLSL Act-Respondent argued that although some workers were subcontractors. a number 
were engaged under a contract of service and therefore were classified as employees-Board of Reference reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that it had the power to determine the employment status as employees or independent contractors, and 
that for the purposes of the CIPPLSL Act the workers were to be considered employees of the Applicant-Dismissed-Double 
S Construction Ply Ltd v. C.I.L.S.L.P.B.-No. BOR 25 of 1994-Board of Reference-LovegrovelLatterlUphiI1---27/4/95--
Construction .................................................................................................................................................................................. . 

LONG SERVICE LEAVE 
Application re long service leave entitlements-Applicant claimed that understanding was if extra annual leave was taken no 

holiday pay would bc given-Board of Reference found on evidence that the Applicant's unpaid leave of absence from 
employment had terminated the employment relationship and consequently could not clnim continuous service from October 
1984 for accrued long service leave-Dismissed-Ngo K.A. v. Perth Trouser Manufacturing Co-File No. 19 of 1994-Board 
of Reference-Pope T.J.lBeecD L.lUphill J.N.-11I1I95--Clothing Manufacturing ................................................................... . 

Application for unpaid pro-rata leave-Applicant claimed that as the period where employment was different occurred in related 
areas the period should be regarded as continuous-Respondent argued there was no case to answer-BOR reviewed s.8A of 
the Long Service Leave Act and found that no evidence was produced to show the relationship between the two employment 
areas-Dismissed-Y ewdall J. v. Midland Datsun Ply Ltd-File No. 22 of 1994-Board of Reference-PopelLattcrlUphill-
18/1195--MOIor Vehicle Retailing and Sales ............................................................................................................................... .. 
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LONG SERVICE LEA Vfr-continued 
Applications for denied contractual entitlements-Applicants clnimed tbat they were denied severance/redundancy payments

Respondent argued that as there were no expressed or implied terms in the contract entitling redundancy payments and as 
suitable alternative employment was provided, the applicants were not redundant in the "true sense"--Commission found on 
evidence that the respondent had arranged suitable alternative employment and as there was no redundancy, employees were 
entitled to pro-rata long service leave entitlements-Granted in Part---Lawson R. and Others v. Joyce Australia Ply Lld-Nos. 
593,601 and 610 of 1994-Halliwell S.C.-15/3/95-Furniture Retailing and Distribution ...................................................... . 

Application for determination of the quantum of pro-rata long service leave-Applicant clnimed tbat the weekly rate of pay 
calculated by avemging the previous 3 month period should include the commission payments received past the date of 
termination-Respondent argued tbat the commission earned by tbe Applicant after tbe date of termination arose from 
tmnsactions tbat had not materialised prior to tbat date and therefore, could nol be included in tbe calculation-Board of 
Reference reviewed Long Service Leave Provisions and found on evidence tbat altbougb the commissions paid to the 
Applicant after the date of termination were contractual entitlements, they did not fall within tbe meaning of Clause 4(5) of the 
Provisions and could not be included in calculating the quantum of pro-rata long service leave but relevant calculation should 
have been based on the actual income received for the previous 3 month period-Determined Accordingly-Evans D. and 
Thomas Massam Real Estate-File No. 4 of 1994-Board of Reference-LovegrovelBeech!UphiI1-27/4/95-Property and 
Business Services .......................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application re registration as an employer-Applicant claimed that all workers engaged at the site were subcontmctors and not 
employees as defined in the CIPPLSL Act--Respondent argued tbat although some workers were subcontmctors, a numher 
were engaged under a contract of service and therefore were classified as employees-Board of Rererence reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence tbat it bad the power to determine the employment status as employees or independent contractors, and 
tbat for tbe purposes ofthe CIPPLSL Act the workers were to be considered employees ofthe Applicant--Dismissed-Double 
S Construction Ply Lld v. C.I.L.S.L.P.B.-No. BOR 25 of 1994-Board of Reference-Lovegrove/LatterlUphiI1-27/4/95-
Construction .................................................................................................................................................................................. . 

Application for pro-rata long service leave entitlements-Applicant c1nimed that employment was terminated due illness associated 
with confined spaces and as a result was entitled to a proportionate amount of long service leave as specified under the 
Award-Respondent argued that tbe Applicant bad at no time prior to his resignation informed his supervisors of the nature of 
his sickness nor did he ever request alternative employment to an above ground environment and as association with Mines 
Rescue Team was not abandoned, objected to the exhibits tendered which related to medical evidence of the Applicant's 
sickness-BOR found on evidence that the Applicant had ample opportunity to formally report his disorder illness during his 
employment with the Respondent and that as he declined off-site counselling assistance, the nature of his sickness could not 
justifY the termination of employment-Dismissed--Court K. v. Western Mining COlpOmtion Lld-File No. BOR 23 of 
1994-LovegrovelUphiIIILatter-15/5/95-Mining .................................................................................................................... . 

MANAGERIAL PREROGA TlVE 
Conference referred re wbether revised rostering arrangements proposed by the Respondent are reasonable-Applicant argued that 

with the implementation of cbanges the Respondent proposed to introduce a pool of casual labour to be available 10 provide 
relief during unforeseen absences by full time orderlies and tbe allocation of orderlies to work in particular wards as members 
ofthe patient care unit-Respondent argued tbat the proposals for changes flew in tbe face of structural reform, that the process 
of consultation and co-operation bad been abandoned and preferred to retain the "lift and turn" team, the call room system and 
the position of bygiene orderly--Commission addressed issues wbich went to the question of reasonableness of rosters 
proposed and counter proposed and divided the applications to determine matter of the leading band allowance--Commission 
further ordered that the agreement reached between the parties be implemented-Gmnted-Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital v. 
A.L.H.M.W.U.-Nos. CRI42 and 143 of 1994--Coleman C.C.-29/11I94-Healtb and Community Services ......................... . 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 W AlG 1729) upholding appeal against decision of Commission ordering reinstatement 
of an employee on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Appellant argued that the Full Bench erred in law and fact in failing to 
give proper weight to the Commissioner's findings and reasons and in finding that tbe Commissioner bad acted as an appellate 
body and/or substituted its own views for that of the management of the Appellant on the facts provided-lAC reviewed 
authorities and found that the Full Bench had correctly concluded tbat Commission at first instance bad failed to apply the 
appropriate test and had not considered the critical question ofwbetber the employer bad acted reasonably in tbe circumstances 
and had reasonable grounds for doing so-lAC· further dismissed a submission by Respondent for an order for costs on the 
grounds that the appeal was not brought vexatiously or fiivolously-Dismissed-T.W.U. v. Tip Top Bakeries-lAC Appeal 
No. 12 of 1994-Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy P., Rowland J., Nicholson J.-1I12/94-Food Manufacture .................... . 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bencb (74 WAIG 851) upbolding and remitting appeal against decision of Commission dismissing 
claim for unfair dismissal-Appellant argued that Full Bench had erred in law in its interpretation of tbe effect of termination 
notice and the orders of the Commission. in determining tbe question referred for hearing had included claim of refusal to 
employ, failure to regard that employees conduct justified dismissal and to apply proper test case-Respondent argued that the 
dismissal of 60 employees and reinstatement of 53 suggested that nOlices were not given bona fide and given for improper 
purposes-lAC from evidence and authorities found that Full Bench had misconceived the wbole case of the Commission at 
first instance as each of the employees in their actions had breached contract of employment and no evidence bad been given 
by Respondent to support case of lack of hona fides-lAC by majority ordered Full Bench order set aside and Commission 
order restored-Gmnted-Robe River Iron Associates v. C.M.E.T.S.W.U.-IAC Appeal No. 6 of 1994-Industrial Appeal 
Court-Kenncdy P., Rowland J., Franldyn J.-17/3/95-Mining ................................................................................................ . 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAIG 2389) re dismissed application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements
Appellant argued Commission erred in finding tbat dismissal was not unfair hecause his position would not exist after tbe end 
of June 1993 due to cessation of funding for the project and that he did not ensure completion ofthe software project on time
Respondent argued the intention of the company was not to continue with the project in the form warmnting the continued 
employment of someone in the role to which the Appellant bad been appointed-Full Bencb noted the dismissal was for 
alleged 'incompetence', however Commission at first instance found no supporting evidence to suggest that performance of 
Appellant was inadequate/ incompetent-Having reviewed authorities, majority Full Bench found in favour of Appellant's 
argument as Commission's discretion at first instance bad miscarried when it found OIherwise and upheld decision with matter 
to be remitted back to Commission at first instance to determine question of reinstatement or other remedy, according to law
MinoritylDissenting decision nOled as tbe law is currently interpreted, if dismissal is unfair but reinstatement is not to be 
ordered (Act restricts Commission to either ordering reinstatement or re-employment), and given the Commission's conclusion 
tbat Appellant's position would not continue due to funding, then application can only conclude with application being 
di~missed-Minority not pursuaded Commission at first instance erred in discretion-Upheld and Remitted-NorcOlt R. v. 
M?~itire Ply. Ud and Others-Appeal No. 1031 of 1994-FulI Bench-Sharkcy P., Halliwell S.C., Beecb C.-17/2/95-O!her 
Mmmg Services ............................................................................................................................................................................. . 

MANNING 
Conference referred re whether revised rostering arrangements proposed by the Respondent are reasonable-Applicant argued that 

with the implementation of changes tbe Respondent proposed to introduce a pool of casual labour to be available to provide 
relief during unforeseen absences by full time orderlies and the allocation of orderlies to work in particular wards as members 
ofthe patient care unit-Respondent argued that the proposals for changes flew in the face of structural reform, that tbe process 
of consultation and co-operation bad been abandoned and prererred to retain tbe "lift and turn" team, tbe call room system and 
the position of hygiene orderly--Commission addressed issues wbich went to the question of reasonableness of rosters 
proposed and counter proposed and divided the applications to determine matter of the leading band allowance--Commission 
further ordered that the agreement reached between the parties be implemented-Granted-Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital v. 
A.L.H.M.W.U.-Nos. CR142 and 143 of 1994--Coleman C.C.-29/11I94-Health and Community Services ......................... . 
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MISCONDUCT 
Conference referred re reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed that in 

remitted application Commission was bound to follow findings of Full Bench and to conduct wide review of original case-
Commission determined from industrial appeal decision that it was to make finding on substance of Respondent' complaints in 
specific cases and on these found that Respondent was entitled to conclude tbat employee was unsatisfuctOlY and terminate 
services-Dismissed-M.S.W.U. v. Silver Chain Nursing Association-No. CR266 of 1993-Gregor C.--S/12/94-Health and 
Community Services ..................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed that altercation was result of ill reeling and 
intimidation by other employees over involvement in Best Practices Program-Commission reviewed authorities and found on 
evidence that investigation was conducted thoroughly and in terms set in UndercliffNursing Home Case (supra) there was no 
unfairness-Dismissed-Chalkey AF. and Another v. BHP Iron Ore Ud-Nos. 1022 and CR416 of 1994-Gregor c.-
16/12/94-Mining ........................................................................ : ................................................................................................ . 

Conference referred re application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Respondent argued that terminolion 
resulted from a second reprimand after a complaint of threatening bebaviour and finally from fullure to attend meeting which 
was seen as misconduct-Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that given length of employee's service and 
reason for not attending meeting, summary dismissal was too harsh and any difficulties experienced with reinstatement should 
be dealt with by management-Declared and Ordered Accordingly--T.W.U. v. Director General of the Ministry of Premier and 
Cabinet-No. CR373 of 1994-Beech C.--6/12/94-State Government .................................................................................... . 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 1729) upholding appeal against decision of Commission ordering reinstatement 
of an employee on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Appellant argued tbat the Full Bench erred in law and fuct in failing to 
give proper weight to the Commissioner's findings and reasons and in finding that the Commissioner had acted as an appellate 
body and/or substituted its own views for tbat of the management of the Appellant on the fuets provided-lAC reviewed 
authorities and found that the Full Bench had correctly concluded tbat Commission at first instance bad fuiled to apply the 
appropriate lest and had not considered the critical question of whether the employer bad acted reasonably in the circumstnnces 
and had reasonable grounds for doing so-lAC further dismissed a submission by Respondent for an order for costs on the 
grounds that the appeal was not brought vexatiously or frivolously-Dismissed-T.W.U. v. Tip Top Bakeries-lAC Appeal 
No. 12 of 1994-lndustrial Appeal Court-Kennedy P., Rowland J., Nicholson 1.-l/12/94-Food Manufacture .................... . 

Appeal against decision of Public Sarvice Commissioner to impose a penalty for alleged misconduct-Appellant argued that the 
Learned Inquirer failed to adequately direct himself on the requirement of an "act of misconduct" in respect of each charge and 
in finding the Appellant guilty of misconduct-Respondent argued tbat all of the charges are said to nrise ont of deliberate acts 
of the Appellant which place him in breach of the fundamental condition of his employment to comply with statutory 
requirements-PSAB reviewed evidence and found that 40 out of the 42 charges laid were proven and the appeal in relation to 
these charges should be dismissed-PSAB further found that nothing hefore it provided any basis for it to intervene as to 
penalty and that cbarges 26-27 should be upheld-Ordered Accordingly-Sievers E. v. Public Sarvice Commissioner-No. 
PSAB29 of 1993-Public Service Appeal Board-George C., TilbUl)'/Sivewrigbt-7/12/94-Community Services ................. . 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed tbat as employer complained regularly during 
work relationship he did not think comments made were serious-Respondent argued employment -termination was due to 
slowness of work, arriving at work drunk and consumption of cannabis on the job-Commission on evidence and upon 
application of the Undercliffe Case (supra) found that there existed an employment relationship and Applicant bad discharged 
onus Ihat dismissal was unfair but due to gross breakdown in relationship reinstatement was nol granted-Ordered and 
Declared Accordingly-Simpkins G.E. v. A1tintas H. tla Sada Painting-No. 916 of 1994-Gregor C.-13/l/95--Building 
Completion Service ....................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant union claimed that the 
termination was unfair as the selection for redundancy was on a basis other than 'last on first off; no negotiation had occurred 
hefore termination nor any agreement about the terms and conditions of dismissal been reached-Respondent argued that the 
employee was selected for dismissal due to the employee's attitude being least compatible with management culture-Tribunal 
reviewed authorities and found on evidence that although the Respondent had breached the Award in failing to negotiate prior 
to termination, dismissal on the grounds of redundancy was not necessarily unfair-Dismissed-AC.S.A. v. Griffm Coal 
Mining Co. Ud-No. 10 of 1993-Coal Industry T ribunal--Fielding C.-17/ 11193 to 18/11193-Coal Mining ...................... . 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant Union claimed tbat the 
employee had been prevented from working even though the employee was ready, willing and available, that although the 
employee was a casual, employment was on an ongoing basis and not on a separate engagement-Respondent argued tbat the 
employee had not been dismissed, but that there was no work available for which she had been engaged for-Commission 
reviewed sections 7, 29, 37,44 and 114 of the I.R. Act (1979) and found on evidence tbat the nature of the employee's 
engagement was not on a daily basis, that the full responsibility for the dismissal lay with the employer rather than an external 
body and tbat the Respondent had failed to observe responsibility to deal fuirly with its employees, but also fuiled to establish a 
justifiable reason to terminate employment--Granted-AM.A.C.S.U. v. Southbrook Entetprises Pty Ud tla Specialised 
Placements-No. CR336 of 1994-Parks C.-27/2/95-Sport and Recreation ........................................................................... . 

Couference referred re application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed tbat the contact made 
was in casual manner caused by congestion rather tban overt action-Respondent argued that the bodies were delivered on 3 
occasions with extreme force resulting in knife slipping and exposure to danger-Commission was found by Full Bench to 
have jurisdiction and matter was remitted back for hearing-Commission found on evidence that although management 
theories were unorthodox it preferred evidence of Respondent as employee breached contract by exposing dangerous situation 
on 4 different occasions-Dismissed-M.I.E. U. v. P.R. & L. Zielke slaughtering contractors-No. CR80 of 1994-Gregor C.-
10/2/95--Meal and Meat Product Manufacturing ......................................................................................................................... . 

Application for reinstatement with contractual entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed tbat incident 
relating to the dismissal did not constitute misconduct as it was only a minor matter and termination occurred without adequate 
investigation-Respondent argued that the suspension was authorised by the schedule of rules to by-law No. 54 pursuant to the 
Government Railways Act and the dismissal without period of notice was lawful pursuant to the Award-Commission found 
on evidence that there was no real evidence of an altercation to warrant miscondnct but parties to confer regarding continuous 
service and entitlement-Decision Issued only-AR.U. v. W.AG.R.C.-No. CR445 of 1995--Parks C.-13/3/95--Rnil 
Transport ....................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 W AIG 851) upholding and remitting appeal against decision of Commission dismissing 
claim for unfair dismissal--Appellant argued that Full Bench had erred in law in its intetpretation of the effect of termination 
notice and the orders of the Commission, in determining the question referred for hearing bad included claim of refusal to 
employ, failure to regard that employees conduct justified dismissal and to apply proper test case--Respondent argued that the 
dismissal of 60 employees and reinstatement of 53 snggested that notices were not given bona fide and given for improper 
purposes-lAC from evidence and authorities found that Full Bench had misconceived the whole case of the Commission at 
first instance as each ofthe employees in their actions had breached contract of employment and no evidence bad been given 
by Respondent to support case of lack of bona fides-lAC by majority ordered Full Bench order set aside and Commission 
order restored-Granted-Robe River Iron Associates v. C.M.E.T.S.W.U.-lAC Appeal No. 6 of 1994-lndnstrial Appeal 
Court-Kennedy P., Rowland 1., Franklyn J.-17/3/95--Mining ................................................................................................ . 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal and contractual entitlement&-
Applicant claimed that as the alleged misconduct was caused by an unintentional mistake and it only warranted a further 
written warning-Respondent argued that the Applicant's unfit condition was of a serious nature as it endangered himself and 
others, and as he had recently received a final written warning there was no other option-Commission reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that although the Applicant's behaviour did not constitute wilful misconduct, the company's safety and 
hygiene standards were compromised as he had received a previous final warning, the condition was of a serious nature to 
warrant termination-Commission further found that under the award the Applicant was not sufficiently paid notice in lieu of 
termination-Clranted in Part-Lindwall A v. Masters Dairy Limited-No. 13 of 1995-Gifford C.--6/4/95--Dairy Product 
Manufacturing ............................................................................................................................................................................... . 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

MISCONDUCT-continued 
Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant Union claimed the 

termination was unfair as the incident in question did not constitute misconduct and that if it did it was of minor nature, that no 
justifiable reason for the termination existed as investigation into the incident was inadequate with too much weight placed on 
Applicant's probation and not forewarned that his employment was in jeopardy-Respondent argued that the conduct of the 
Applicant proved he was an unsatisfactory employee with the offence heing against published rules and similar to the conduct 
warned against when last employed-Commission found on evidence that Applicant's status as a probationary employee did 
not alter the fact that Respondent failed to provide sufficient or proper enquiries into the incident--Granted-A.R.U. v. 
W.A.G.R.C.-No. CR445 of 1994-Parks C.-13/3/95-RaiJ Transport .................................................................................... . 

Appeal re reinstatement and unpaid henefits on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Appellant claimed that application should proceed 
as the delay in processing was due to uncertainty of future employment and concerns regarding his performance were not 
referred to him prior to notice of termination-Respondents argued application should not proceed given failure to commence 
proceedings within the twenty one day time frame, that the Appellant's work was deficient in fililing to demonstrate the 
necessary skills and that various members had lodged complaints ahout him-PSAB found on balance of evidence that 
Appellant was given no indication of dissatisfaction with his performance nor opportunity to effect any change to his work 
performance that might have been nccessary--Granted-Edwards J.F. v. President of the Legislative Council and Another
No. ~~AB ~ of 1994-Public Service Appeal Board--George C.lHordemIRoche-16/3/95-Business Services/Government 
AdmIDlstratlon ............................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application for reinstatement or alternative compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal without the loss of contractual 
entitlement&-Applicant claimed that dismissal was unfalr as the Respondent had not provided a copy of the care plan which 
stipulated the duties which were allegedly breached, that no warning was given prior to the dismissal and that the process 
which led to dismissal was intimidating--Respondent argued that although employee was not given a written copy of the plan 
she was verbally made aware of the duties, responsibilities and procedures listed on the plan, that the result of actions put the 
patient at risk and constituted a gross misconduct--Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that there was no 
unfairness in the Respondent's process dealing with matter and that dismissal for misconduct was justifiable-Dismissed-
Svoboda. L. v. Perth Home Care Services (Inc}-No. 318 of 1994-Single Commissioner--George C.-3115195-Health 
Services ......................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant Union claimed that the alleged misconduct was a 
minor incident which was unlikely to reoccur and that as Respondent did not apply guidelines set out in previous case the 
dismissal was inconsistent with treatment of the former case--Respondent argued that the injuries inflicted demonstrated more 
than mere horseplay and that as the fighting constituted deliberate misconduct, termination was justified-Commission 
reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the Applicant's misconduct was of a serious nature that the Respondent's 
action was justified and the application of the guidelines stated was named as a guide only-Dismissed--A. W. U. v. BHP Iron 
Ore Ltd-No. CR84 of 1995-Beech C.-1S/S/95-Mining ....................................................................................................... . 

NATURAL JUSTICE 
'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 W AIG 1951) re granted reinstatement without loss of entitlement on the grounds of 

unfair dismissal--Appellanl claimed appeal should he heard as it involved a question of importance that in public interest an 
appeal should lie in terms of s.49(20) of the Act and as no witnesses were called to support case, grounds of denied natural 
justice existed--Full Bench reviewed s.49 of the Act and the transcript and found that every reasonable opportunity was given 
to Appellant to enable case to he put forward, that nothing in transcript existed to persuade Full Bench that Commission had 
misused advantaged from seeing witness and no ground of appeal was made out-Dismissed--Romeo and Juliet's Hair Design 
v. MaroUa M.L.-Appeal No. 840 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Parks C.-23/12/94-Hairdressing ....... . 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 W AIG 1507) re granted order of union's right for exclusive representation of 
employee&-AppeIlant claimed that Full Bench had erred in reaching decision as it had not examined terms and conditions of 
the agreement in the proper exercise of jurisdiction which resulted in failure to give weight to Applicant's submission and gave 
Full Bench insufficient matcrial to make finding--IAC reviewed sections 26, 41, 41(A) and 72A of the Act and found that the 
Appellant was given reasonable opportunity to present case and no breach of natural justice had occurred-lAC found that Full 
Bench was entitled to exercise discretion as the factors which it found in favour of, substantially ontweighed all other filctor&
Furthermore Full Bench could not be impugned by any issues raised in appeal--Dismissed-A.E.E.F.E.U. v. M.E.W.U. and 
Gther&-lAC Appeal No. J3 of 1994-Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J., Rowland 1., Nicholson J.-1II1194-Plastic 
Product Manufilcturing .................................................................................................................................................................. . 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 WAIG ISO) re discontinued application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal--Appellant claimed that Commission had erred in law by discontinuing the original application thus denying him the 
natural justice of being given a reasonable opportunity to be heard-Furthermore, it was claimed that a report filed by the 
Deputy Registrar pertinent 10 the decision of the Commission, was not shown to either partie&-Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found by majority on evidence there was a denial of natural justice in not affording appellant the opportunity to 
make submissions and the failure to disclose the existence of the Deputy Registrar's report to the parties was also a denial of 
natural justice as it would have been a matter of evidence or admission hefore the Commission, thus it did not comply with 
S.26(3), S.35, and S.27 of the 1.R. Act-Furthermore, Full Bench noted that no Minute of any Proposed Order were issued and 
the parties were not given an opportunity to speak to any minutes therefore rendering the Commission's decision invalid-By 
majority Ufheld and Decision Quashed-Chce Keong Pek S. and Lomba Ply Lld tla George 1. and Co.-Appeal No. 1311 of 
1994-Ful Bench-Sharkey P.lHalliwell S.C.lScott C.-29.3.95-Property and Business Services .......................................... . 

~~peal against decision of Commission (75 WAIG 405) re granted claim for an award variation re the date of operation for $8.00 
arbitrated safety net wage adjustment-Appellant claimed that the Commission failed to consider the workers were low paid 
workers, that other workers in the industry had received the increase and as the Respondent had ample time to budget for the 
S8.00 increase. a further retrospective date of operation should be granted-Respondent argued that the special circumstances 
and any nexus between the award and those who received a retrospective date of operation could not be sufficiently 
established-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the extent of retroactive operation of the award 
claimed was not warranted by the circumstances outlined and the grounds of the appeal had not been fully made out
Dismissed-A.L.H.M.U. v. Regional Hospital and Gther&-Appeal No. 149 of 1995-Full Bench-Sharkey P.lScott C.lGifford 
C.-2S/5/95-Health Services ...................................................................................................................................................... . 

ORDER 
'Application for stay of order pending appeal to Full Bench-Applicant clalmed that the disadvantages if the stay was not grant 

would be that the lectures' illusory permanent appointments along with the administrative steps to make appointments would 
need to be undone if the appeal was successful--President reviewed s.7 of the I.R. Act and the leading authority and found 
there existed a serious matter to be tried as the persons prima filcie were entitled to the fruits of their litigation due to temporary 
contracts being disadvantageous and as the Applicant' could not establish case, balance of convenience favoured Respondent
Dismissed-The Hon. Minister for Education v. S.S. T. U.-No. 1300 of 1994-President-Sharkey P.-12/1I95-Education .. 

'Application for order re right to exclusive representation of employees pursuant to Section 72A-Parties agreed that union rules 
would not need to be altered as a result of the order-Full Bench reviewed Section 72A of the I.R. Act and union rules and 
found that the rules did not need to he altered but there were matters relating to operation of section which might have required 
decision at a later date--Graoted-A.E.E.F.E.U. v. S.E.C.W.A.-No. 1517 of 1993-FuIl Bench-Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., 
George C.-12/1I95-Unions ....................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application for stay of inquiry pending the interpretation of S.7C of the Education Act-Applicant Union claimed that the inquiry 
which was unfair to the individual or went beyond the boundaries of the Education Act should be dealt with prior to any 
decision resulting from that inquiry-Respondent argued that the Tribunal lacked jurisdiction as it was involved prior to any 
conclusion arising out of the inquiry-Tribunal found on evidence that it had the jurisdiction and that stay of inquiry would 
nol inconvenience Respondcnt--Granted-S.S.T.U. v Hon. Minister for Education-No. Tl5 of 1994-G.S.T.T.-Beech C., 
PollardlBeaman--09/02/95-Education ...................................................................................................................................... . 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST---continued 

ORDER-continlled 
Application for order to abolish the position of Programnu: Co-ordinator and readvertise as Associate Director (Academic) in 

accordance to the Award-Respondent argued that as the employees in the disputed positions were public servants they were 
not covered by the Award-Tribunal found that it lacked the jurisdiction as the positions and the persons occupying the 
positions were not teachers--Dismissed--S.S.T.U. v. Hon. Minister fur Education-No. TCR12 of 1994-Beech C., 
ReevesIP0Ilard-16/3/95-Education .......................................................................................................................................... .. 

Application for adjournment of hearing-Applicant Union claimed that the adjournment oflhe hearing sheu1d not take place as the 
application was rnis-directed and Respondent should have applied to Industrial Appeal Court for the stay and adjournment may 
be prejudiced-Respondent argued that unnecessary and irrecoverable costs would be incurred iflhe decision oHhe Full Bench 
was to be overturned by the Appeal Court and if it were to be held that the Conunission lacked jurisdiction 10 hear and 
determine the application-Conunission found on evidence that in order to avoid unnecessary costs, the hearing should be 
adjourned and to ensure no immediate prejudice is suffered,. Respondent should also apply to the Local Court for an 
adjournment of proceedings-{Jramed-Robe River Iron Associates v. ME.W.U.-No. C296 of 1994-Parks C.-14/03/95-
Metal Ore Mining ......................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

4Application for orders re a1temtion of union rules--Applicant claimed that union rules be altered 10 provide General Secratal}' 
position to be elected via ballot and to ensure that office was not held in excess of 4 years--Respondent argued that as the 
Geneml SecretaI)' was an employee and the position was prescribed by the rules to be an employee, the two conditions for 
proviso application were satisfied-President reviewed union rules and fonnd on evidence that as Secretai}' was not an 
employee but rather an 'officer' as defined, rule 18 was contml)' and inconsistent to 8.56 of the I.R. Act and alteration be 
gmnled-Gramed-Hathaway D.I<. v. LE.D.F.C.U.-No. 1244 of 1994-President-Sharkey P.-2312/95-Unions ............. .. 

• Application for order re recalling nominations for office of Branch Secretary, Northam-Applicant claimed Iba! breach ill. rules 
occurred as nomination was rejected due to defect but no opportunity was given 10 remedy alleged defect--Respondenl argued 
nomination was rejected as it did not conform with union's rules--President reviewed union rules and found on evidence that 
as no opportunity had been given 10 remedy defect a breach of rules occurred and election be declared null and void with new 
election process to recommence-Declared and Ordered Accordingly-Dow 1.1. v. LE.D.F.C.U.-No. 60 of 1995-
President--Sharkey P.-14/3/95-Unions .................................................................................................................................... . 

'Claim re breach of union rules with regard to elections. Applicant claimed failure to comply with rules in that election 
of'Conunittee of Management" did not occur in prescribed time-President satisfied he had jurisdiction and found on evidence 
the suspension of rule BA insofar as it prescribed dates for such an election and that the election be otherwise conducted in 
accordance with the rules of the Respondent-Consent Orders Issued-Doherty S.I.G. and P.G.E.U.-No. 154 of 1995-
President--Sharkey P.-21/3/9S--Union ..................................................................................................................................... . 

'Appeals against decision of Commission (74 WAIG 1989) re granted joinders to awards and ordering discovci}' of confidential 
documents--Appellant claimed that matters were of importance and in public interest an appeal should lie as they included 
right of confidentiality and right of protection from apprehension of discrimination-Appellant further claimed that 
Conunission erred in exercising discretion by ordering discovel)' of documents when it failed to give adequate weight 10 
importance of protecting privacy and confidentiality of union members and to consider whether any good reason for order had 
been established-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that as cases cited relating to confidentiality and inspection did 
not relate solely to discovel)' they were not distinguishable and a miscarriage of Commission's discretion existed bul not 
enough material existed to establish Full Bench's exercising of discretion-Full Bench further found in relation to order l(c) 
there was sufficient to order not to include documents in nature of proofs and communications for sake of obtaining evidence
Upheld-LH.M.W.U. v. Western Australian Hotels and Hospitality Association Incorporate and Others--Appeal Nos. 815, 
816,817.818 and 819 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P.lColenum C.C.lHalliwell S.C.-5/5/9S--Accommodation, Cafes and 
Restaumnts .................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

'Application for stay of order against decision of Full Bench (75 WAIG 888) pending appeal to Industrial Appeal Court-Appellant 
argued balance of convenience favoured a stay, as Union Rule would not have to be amended or elections for the position of 
General SecretaI)' held. prior to appeal being heard-Respondent argued, conflict of interest with General Secretai}' being paid 
employee ofWestmil, as he may not provide adequate representation for the Union and its membership, therefore stay of order 
could be crucial to current negotiations--lAC reviewed authorities and noted general principle to apply i.e., except in 
exceptional circumstances, the successful party is to be taken to be entitled to the judgell'..ent made below wilich is assllmlld to 
bc correct until established on appeal to be wrong--lAC found claim of administrative and financial inconvenience by 
Appellant, not to be persuasive-Dismissed-L.E.D.F.C.U. v. Hathaway D.A-lAC Appeal No. 2 of 1995-Industrial Appeal 
Court-Murmy J.-17/5/95-Union ............................................................................................................................................. . 

'Application for Slay of order in application No. C149 of 1995-Applicanl claimed that they had been denied fairness, 
that the Conunission had lacked jurisdiction and evidence to make orders, that the orders would frustrate the 
improvement of the employment tenus and conditions, and would place members in an industrially impossible and confusing 
position-Respondent argued that if a stay was gramed it would make success in the nngstCl)' as the balance of 
convenience would be in their favour-President reviewed authorities and found on evidence the balance of convenience 
did not lie with the Applicant and that as the Conunission did not lack jurisdiction an abridgement of time would he granted
Granted in Part--S.S.T.U. v. Hon. Minister for Education-Appeal No. 589 of 1995-President-Sbarkey P.-31/5/95-
Education ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

OVER AWARD PAYMENTS 
'Application for interpretation of award re $8.00 Safety Net Adjustment--Applicant claimed answer to question of legal 

liability in respect to Conunission if they continued to make over-award payments and they would be forced to pay 
additional $16.00 at later date-CICS found that as the over-award arrangements made at level were consistent with 
absorption provisions of State Wage Case, applicant had right to elect to flow on or to absorb them and 
appropriate interpretation of 'enterprise agreements' was to include registered agreements pursuant to S.41 of I.R. Act-
Decision Issued-OPSM Spectacle Makers Ply Ud-No. 78 of 1995-Conunission in Court Session-4/4/95-Heallh 
Services ........................................................................................................................................................................................ .. 

Conference referred re payment of allowance-Applicant Union claimed that payment of allowance should have continued despite 
the closure of the Prison, as the nature of the employment had not changed and the allowance was an employment condition 
and payable under the Award-Respondent argued that employee was incorrectly paid the allowance and the allowance was 
not prescribed by the award-Conunission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the allowance was a regular and 
pelID8nent feature of the employment contmct and arbitml)' reduction in the income was unfair-Gramed-P.G.E.U. v. 
B.M.A.-No. CR439 of 1994-Beech C.-20/4/95-Construction Tmde Services .................................................................... . 

OVERTIME 
Complaint re breach of award-Complainant union claimed breach occurred by failure to pay 15% silift penalty to employee

Industrial Magistmte reviewed clause 8 ofthe Award and found that there was nothing 10 suggest that part-time employees be 
paid a different overtime except on a pro rata basis-{Jranted in Part-AM.AC.U. v. Roeboume Shire Council--Complainl 
Nos. 1085-1088 of 1994-Industrial Magistmte-Tarr I.M.-1I12/94-Local Government ................................................... .. 

Conference referred re dispute over claim that any surface driller who works at a site more than SO km from the yard be paid 112 
honrs pay at overtime rates for each day at such site-Respondent argued that for many years surface diamond drillers have 
been employed to commence work at a designated drill rig on the basis that work commences and ceases al the rig and tba! 
piecework mtes were negotiated in full consideration of all aspect and disabilities associated with the work-Conunission 
reviewed evidence and witnesses and found it fair and in accordance with section 26 to award payment for a quarter of an hour 
per day at ordinary times-{Jranted in Part--AW.U. v. Western Mining Corpomtion Limited-No. CR384 of 1994-Gregor 
C.-18/11I94-Mining ................................................................................................................................................................. . 
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CU1\{uLATlVE DIGEST-continued 

0YE"P:TIME-continued 
Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re granted claim for breached award and order of payments

Appellant claimed Magistrate erred in finding that under interpretation of award Respondent was entitled to overtime 
payments, that implicit directions to work 8 hours each shift activated clause 19 of the award and in drawing conclusion that 
there existed implicit direction to be available to work the 8 hour shift-Full Bench reviewed the Public Service General 
Conditions of Service and Allowance Award and Administrative Instruction 701 and found that as no definition of'ordinruy 
hours' existed in award it would be understood in natural meaning unless context required otherwise and as there was 
knowledge and acceptance of employee working 8 hours through implied direction no error occurred in Industrial Magistrate's 

g~~gis~7i5e/~~~li~0rJ~~ ~~~!~°S:~i~~~~.~ .. ~::'=~:'~.~~.~~:.~.~ .. ~~ .. ~~~~~~~ .. ~~~~~~ .. :'::~~~.~e 
PENALTY RATES 

Complaint re breach of award-Complainant union claimed breach occurred by failure to pay 15% shift penalty to employee
Industrial Magistrate reviewed clause 8 of the Award and found that there was nothing to suggest that part-time employees be 
paid a different overtime except on a pro rata basis-Granted in Part-A.M.A.C.U. v. Roebourne Shire Council-Complaint 
Nos. 1085-1088 of 1994--Industrial Magistrate-Tarr I.M.-J/12/94--Local Government .................................................... . 

PIECEWORK 
Conference referred re dispute over claim that any surface driller who works at a site more than 50 km from the yard be paid 112 

hours pay at overtime rates for each day at such site-Respondent argued that for many years surface diamond drillers have 
been employed to commence work at a designated drill rig on the basis that work commences and ceases at the rig and that 
piecework rates were ne~otiated in full consideration of all aspect and disabilities associated with the work-Commission 
reviewed evidence and wdnesses and found it fair and in accordance with section 26 to award ~ment for a quarter of an hour 

t,r ~l/:~/~~~~=:~.~.~ .. ~~.~~~:~·.~: .. ~: .. ~:~~~.~.~~~~~.:~~~~.i~.~.~~.t.~ ...... ~~:.:~.~.~~.~.:.:.~~~r 
Application for detennination of the quantum of pro-rata long service leave-Applicant claimed that the weekly rate of pay 

calculated by averaging the previous 3 month period should include the commission payments received past the date of 
tennination--Respondent argued that the commission earned by the Applicant after the date of tennination arose from 
transactions that had not materialised prior to that date and therefore, could not be included in the calculation--Board of 
Reference reviewed Long Service Leave Provisions and found on evidence that although the commissions paid to the 
Applicant after the date of termination were contractual entitlements, they did not fall within the meaning of Clause 4(5) of the 
Provisions and could not be included in calculating the quantum of pro-rata long service leave but relevant calculation should 
have been based on the actual income received for the previous 3 month period-Determined Accordingly-Evans D. and 
Thomas Massam Real Estate-File No. 4 of 1994--Board of Reference-LovegrovelBeechlUphiI1-27/4/95-Property and 
Business Services .......................................................................................................................................................................... . 

PREFERENCE 
Complaint re unsafe work place-Complainant claimed that Defendants conspired together to ensure non-unionists or unfinancial 

members of a union would be deprived of work at the site for the duration of the project through unsafe work practices
Defendants argued tbat as none of the union representatives had read the agreement before signing no criminal responsibility 
could be attached to the contents of the document due to absence of knowledge of contents-Industrial Magistrate found 
insufficient evidence to draw any infcrence or conclusion that any of the persons wbo signed the agreement had necessary 
knowledge of its criminal implicstions-Dismissed-McCorry G. v. Westfield Design and Construction Ply Ud and Others-
Complaint No. 425 of 1994--lndustrial Magistrate-Brown S.M.-J3/4/93-Construction ...................................................... . 

PRINCIPLES 
Conference referred re dispute over increase in site allowance, safety boots and clothing at BHP operations at Mt Newman, Point 

Hedland and Finucane Island-Applicant union claimed that it would proceed application against 3 other companies and made 
them parties to the application--Applicant union further claimed that conditions extant on the sites had created circumstances 
where compensation was inadequate and should also be provided with safety clothes due to possibility to flash-Respondent 
argued that no good or cogent reasons existed, the increase did not comply with Wage Fixing Principles and failure to 
discharge onus of proof existed-Commission reviewed authorities and found that on tests applied from Alcoa Case (supra) the 
disabilities were covered by special rates and provisions in the award, that the operations had been SUbject to environmental 
mana~ement plans and there did not exist evidence of change in work performed to lead to a sigruficant net addition-
Dis1lllssed-A.E.E.F.E.U. v. O'Donnel GriffIn and Others-No. CR339 of 1994--Gregor C.-9/U/94--Installation Trade 
Services ........................................................................................................................................................................................ .. 

Application to vary award re $8.00 Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant claimed that Structural Efficiency Principles had been 
complied with and an application for a Minimum Rates Adjustment had been lodged-Respondent argued that the Commission 
lacked jurisdiction as the lowest paid under the award had not received the 2.5% wage increase and so the minimum rates 
process had not commenced-Commission found on evidence that the application complies with the Structural Efficiency 
Principle and that application does not extend to all employees is a matter for the Applicant and not the Commission-
Granted-C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Hon. Minister for Works and Others-No. 1698 of 1993-Halliwell S.C.-15/1lI94--
Construction ................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 

Conference referred re dispute over claim for payment of disability nllowance, issue of bluey jackets and paid rest and recreation 
leave-Respondent argued that any of the disabilities that were·involved in working at the site were not atypical to a mining 
operation to warrant the allowance sought, that there was a good standard of accommodation and an extensive range of 
recreational facilities on site-Respondent further argued that the claim for bluey jackets had a construction industry ring and 
should not be forced to adopt the practice in the mining induslly---Commission reviewed authorities, namely the Nifty Case, 
and found on evidence that the site was no diffi:rent to many other mine sites and that no persuasive arguments had been put 
forward for tbe granting ofbluey jackets-Commission further found that R&R was justifiable in conforming with employment 
conditions of other employees on site as well as Wage Fixing Principles-Ordered Accordingly-M.E.W.U. v. Lelghton 
Contractors Ply Ltd-No. CR360 of 1994--GregorC.-{I,/12/94--Mining ................................................................................. . 

1 Appeals against decision of Commission (74 WAIG 2365, 2730 and 2742) re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Appellants 
argued that the Commissioner at first instance erred in finding that awards were minimum mtes awards and not paid rates 
awards, that they had fililed to give sufficient weight to the histOlY oflhe awards and soul:\ht matters to be remitted to respective 
Commissioners for further hearing and detennination--Full Bench reviewed authorilles and evidence and found that the 
principle did not direct one to detennine in the mechanical terms of the definition therefore the approach adopted by the 
Commissioners at first instance was correct-Full Bench further found that the awards as a matter of history could not be said 
to be paid rates awards when not specifically designed as such-Dismissed-Hon. Minister for Education, Employment and 
Training and A.L.H.M.W.U.-Appeal Nos. 1012, 1014, 1176, 1178 and 1180 of 1994--Full Bench-Sharkey P., Beech C., 
Parks C.-231J2/94--Community Services .................................................................................................................................. . 

'Proceedings instituted on Commissions Own Motion re consideration of AIRC's Full Bench decisions in the August (print IA700) 
and September (print L5300) 1994 Reviews as National Wage Decision (NWD) pursuant to s.51(2) of I.R. Act 1979-All 
parties advocated Commission give effect to NWD for purpose of s.SI of Act, however as noted in Attachment I diffi:rent 
approaches were being pressed upon the Commission in this task-CICS noted s.50 parties concerns that Statement of 
Pnnciples under a General Order pursuant to 5.51 of I.R. Act 1979, should not be perceived as establishing a wages system 
which is inferior to that opemting under the Federal system, but one that is equitable, comprehensive and directed at realising 
the same objectives-CICS found fundamental thrust of wages system shoUld be, a focus on enterprise bargaining, with 
periodic wage adjustments identified as "arbitrated safety net adjustment" applicable where employees have not been able to 
secure enterprise agreements, whilst still maintaining the award system Within the requirements of Structural Efficiency
Consensus view of s.50( 10) parties sought for criteria to be applied in identilYing paid rates and minimum rates awards
"Statement of Principles December 1994" issued, with reference to term "enterprise flexibility agreements" deleted in 
Supplementary Reasons-Ordered-Commissions Own Motion--No. 985 of 1994--Commission in Court Session-Coleman 
C.C., HaIIiwell S.C., Cawley C., George C., Parks C.-30112/94 and 3/J/95-GeneraIlAll Industries ........................................ . 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

Page 
PRINCIPLES-continued 

Complaint re breaches of Minimum Conditions of Employment Act-Complainant claimed that breaches occurred fiom iililure to 
pay for 10 public holidays and to pay pro rata annual leave-Respondent argued that employee was paid for public holidays in 
a fIXed sum of remuneration and as employee was not required to work or refrain fiom working on particular days he did not 
fall within s.30 of the Act-Industrial Magistrate found on evidence that as Complainant could not bring himself within 5.30 of 
the Act payment for public holidays would not be granted but Complainant was entitled to 2% of commissions generated fiom 
sales during first week of June-Granted in Part-Bombak J. v. Didco Ply Ltd tla Nick Varga Real Estate-Complaint Nos. 
552-553 of 1994-Industrial Magistrate-Gething LM.-30/11/94-Property and Business Services...................................... 137 

Applicntions to vary awards re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Wage Adjustment-Respondent argued that the claims should he 
dismissed as Applicant initially sought increase under 1993 National Wage Decision but upon its cancellation altered claims 
for the 1994 National Wage Decision resulting in changing the character of the applicntiotr-Commission reviewed authorities 
and found that the increase was typical of application pursuant to 1994 Stnte Wage Decision and could not see how continuing 
claim for $8.00 increase could change character of the claim-Granted-M.S.W.U. v. Department of Conservation and Land 
Management and Others-Nos. 1604, 1605, 1615 and 1623 of 1993-Beech C.-27/1195-Various......................................... 408 

Applications to vary awards re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Respondent argued in preliminary point that Commission 
lacked jurisdictiotr-Commission found in preliminary matter that as notice of application stated the 1994 National Wage 
Decision print number the application reflected the 1994 State Wage Decision and as paid rates wages were changed to include 
$8.00 Safety Net Adjustment, special circwnstances had been met--Granted-M.E.W.U. v. B.M.A. and Others-Nos. 965, 968 
and 969 of 1994-HalIiwell S.C.-3 1/1I9.s-construction........................................................................................................... 501 

Application to vary award re insertion of ncw classification-Applicant claimed that the operation of the installation section 
required a more 'hands on' supervising arrangement-Respondent argued that the position of installation supervisor was similar 
to the position of installation officer already in place-Commission found on evidence that the comparison of the duty 
statements of the two positions showed the positions were different and that the installation supervisor position worked well 
and satisfied State Wage Principle&-Granted-The Board of the Art Gallery and Others v. M.W.U.-No. 836 of 1994-Beech 
C.-24/1/95----Cultural and Recreational Services......................................................................................................................... 399 

Application to vary award re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant claimed that sufficient connection existed 
between December 1993 and December 1994 State Wage Decision to enable Commission to exercise discretion and grant 
amendments-Respondent argued that as amendments were only available under 1994 State Wage Decision, no connection 
was established and granting such amendments would materially alter original applications and proceedings-Commission 
reviewed authorities and found on evidence that variations were pursuant to the December 1993 State Wage Decision only and 
to gmnt amendments would be an inappropriate exercise of power-Refused-C.S.A. v. Commissioner, Public Service 
Commission and Others-Nos. P57 and P62 of 1993 and 1662-1664 of 1993-Public Service Arbitmtor--George C.-
20/1/95--State Government Administration.................................................................................................................................. 415 

Application re ratification of an industrial agreement re new shift rosters, work and remuneration arrangements-Tribunal found 
thnt memorandum was not inconsistent with State Wage Fixing Principles and as it represented momenlus change and 
substantial restructuring of workplace it should be allowed to take place without delay--Granted-Griffm Coal Mining Co. 
Limited v. C.M.I.E.U. and Another-Application No. 15 of 1994-Coal Industry Tribunal-Fielding C.-24/8/94-Mining... 760 

Application to vary award re $8.00 Safety Net Adjustment increase-Applicant claimed that increase should he incorporated into 
the Award and granted retrospective operation in accordance to the State Wage Case Decision 1994 and its related .wage fixing 
principles-Respondent argued that as the applicant's claim had its genesis in the State Wage Case decision 1993 principles, 
the application had become defunct and should be discontinued-Commission found on evidence that although the condition 
precedent required to be met no longer applied, the retrospective effect of the first arbitmted safety net adjustment was 
allowable by State Wage Case decision 1994 and the increase be granted-Granted in Part-A.L.H.M.W.U. v. Albany 
Regional Hospital and Others-Parks C.-241 1I94-Health and Community Services ................................................................ 717 

Application to vary an award re $8.00 arbitrated safety net adjustment increase-Applicant claimed that "special circumstances" 
existed which made operative retrospectivity to the wage increase fiom November 1994, fair and right-Respondent argued 
that an overaward payment had already been received and that applicant's argument for retrospcctivity did not aatisty the 
principles set out in the State Wage Case 1994-Further amendment to the schedule be submitted to allow absorption of the 
overaward payment--Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that although the clnim did not justity a 'special 
circumstance' amendment to the award be gmnted-Further found that issue of absorption was a matter for the respondent to 
choose to absorb or not--Granted in Part-M.E.W.U. v. W.A.F.B.B.-No. 970 of 1994-Seott C.-7/2/94-Fire Brigade 
Services................... .................. ....... .............................................. ............................................. ........................ .............. ............. 718 

Application to vary award re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant claimed that a State Wage Case would follow the 
October 1993 National Wage Case Decision and adopt the substance thereof-Respondent argued that the application was not 
a competent action enabling effect to he given to the S.W.C. Decision 1994 and therefore ought to be discontinued
Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that it was appropriate to grant the $8.00 per week increase-
Granted-A.L.H.M.W. U. v. Perth Dental Hospital-No. 1585 of 1993-Parks C.-7/2/95-Health Services............................. 721 

Application to vary award re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant Union claimed the award was a minimum rates 
award and eligible to receive the increase pursuant to the 1993 Principles-Respondent agreed with the award variation to 
reflect an $8.00 increase, but argued that it should be pursuant to the 1994 Principles and a separate application should be 
lodged-Commission reviewed authorities and found that the wording of the 1994 Principles was suffice to permit the 
amendment pursuant to the first Arbitrated Safuty Net Adjustment in the 1993 State Wage Decision-Granted-M.W.U. v Hon. 
Miaister for Community Welfare-No. 1564 of 1993-Beech C.-20/02/9.s-community Services.......................................... 927 

Application to vary award re $8.00 arbitmted safety net adjustment-Applicant claimed date of operation should be the date of 
application-Respondent argued against any retrospectivity as the matter did not classity as a special circumstance
Commission reviewed authorities and found that in light of S.39 of the Act and the State Wage Case that retrospectivity was 
iilir as the manner in which the matter has been processed classified special circwnstance&-Granted-S.S.T.U. v. Director, 
Hedland College Council and Others-No. 125 of 1995-Beech C.-20/3/95-Education......................................................... 925 

Application to vary Award re first atbitrated safety net adjustment of $417 per annum---Applicant claimed that increase should he 
incorporated into Award and granted retrospective operation-Respondent argued that Applicant Union did not have proper 
right to act on hehalf of the members of the body--Commission found that as the Wage Principles were not an automatic right 
to retrospective operation the consent by respondents to such retrospectivity should not be foisted upon unwilling parties 
although circumstances existed to justity the safety net adjustment operative date diffi:rent for employees of objecting 
respondent&-Granted in Part-H.S.O.A. v. Bassendean Nursing Home and Others-No. 371 of 1994-Parks C.-2l/3/95-
Nursing........................................................................................................................................................................................... 938 

Applications to vary award re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant Union claimed awards he varied to reflect first 
arbitrated sarety net adjustment and should operate from the date of application-Respondent neither opposed nor consented to 
the variation but objected to retrospectivity-Tribunal reviewed authorities and found on evidence that as the applications 
fitted within the 1994 Principles and special circumstances existed the awards should be amended-Granted--S.S.T.U. v. Hon. 
Miaister for Education-Nos. Tl7 and T19 of 1994-G.s.T.T.-Beeeh C.-20/03/95-Education............................................ 1028 

2Appea1 against decision of Government School Teachers Tribunal (74 WAlG 3160) re granted application to vary award
Appellant claimed that Tribunal erred in law in iililing to comply with provisions of General Order and having no regard to 
evidence which differentinted the levels, in concluding that regression was contrary to Structural Efficiency Principle, in 
classitying the positions as promotional, in holding all positions were of similar work value and salary level and acting in 
excess of jurisdiction-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that Tribunal was correct in concluding that a 
discriminntion against District Educntion Officers occurred, also in finding that the condition of retrogression at end of term of 
appointment amounted to penalty attached to obtaining non-School based position-Full Beneh further found that Tribunal 
findings were not erroneous and discretion did not miscarry-Dismissed-Miaister For Education v. S.S.T.U.-AppeaI No. 
1272 of 1994-Full Beneh-Sharkey P. Coleman C.C., Scott C.-31/3/95-Education.............................................................. 847 
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PIllNCIPLES--continllea 
) Application for interpretation of award re $8.00 Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant claimed that answer to question of legal 

liability in respect 10 Commission ifthey continued to make over-award payments and whether they would be forced to pay 
additional $16.00 at later date-CICS found that as the over-award arrangements made at enterprise level were consistent with 
absorption provisions of State Wage Case, applicant had right to elect to flow on amendments or to absotb them and 
appropriate interpretation of was to include registered agreements pursuant to S.41 of I.R. Act-
Decision Issued-OPSM Lid-No. 78 of 1995-Commission in Court Session-4/4/95--Health 
Services ......................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application to vat)' award re first atbitrnted safety net adjustment-Applicant Union claimed adjustment to be applied in a manner 
that re-established the nexus between casual mtes and certain classifications as they existed prior to 1992-Respondent did not 
oppose increase for casual employees but argued rates should be calculated using full time hours---Commission reviewed 
authorities and found on evidence that to cnlculate rntes using a method other than hours of full time employees would give 
casunl employees I'l greater proportionate increase and would not be a proper application of the Principle-Granted-S.S.T.U. 
v. Hon. Minister for Education-No. T 17A of 1994-Govemment School Teachers Tribunal-Beech C.lReeveslPollard-
19/4/95--Educalion ..................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

Application to vat)' awards re $8.00 Aibilrated Safety Net Wage Adjustment-Applicant claimed that nllowances should nlso be 
incrensed as they had historically moved at same time as rates of pay-Respondent atgued that the applications should be 
dismissed as they did not comply with the Statement of Principles when the lack of enterprise flexibility clauses in the award 
was considered-Commission reviewed authorities and found that with the exception of one application, there were no 
flexibility provisions contained in the swards and that the majority of applications did not fit within Wage Fixing Principles
Granted ID Part-F.B.T.P.U. v. Midland Brick and Others-Nos. 26,27,28, 29 and 30 of 1995--Scott C.-2S/4/95--Building 
Structure Services ......................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application to vat)' award re $S.OO ArbItrated Safi:ty Net Wage Adjustment-Parties consented to variatioo-Commission reviewed 
authorities snd found on evidence that as application was a specinl case and the parties had pursued struclul'lll efficiency in 
appropriate manner tbe variation _8 within State Wage Principles-Granted-A.W.U. and Others v. Hamersley Iron Ore Ply 
Lid---No. lOt of 1OO5--Beech C.-13/4/95--Me!nl Ore Mining ............................................................................................... .. 

1 Appenl against decision of Commission (74 W MG 2777) re dismissed application for contractual entitlements on the grounds of 
unfair dismissal-Appellant claimed Commission erred in law in failing to apply relevant legnl principles to fact of the case, in 
believing nlicgations that employee had previously engaged in similar incidents and in findiag summary dismissnl was justified 
and had failed to give proper recognition of employee's good employment history-Full Bench revie .... 'Cd authorities and found 
on evidence that Commission was correct in regarding that memoranda issued had matters sufficient to attach weight to claim, 
tha! at first instance Commission had regarded employment histOl), and as there was insufficient evidence to determine 
dismissnl as unfair no error in exercise of discretion nor tact or law occurred-Dismissed---Misldewizc L.S. v. City of 
Belmont-Appenl No. 1192 of 1OO4-Full Bench-Sharkey P.lBeech C.lParks C.-23/5195-Services to Transport .............. .. 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 W MG 405) re granted claim for an award variation re the date of operation for $8.00 
atbitrated safety net wage adjustment-Appellant claimed that the Commission failed to consider the workers were low paid 
workers, that other workers in the industry had =eived the increase and IIll the Respondent had ample time to budge! for the 
$8.00 increase, a further retl'O!lpecuve date of operation should be granted-Respondant argued that tbe specinl circumstances 
and any nexus between the award and those who received a retrospective date of operation could not be sufficiently 
established-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the extent of retroactive operation of the award 
claimed was 001 warranted by the ciroUllllltances ontlined and the grounda of the appeal had not been fully made out
Dismissed-A.L.H.M.U. v. RegionaJ. Hospitnl and Others-Appenl No. 149 of 1OO5--Filll Bench-Sharkey P.!Scot! C.!Gifford 
C.-2515195--Henlth Services ..................................................................................................................................................... .. 

PROCEDURAL MATIERS 
'Appenl against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 1192) to uphold, suspend and remit matter, of issuance of new award to 

Commission-Appellant atgUcd Commission at first instance had erred in exercise of discretion in determining that award 
should be binding 00 ils operntions and sought determiantion on whether it was open to Commission at first instance or to Full 
Bench to conclude that any coll!racts of employment existed between itself and the entertainers-lAC distinguished between 
"question of law" and "question of fact"-lAC found from authorities cited and evidence that Commission and Full Bench 
were in error in finding that cll!ertainers engaged by tbe Appellant had been an employee within the meaning of that expression 
in 11. 7 of LR. Act-Furthermore lAC noted Respondent had tailed to establish onus that award should be binding on Appellant 
und found no justification at present to introduce casino operations into the Award-Upheld/Ordered Accordingly-Burswood 
Resort (Management) Lid v. Actors Equity of W.A.-lAC Appenl No. 10 of 1994-Industrinl Appenl Court-Kennedy J., 
FranldynINichoIson J.J.-30/12/94-Hospitnlity ........................................................................................................................ .. 

'Appenl ngainst decision of Full Bench (74 WMG S51) upholding and remitting appenl against decision of Commission dismissing 
claim for unfair dismissal--Appeilanl argued that Full Bench had erred in law in its interpretation of the effect of termination 
notice and tile orders of the Commission, in determining the question referred for hearing had inclUded claim of refusal to 
employ, fnilure to regard that employees conduct justified dismissnl and to apply proper test case-Respondent argued that tile 
dismissnl of 60 employees and reinstatement of 53 suggested that notices were not given bona fide and given for improper 
purposes-lAC from evidence and authorities found that Full Bench had misconceived the whole case of the Commission at 
fint instance as each of the employees in their actions had breachad contract of employment and no evidence had been given 
by Respondent to support case of lack of bona fides-lAC by majority ordered Full Bench order set aside and Commission 
order restored--Granted-Robe River Iron Associates v. C.M.E.T.S.W.U.-lAC Appenl No. 6 of 1994-Industrinl Appeal 
COIIl1--Kennedy P .• Rowland l., Franldyn 1.-17/3/95--Mining ............................................................................................... .. 

Application for extension of time to file unfair dismissnl application-Applicant claimed that under s.29(2) of the I.R. Act the 
Commission had jurisdiction 10 extend the time for filing the application beyond the prescribed timo-Respondent atgued tbat 
tile Commission did not have the jurisdiction to grant an extension of time for unfair dismissnl claims as the application 
contravened the LR. Act--Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence tha! 8.29(2) does not merely ntlacll a time 
limit but actunlJy insti!nles one, the Commission did not have tbe jurisdiction to grant the extension to time-&ruck Out For 
Want For lurisdietion-Fl!iberty G.B.T. v. Siemens Aust Lid-No. 415 of 1995-Halliwell S.C.-1I5195--Electricnl 
Contractors .................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

'Application for nlleration of union rules re production of documents in the fonn of minutes and agendas-Applicant claimed that 
no discovelY of documents nor particulars of its answer had been received and that the rules which required records to be 
maintained and provided upon request were not being followed-President found tha! DO evidence or submissions were given 
to enable 10 draw conclusion that rules justified disallowance under 8.66 of the LR. Act and as there nlready existed a right of 
inspection and provision of copies of decisions of govemiag bodies in the rules an order for production of documents would 
issl.Ie-Ordered Accordingly-Pnli:ner W.L. v. A.E.E.F.E.U.-No. 1199 of 1OO4-President--Sharkey P.-12/1/95--Unions . 

'Application for stay of order in applicntioo No. C149 of 1995--Applicant claimed that they had been denied procedurnl fairness, 
that the Commission had lacked jurisdiction and evidence to make orders, that the orders would obstruct and frustrate the 
improvement of the employment telIll5 and conditions, and would place members in an industrially impossible and confusing 
position-Respondent argued that if a stny was granted it would make success in the appenl nugatOl)' as tbe balance of 
convenience would be in thair mvOll1'-Presidei!t reviewed authorities and found on evidence that tha balance of convenience 
did not lie with the Applicant and that as the Ccmmiasion did ant lack jurisdiction an abridgement of time would be granted-

ill Par'.-s.s.T.U. v. HolI. Minister for Education-Appeal No. 589 of 1OO5--President--Sharkey P.-31/5/95--
Education ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
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Page 
PROMOTION APPEALS 

Appeal against recommendation for promotion to position of Head of Department, Library, Level 7, KEMH and PMH-Appe\lant 
claimed that Recommended Applicant had been selected on a basis other than in conformity with the selection criteria--PAR 
found on evidence that when all factors were taken into account, the Recommended Applicant was better equipped to fulfil the 
requirements of the position-Dismissed-Scolaro P. v. Glockner B.-PAR No. 33 of 1994--Promolions Appeal Board-
George C.-18/1I95--Libraries, Museums and the Arts................................................................................................................ 522 

Appeal against recommendation for promotion to position of Senior Physiotherapist, Level 6, Physiotherapy Section, Oshorne Park 
Hospital--Appellant claimed that Recommended Applicant had nominated as the referees who were on the selection panel and 
the conclusions drawn by the Board would be subjective as the assessment of the Appellant by the selection panel and the 
experience and qualifications demonstrated were inconsistent-Board found on evidence that the selection process was flawed 
and that the Appellant had established a better claim to promotion to the position under appeal--Upheld-Coster C. v. Hardy 
T.-PAB No. 43 of I 994--Promotion Appeal Board-George C.lDuckworthIBarker-27/4/95--Health Services..................... 1734 

PUBLIC INTEREST 
'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAlG 1951) re granted reinstatement without loss of entitlement on the grounds of 

unfair dismissal-Appellant claimed appeal should be heard as it involved a question of importance that in public interest an 
appeal should lie in terms of s.49(2a) of the Act and as no witnesses were called to support case, grounds of denied antural 
justice existed-Full Bench reviewed s.49 of the Act and the transcript and found that every reasonable opportunity was given 
to Appellant to enable case to be put forward, that nothing in transcript existed to persuade Full Bench that Commission had 
misused advantaged from seeing witness and no ground of appeal was made out--Dismissed-Romeo and Juliet's Hair Design 
v. Marotta M.L.-Appeal No. 840 of 1994--Full Bench-Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Parks C.-23/12/94--Hairdressing ........ 12 

'Proceedings instituted on Commissions Own Motion re consideration of AIRC's Full Bench decisions in the August (Print LA700) 
and September (Print L5300) 1994 Reviews as National Wage Decision (NWD) pursuant to s.51(2) of I.R. Act 1979-All 
parties advocated Commission give effect to NWD for purpose of s.51 of Act, however as noted in Attachment 1 diffurent 
approaches were being pressed upon the Commission in this task--CICS noted 5.50 parties concerns that Statement of 
Principles under a General Order pursuant to 5.51 of I.R. Act 1979, should not be perceived as establishing a wages system 
which is inferior to that operating under the Federal system, but one that is equitable, comprehensive and directed at realising 
the same objectives-CICS found fundamental thrust of wages system should be, a focus on enterprise bargaining, with 
periodic wage adjustments identified as "aibitrated safety net adjustment" applicable where employees have not been able to 
secure enterprise agreements, whilst still maintaining the award system within the requirements of Structural Efficiency
Consensus view of s.50( 10) parties sought for criteria to be applied in identifYing paid rates and minimum rates awards
"Statement of Principles December 1994" issued, with reference to term "enterprise flexibility agreements" deleted in 
Supplementary Reasons-Ordered-Commissions Own Motion-No. 985 of 1994--Commission in Court Session-Coleman 
C.c., Halliwell S.c., Cawley C., George C., Parks C.-30/12/94 and 3/1/95-Genera1lAll Industries......................................... 23 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissa1-Applicant claimed termination was unfair as General Secretai)' 
had failed 10 carry oul requirement of Termination Change and Redundancy Case, discriminated against applicant and had 
failed to consider union principle of 'last on first ofi' -Respondent union argued for preliminal)' order 10 dismiss or refrain from 
hearing matter as it was not in public interest to continue due to employee allegedly engaging in activities which dismissed any 
loyalty, making reinstatement unreasonable---Commission found an evidence that only inferences of the employee's 
engagement in activities existed and to grant preliminal)' application substantial evidence was needed-Granled in Part--
Randall K. v. General Secretary, F.M.S.C.E.U.-No. 99 of 1993--Beech C.-17/5/93--Unions ................................................ 734 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 WAIG 150) re discontinued application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal--Appellant claimed that Commission had erred in law by discontinuing the original application thus denying him the 
natural justice of beiag given a reasonable opportunity to be heard-Furthermore, it was claimed that a report filed by the 
Deputy Registrar pertinent to the decision of the Commission, was not shown to either parties-Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found by majority on evidence there was a denial of natural justice in not affording appellant the opportunity to 
make submissions and the failure to disclose the existence of the Deputy Registrars report to the parties was also a denial of 
natural justice as it would have been a matter of evidence or admission before the Commission, thus it did not comply with 
S.26(3), S.35, aad S.27 of the I.R. Act-Furthermore, Full Bench noted that no Minute of any Proposed Order were issued and 
the parties were not given an opportunity to speak to any minutes therefore rendering the Commission's decision invalid-By 
majority Upheld and Decision Quashed-Chee Keong Pek S. and Lomba Ply Ud tla George L and Co.-Appeal No. 1311 of 
1994--Full Bench-Sharkey P.lHalliwell S.C.lScott C.-29.3.95--Property and Business Services........................................... 827 

'Appeals against decision of Commission (74 W AlG 1989) re granted joinders to awards and ordering discovery of confidential 
documents-Appellant claimed that matters were of importance and in public interest an appeal should lie as they included 
right of confidentiality and right of protection from apprehension of discrimination-Appellant further claimed that 
Commission erred in exercising discretion by ordering discovery of documents when it failed to give adequnte weight 10 
importance of protecting privacy and confidentiality of union members and to consider whether any good reason for order had 
been established-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that as cases cited relating to confidentiality and inspection did 
not relate solely to discovery they were not distinguishable and a miscarriage of Commission's discretion existed but not 
enough material existed to establish Full Bench's exercising of discretion-Full Bench furtber found in relation to order l( c) 
there was sufficient to order not to include documents in nature of proofs and communications for sake of obtaining evidence-
Upheld-L.H.M.W.U. v. Western Australian Hotels and Hospitality Association Incorporate and Glhers-Appeal Nos. 815, 
816,817,818 and 819 of 1994--Full Bench-Sharkey P.lColeman C.C.lHalliwell S.C.-5/5/95--Accommodation, Cafes and 
Restaurants................... ............... ..... ..... ........ ............................................................. ............ .............. ...... .................................... 180 I 

'Application for stay of order in application No. C149 of 1995--Applicant claimed that they hnd been denied procedural firimess, 
that the Commission had lacked jurisdiction and evidence to make orders, that the orders would obstruct and fiustrate the 
improvement oflhe employment terms and conditions, and would place members in an industrially impossible and confusing 
position-Respondent argued that if a stay was granted it would make success in the appeal nugatory as the balance of 
convenience would be in their favour-President reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the balance of convenience 
did not lie with the Applicant and that as the Commission did not lack jurisdiction an abridgement of time would be granted
Granted in Pan-S.S.T.U. v. Hon. Minister for Education-Appeal No. 589 of 1995--Presiden!-Sharkey P.-3115195--
Education ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 1831 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 WAlG 151) re dismissed application for reinstatement on the grounds of uafair 
dismissal--Appellant claimed Commission erred in finding that a choice existed to avoid termination upon damages settlement 
when the settlement was irrelevant to employment, in finding Respondent acted reasonahly on presumption of consent when 
firirness of conduct in negotiations was not included and in failing to find that as veibal notice was not consensual and did not 
comply with notice provisions of award it was ualawful--Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that as 
incident connected in Common Law action was work related Respondent was entitled to involvement and as no evidence 
existed to suggest that Appellant had been forced to take risk but rather chose to take it, Commissioner's finding at first 
instance was correct--Dismissed-Durham T. v. W.A.G.R.C. tla Westrail-Appea1 No. 1305 of 1994--Full Bench-Sharkey 
P.lSeott C.lGifford C.-17/5/95--Rail Transport .......................................................................................................................... 1787 

REDUNDANCYIRETRENCHMENT 
Complaint re breach of General Order in failure 10 pay severance pay at termination of emp\oyment-Complainanl argued that he 

satisfied the requirements of the W A Government Employees Redeployment Retraining and Redundancy General Order and 
that as no suitable alternative employment was available he elected to resign but had not been paid the severance payment due 
to him under clause 6(b) of the General Order-Defendant argued that the Complainant was not entitled to the severance 
payment under the General Order as there had been no determination that suitable altemntive employment was unavailable-
Industrial Magistrate found on evidence that the Complainant hnd made a valid election under the General Order and was 
entitled to severance pay-Granted-Hitchins 1.S. v. Public Service Commissioner--Complaint No. 1191 of 1994--Industrial 
Magistrate--{Jelhing S.M.-151l2/94--State Govemment........................................................................................................... 140 
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REDUNDANCYIRETRENCHMENT-continued 
Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed termination was unfair as General Secretary 

had miled to carl)' out requirement of Tennination Change and Redundancy Case, discriminated against applicant and had 
fitiled to consider union principle of 'last on first off-Respondent union argued for preliminary order to dismiss or refrain from 
hearing matter as it was not in public interest to continue due to employee allegedly engaging in activities which dismissed 
loyalty, m.aIdng reinstatement unreasonable-Commission fuund an evidence that only inferences the 

Page 

engagement in activities existed nod to grant preliminary application substantial evidence was nc€:de,:l-ur,mt.:d 
Rlmdall K. v. General Seereta.-y, F.M.S.C.E.U.-No. 99 of 1993-Beech C.-17/SI93-Uuions ................................................ 734 

Applications fur denied contractunl entitlements-Applicants claimed that they were denied severance/redundancy payments
Respondent argued that as there were no expressed or implied terms in the contract entitling redundancy payments and as 
suitable alternative employment was provided, the applicants were not redundant in the "true sense'~ommission found on 
evidence that the respondent had arranged suitable alternative employment and as there was no redundancy, employees were 
entitled to pro-rata long service leave entitlements-GraDted in Part-Laws on R. and Others v. Joyce Australia Ply Ud-Nos. 
593, 601 and 610 of 1994-Halliwell S.C.-15/3/95-Fumiture Retailing and Distribution....................................................... 966 

REINSTATEMENT 
2 Appeal against decision of Commission (74 W AlG 1951) re granted reinstatement without loss of entitlement on the grounds of 

unfair dismissal-Appellant claimed appeal should be heard as it involved a question of importance that in public interest an 
appeal should lie in terms of 6.49(2a) of the Act and as no witnesses were called to support case, grounds of denied natural 
justice existed-Full Bench reviewed s.49 of the Act and the transcript and found that every reasonable opportunity was given 
to Appellant to enable case to be put forward, that nothing in transcript existed to persuade Full Bench that Commission had 
misused advantaged from seeing witness and no ground of appeal was made ou!-Dismissed-Romeo and Juliet's Hair Design 
v. Marotta M.L.-Appeal No. 840 of 1994-FulI Bench-Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., Parks C.-23/12/94-Hairdressing ........ 12 

Conference referred re reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that in 
remitted application Commission was bound to follow findings of Full Bench and to conduct wide review of original case
Commission detennined from industrial appeal decision that it was to make finding on substance of Respondent' complaints in 
specific cases and on these found that Respondent was entitled to conclude that employee was unsatis&Ctory and terminate 
services-Dismissed-M.S.W.U. v. Silver Chain Nursing Association-No. CR266 of 1993-Gregor C.~12/94-Health and 
Community Services ...................................................................................................................................................................... 176 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unreasonable location and circumstances for review-Parties claimed that a 
question of jurisdiction needed to be heard and detennined-Applicant claimed that it had the right of access by s. 78(1)( a) of 
the LR. Ac~STT reviewed sections 78(I)(a), (1)(b)(iiia) and (la)(a) of the Act and found that it was not persuaded by 
Respondent that the effect of section 78(1)(b)(iiia) and (la)(a) was to invoke the principle 'geileralia specialibus non derogant' 
to oust jurisdiction of section 78(I)(a) and as (la)(a) dealt with teachers whose contract of employment was conditional to 
satismctory assessment it had jurisdiction-Decision Issued-S.S.T.U. v. Minister for Education-No. TB of 1994-
Government School Teachers Tribunal-Cawley C., BeamnnlHutchinson-1I12/94-Education ............................................... 338 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that altercation was result of ill reeling and 
intimidation by other employees over involvement in Best Practices Program--Commission reviewed authorities and found on 
evidence that investigation was conducted thoroUghly and in terms set in UndercliffNursing Home Case (supra) there was no 
unfairncss-Dismissed-Chalkey A.F. and Another v. BHP Iron Ore Ud-Nos. 1022 and CR416 of 1994-Gregor C.-
16112/94-Mining.......................................................................................................................................................................... 146 

Conference rererred re application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Respondent argued that lennination 
resulted from a second reprimand after a complaint of threatening behaviour and finally from fitilure to attend meeting which 
was seen as misconduct-Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that given length of employee's service and 
reason for not attending meeting, summary dismissal was too harsh and any difficulties experienced with reinstatement should 
be dealt with by managemen!-Declared and Ordered Accordingly-T.W.U. v. Director General of the Ministry of Premier and 
Cabinet--No. CR373 of 1994-Beech C.--6I12/94--State Government ......................................................... ~........................... 201 

'Appea1 against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 1729) upholding appeal against decision of Commission ordering reinstatement 
of an employee on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Appellant argued that the Full Bench erred in law and met in failing to 
give proper weight to the Commissioner's findings and reasons and in finding that the Commissioner had acted as an appellate 
body andlor substituted its own views for that of the management of the Appellant on the mcts provided-IAC reviewed 
nuthorities and fuund that the Full Bench had correctly concluded that Commission at first instance had fitiled to apply the 
appropriate test and had not considered the critical question of whether the employer had acted reasonably in the circumstances 
and had reasonable grounds for doing so--IAC further dismissed a submission by Respondent for an order for costs on the 
gl'O}lDds that the appeal was not brought vexatiously or frivolously--Dismissed-T.W.U. v. Tip Top Bakerie_IAC Appeal 
No. 12 of 1994-lndustrial Appeal Court-Kennedy P., Rowland J., Nicbolson J.-1I12194-Food Manufacture ..................... 9 

Application for reinstatement without los8 of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Respondant argued that termination 
was due to Applicant's fitilure to reach expected levels of sales performance and reinstatement would be impractible as the 
position had been abolished-Commission found on evidence that Applicant was unable to prove unfairness of dismissal-
Dismissed-Quigley SA v. Anstralian Timber Products Pty Ud-No. 928 of 1994-Beech C---12/12/94-Timber Products.. 158 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Respondent atgued that the 
Commission lacked the jurisdiction under the Industrial Relations Act, there needed to be a live employment relationship or 
reactivated relationship and as the Applicants no longer worked for the Respondent nor any prospect of re-employment such 11 
relationship did not exist-Commission reviewed authorities and section 24 of the Act and fuund that the Commissiou did 
have jurisdiction in this matter and could make the appropriate orders after having the merit of the claims-Preliminary 
GraDted-Lawson R. and Others v. Joyce Australia Ply Ud-Nos. 593, 601 and 610 of 1994-Halliwell S.C.-10/1/95-
Furniture Manu&cturing ................................................................................................................................................................ 155 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicmt claimed that a substantive 
right to refer claim existed and he could not be caught by time limit as it would deprive him of existing vested rights
Respondent argued that settlement in Common Law claim brought consensual end to employment relationship md 11 m.utnal 
agreement was reached to tenninate employment and payment for damnges-Commission found on evidence that acceptance 
settlement was not the only option open to Applicant and was unable to demonstrate unfairness of claitn,-Dismissed-Durham 
T. v. W.A.G.R.C. tla WestraiJ:-No. 177 of 1994-Cawley C.-7/12/94-Railways.................................................................... 151 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that as employer complained regularly during 
work relationship he did not think comments mede were serious-Respondent argued employment tenniustion was due to 
slowness of work, arriving at work drunk and consumption of cannabis on the job-Commission on evidence and upon 
application of the Undereliffu Case (supra) found that there existed an employment relationship and Applicant had discharged 
onus that dismissal was unfair but due to gross breakdown in relationship reinstatement was not granted-Ordered and 
Declared Accordingly-Simpltins G.E. v. A1tintas H. tla Seda Painting-No. 916 of 1994-Gregor C.-131l19S--Building 
Completion Service ........................................................................................................................................................................ 440 

Application fur reinstatement without loss of entitlement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that reasons given 
were untrue and did nnt justifY termination--Respondent raised preliminary question whether Commission was preclnded from 
dealing with matter as undsr Univelllity Act and Regulation a provision existed to deal with dismissal and appeals
Respondent further argued that as employment was ou a probationary basis and contract had reached ustural end it was beyond 
Commission's jurisdiction-Commission reviewed S.23 of LR. Act and University of W.A. Act 1911 and RegulatiollB and 
found that the points mised by Applicant were properly conceded and question of availability of appeal under S.23 of the 
Act could be answered in aifmnative, but further found that as there existed provision for appeal under University Act 
Commission was excluded from exercising jurisdiction-Dismissed for Want of Jurisdiction--Rindos D.J. v. The University of 
Western Australia-No. 1486 of 1993-George C.-2112195-Edncation ................................................................................... 736 
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Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant Union claimed that the 
employee bad been prevented from working even though the employee was ready, willing and available, that although the 
employee was a casual, employment was on an ongoing basis and not on a separate engagement-Respondent argued that the 
employee bad not been dismissed, but that there was no work available for which she had been engaged for-Commission 
reviewed sections 7, 29, 37, 44 and 114 of the LR. Act (1979) and found on evidence that the nature of the employee's 
engagement was not on a daily basis, that the full responsibility for the dismissal lay with the employer rather than an external 
body and that the Respondent had failed to observe responsibility to deal fairly with its employees, bat also failed to establish a 
justifiable reason to teml.inate employment-Granted-AM.AC.s.U. v. Southhrook Enterprises Ply Lld tla Specialised 
Placements-No. CR336 of 1994-Parks C.-27!2!9S-Sport and Recreation............................................................................ 745 

Conference referred re application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed that the contact made 
was in casual manner caused by congestion rather than overt action--Respondent argued that the bodies were delivered on 3 
occasions with extreme force resulting in knife slipping and exposure to danger-Commission was found by Full Bench to 
have jurisdiction and matter was remitted back for hearing-Commission found on evidence that although management 
theories were unorthodox it preferred evidence of Respondent as employee breached contract by exposing dangerous situation 
on 4 different occasions-Dismisscd-M.I.E.U. v. P.R. & L. Zielke slaughtering contractors-No. CR80 of 1994-Gregor C.-
10!2!95--Meat and Meat Product Manufacturing.......................................................................................................................... 743 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissai--Applicant claimed termination was unfair as General Secretary 
had failed to cany out requirement of Termination Change and Redundancy Case, discriminated against applicant and had 
failed to consider union principle of ' last on first off-Respondent union argued for preliminaty order to dismiss or refrain from 
bearing matter as it was not in public interest to continue due to employee allegedly engaging in activities which dismissed any 
loyalty, making reinstatement unreasonable--Commission found an evidence that only inferences of the employee's 
engagement in activities existed and to grant preliminary application substantial evidence was needed-(lranted in Part-
Randall K. v. General Secretaty, F.M.S.C.E.U.-No. 99 of 1993-Beech C.-17!5!93-Unions ................................................ 734 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed that he had been unfairly treated in regards to 
extended absence, he had been singled out from other employees and the Respondent had discriminated in regards to loading 
arrangements-Respondent argued that loading arrangements were determined by carrying capacity and bucket capacity and 
that their allocation to dump tlUck drivers were not discriminatoty-Commission found on evidence that the applicant had 
refused to perfOml. agreed work duties and he was unable to prove a harsh or unfair dismissal--Dismissed-Dean I.E. v SI. 
Barbara Mines Limited-No. 466 of 1994-Parks C.-20/03!95--Metal Ore Mining................................................................. 962 

Application for reinstatement with contractual entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed that incident 
relating to the dismissal did not constitute misconduct as it was oaly a minor matter and termination occurred without adequate 
investigation--Respondent argued that the suspension was authorised by the schedule of rules to by-law No. 54 pursuant to the 
Government Railways Act and the dismissal without period of notice was lawful pursuant to the Award--Commission found 
on evidence tbat there was no real evidence of an altercation to warrant misconduct but parties to confer regarding continuous 
service and entitlement-Decision Issued only-AR.V. v. W.AG.R.C.-No. CR445 of 1995--Parks C.-13!3!95--Rail 
Transport ......................................................................................................................................................................................... 971 

'Appeal against decision of Government School Teachers Tribunal (74 WAIG 2852) re granted reinstatement and contractual 
entitlements-Appellant claimed that Tribunal erred in acting with excess jurisdiction by making an order when the subject 
concerned policy and not tbe inlerpretation or application of Act or Regulation governing teachers-Full Bench reviewed the 
Education Act and Regulations and authorities and found that appeal grounds had not been mode out as the matter did concern 
application of Act and Regulation governing service of teachers generally, also an inequity arosc from application of 
Regulations and under S.78 of the I.R. Act the Tribunal had jurisdiction--Dismissed-Minister for Education v. S.S.T.U.-
Appeal No. 1069 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P., Halliwell S.c., Beech C.-lS/3/95--Education........................................ 838 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 WAlG ISO) re discontinued application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal--Appellant claimed that Commission had erred in law by disconlinuing the original application thus denying him the 
natural justice of being given a reasonable opportunity to be heard-Furthermore, it was claimed that a report filed by the 
Deputy Registrar pertinent to the decision of the Commission, was not shown to either parties-Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found by majority on evidence there was a deninl of natural justice in not affording appeIJant the opportunity to 
make submissions and tbe failure to disclose the existence of the Deputy Registrat's report to the parties was also a denial of 
natural justice as it would bave been a matter of evidence or admission before the Commission, thus it did not comply with 
S.26(3), S.35, and S.27 ofthe I.R. Act-Furthermore, Full Bench noted that no Minute of any Proposed Order were issued and 
tbe parties were not given an opportunity to speak to any minutes therefore rendering the Commission's decision invalid-By 
majority Urbe1d and Decision Quashed-Chee Keong Pek S. and Lomba Ply Lld tla George I. and Co.-Appeal No. 1311 of 
1994-Ful Bench-Sharkey P.lHalliwell S.C.lScott C.-29/3/95--Property and Business Services. ......................................... 827 

2 Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAIG 2389) re dismissed application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements
Appellant argued Commission erred in finding that dismissal was not unfair because his position would not exist after tbe end 
ofJune 1993 due 10 cessation of funding for the project and that he did not ensure completion ofthe software project on time
Respondent argued the intention of the company was not to continue with the project in the foml. warranting the continued 
employment of someone in tbe role to which the Appellant had been appoinled-Full Bench noted the dismissal was for 
alleged 'incompetence', however Commission at first instance found no supporting evidence to suggest that perfoml.ance of 
Appellant was inadequate! incompetent-Having reviewed authorities, majority Full Bench found in favour of Appellant's 
mgw:nenl liS Commission's discretion at first instance had miscarried when it found otherwise and upheld decision with matter 
to be remitted back to Commission at first instance to determine question of reinstatement or other remedy, according to law
MinoritylDissenting decision noted as the law is currently inlerpreted, if dismissal is unfair but reinstatement is not to be 
ordered (Act restricts Commission to either ordering reinstatement or re-employment), and given the Commission's conclusion 
that Appellant's position would not continue due to funding, then application can only conclude with application being 
dismissed-Minority not pursuaded Commission at first instance erred in discretion--Upheld and Remitted-Norcott R. v. 
M?~lire Ply. Lld and Others-Appeal No. 1031 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P., Halliwell S.C., Beech C.-1712195---Other 
Mmmg Services.............................................................................................................................................................................. 831 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 W AlG 176) re dismissed application for reinstatement withaut loss of entitlements on 
the grounds of unfair dismissal--Appellant claimed Commission erred in law by substitnting own findings of fact to replace 
Full Bench findings not displaced by Industrial Appeal Court decision, when investigations were not through and employee's 
perfoml.ance appraisals were of a high standard-Respondent argued that the appeal was one of view taken of conflicting 
testimony with the conclusions and findings being open to the Industrial Appeal Court and no errors of law in Commissioner's 
decision existed nor any miscarried exereise of discretion--Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that employee's 
treatment of patients was unsatisfactoty work perfoml.ance and dismissal was not unfair-Full Bench further found that 
reinstatement was not practicable and in accordance with equity, good conscience and substantial merits of the application-
Dismissed-L.RM.W.V. v. Silver Chain Nursing Assoeiation--Appeal No. 1306 of 1994-Full Bench-Sharkey P.lHalliwell 
S.C./Parks C.-13!4!95--Health and Community Services ........................................................................................................... 1511 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed that Commission should disqualifY itself from 
the application on the grounds of perceived bias in a pre-hearing conference and sought adjournment and approval to withdraw 
application to state case to Full Bencb-Commission found that as perceived bias was not reasollil!bly or objectively held, it 
was not in the public or the parties interests to allow the withdrawal of application--Dismissed-O'Toole R.T. v. Mulberry 
Enterprises Pty Ltd tla Ampof Maddington--No. 1227 of 1994-Scott C.-213!95--Motor Vehicle Retailing and Services...... 1667 
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'Appeal against decision of Commis si 011 (74 WAIG 2796) re granted reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant 
claimed Commission erred in fact and law in concluding that conduct of Internal Investigators was employer's actions and that 
employer was in breach of basic fair dealing, in finding that duty of honesty was implied term of contract, by applying lest 
which was inappropriate on the facts and circumstances nad reaching incorrect decision-Respondent argued that Commission 
at first instnace was open to draw inferences that by introducing resignation option the Internal Investigators acted as part of 
employer administrative apparatus and that the correct test had been identified nad applied in Commission's finding-Full 
Bench reviewed stated tests and authorities and found that much of appeal revolved around correct test to be applied as a 
matter of law and that as an implied term of honesty existed the employer had, through investigations, acted harshly-Full 
Bench further found that as no evidence contrary to employee'S was submitted Commission was entitled 10 reach its finding-
Dismissed-The Attorney General v. P.O.V.-Appeal No. 1195 of 1994--Full Bench-Sharkey P., Scott C., Gifford C.-
13/4/9S--Public Order and Safety Services ................................................................................................................................... 1518 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of uafair dismissal and contractual entitlement&
Applicant claimed that as the alleged misconduct was caused by an unintentional mistake and it only warranted a further 
written warning-Respondent argued that the Applicant's unfit condition was of a serious nature as it endangered himself and 
others, and as he had recently received a final written warning there was no other option---Commission reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that although the Applicant's behaviour did not constitute wilful misconduct, the company's safety and 
hygiene standards were compromised as he had received a previous final warning, the condition was of a serious nature to 
warrant termination---Commission further found that under the award the Applicant was nol sufficiently paid notice in lieu of 
termination-Dranted in Part-Lindwal! A. v. Masters Daily Limited-No. 13 of 1995--Gifford C.-6/4/9S--Dairy Product 
Manufacturing................................................................................................................................................................................ 1664 

'Appeal against decision ofFul! Bench (74 WAIG 2628) upholding appeal against decision of Commission ordering reinstatement 
of an employee on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Appellant argued Full Bench erred in holding reinstatement was not open 
to Commission at first instance-lAC reviewed authorities nad found that the Appellant was unable to demonstrate that Full 
Bench had erred in law or acted in excess of its jurisdiction-Dismissed-Marshall L. v. The Management Committee of the 
Geraldton Sexual Assault Reference Centre-lAC Appeal No. 17 of 1994--Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J.lRowland 
J.!Owen J.-20/4/9S--Community Services .................................................................................................................................. 1501 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that although his original position was 
abolished, re-employment in naother capacity was available as a remedy-Respondent raised preliminary point that as 
considerable length of time had elapsed hetween termination nad the lodging of application, it should he dismissed
Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that it was unreasonable to reqnire the Respondent to reinstate or 
re-employ the Applicant two and a half years after the event--Discontinued-Culverhouse L. v. John Scptimus Roe Anglican 
Community School-No. 1021 of 1994--Beech C.-151519S--Education .................................................................................. 1960 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 WAIG 151) re dismissed applicntion for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal-Appellant claimed Commission erred in finding that a choice existed to avoid termination upon damages settlement 
when the settlement was irrelevant to employment, in finding Respondent acted reasonably on presumption of consent when 
fairness of conduct in negotiations was nol included and in failing to find that as vernal notice was not consensual and did no! 
comply with notice provisions of award it was unlawful-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that as 
incident connected in Common Law action was wolk related Respondent was entitled to involvement and as no evidence 
existed to suggest that Appellant had been forced to take risk but rather chose to take it, Commissioner's finding at firs! 
instance was correct-Dismissed-Durham T. v. W.A.G.R.C. tla Westrail-AppeaI No. 1305 of 1994--Full Bench-Sharl<ey 
P.!Scott C.lGifford C.-17/519S--Rail Transport.......................................................................................................................... 1787 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicnat claimed that the dismissal was unfair as the 
Respondent did not discuss the matter prior to reaching decision-Respondent argued that employee was dismissed due to 
inadequate sales performance nad was paid wages, commission, wages in lieu of notice nad annual leave earned to that dattr
Commission reviewed authorities nad found that as the Respondent had not discussed situation with employee the dismissal 
was unsatisfactory, but in accordance with the contract of service the right to dismiss was not exercised in harsh or oppressive 
manner and as reinstatement was not practicable and correct entitlements already paid, compensation was not na option-
Dismissed-Perberdy L. v. Australina Sports Publication&-No. 109 of 1995--Beech C.-23/5195-Relail Trade .................... 1966 

Application for reinstatement or a1temntive compensation on the grounds of uafair dismissal without the loss of contractual 
entitlements-Applicant claimed that dismissal was unfair as the Respondent had nol provided a copy of the care plna which 
stipulated the duties which were allegedly breached, that no warning was given prior to the dismissal nad that the process 
which led to dismissal was intimidating-Respondent argued that although employee was not given a written copy of the plan 
she was vernally made aware of the duties, responsibilities and procedures listed on the plan, that the result of actions put the 
patient at risk and constituted a gross misconduct.....commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that there was no 
unfairness in the Respondent's process dealing with matter and that dismissal for misconduct was justifiabltr-Dismissed
Svoboda L. v. Perth Home Care Services (Inc}-No. 318 of 1994--Single Commissioner--{]corge C.-311519S--Health 
Services .......................................................................................................................................................................................... 1968 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant Union claimed that the alleged misconduct was a 
minor incident which was unlikely to reoccur and that as Respondent did not apply guidelines set out in previous case the 
dismissal was inconsistent with treatment of the former case-Respondent argued that the injuries inflicted demonstrated more 
than mere horseplay and that as the fighting constituted deliberate misconduct, termination was justified-Commission 
reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the Applicant's misconduct was of a serious nature that the Respondent's 
action was justified nad the application of the guidelines stated was named as a guide only-Dismissed-A. W. U. v. BHP Iron 
Ore Ltd-No. CR84 of 1995--Beech C.-1515195-Mining .. ~..................................................... ................................................ 1976 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that the trial period in which dismissal 
occurred did not constitute a hona fide probationary period and termination was unfair-Respondent argued that the Applicant 
was employed on a trial basis and was terminated as a result of inability to meet the job requirement nad lack of relevant 
experience-Commission reviewed authorities nad found on evidence that 'trial' or 'try' period constituted a probationary 
engagement and reinstatement could only issue for permnaent engagement-Commissioo further found that as no position was 
available for reinstatement the Applicant could seek compensation via another application and matter be adjourned to enable 

~~~. t02~~~~~~=~;;:::nln~an:~~:"r:l~t.~.~· ... ~: .. ~~~~.~ .. ~~~~ .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~: .. ~~~ .. ~~ .. ~.:.:.:.- 1961 

Appeal re reinstatement and unpaid benefits on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Appellnat claimed that application should proceed 
as the delay in processing was due to uncertainty of future employment and concCI11ll regarding his performance were not 
referred to him prior to notice of terminatinn-Respondents argued application should not proceed given failure to commence 
proceedings within the twenty one day time fuune, that the Appellant's wolk was deficient in failing to dem~nstrate the 
necesBal)' skills and that various members had lodged complaints about him-PSAB found on balance of evidence that 
Appellant was given no indication of dissatisfaction with his performance nor opportunity to effect any change to his wolk 
performance that might have been necessary--Gmnted-Edwards I.F. v. President of the Legislative Council and Another
No. ~~AB ~ of 1994--Public Service Appeal Board-George C.lHordem!Rochtr-16/3/9S--Business Services/Government 
Adrninistratlon................................................................................................................................................................................ 2059 

Application for reinatatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant Union claimed the 
terminntion was unfair as the incident in question did not coostitute misconduct and that if it did it was of minor nature, that no 
justifiable reason for the termination existed as investigation into the incident was inadequate with too much weight placed on 
Applicant's probation and not fo~arned that his emp!oyment was in j~ReflP?ndent argued t~ ~ conduct of the 
Applicant proved he was an unsatisfactory employee With the offence being agaInst published rules and s1IIlliar to the conduct 
warned against when last employed-Commission found on evidence that Applicant's status as a probationary employee did 
not alter the fact that Respondent failed to provide sufficient or proper enquiries into the incident-Grna!ed-A.R. U. v. 
W.A.G.R.C.-No. CR445 of 1994--PaIks C.-13/3/9S--RaiI Transport ..................................................................................... 1976 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

REINSTATEMENT -continued 
Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant claimed tennination was 

unfair as no warning was given relating to poor work perfonnance and that he was denied procedural filimess as no 
consideration was given to the overall service he had provided to the Respondent and related companies--Respondent argued 
that tennination was due to Applicant's fililure to achieve and maintain increased business nod revenue nod it was not 
financially prudent to bear the continued cost of his employment-Commission found on evidence that the remuneration 
employment arrangement was predicated on the basis that sales were to be increased and that, having considered results for the 
months prior to tennination and that things were not likely to improve, Respondent was entitled to act swiftly to redress the 
adverse finnocial situation of the company-Dismissed-Moore M. v. Big Rock Toyota-No. 494 of 1994-PIIIks C.-
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2/6/95--Motor Vehicle Retailing and Services.............................................................................................................................. 1963 

SAFETY 
Conference refem:d re dispute over increase in site allowance. safety boots and clothing at BHP operations at Mt Newman, Point 

Hedland and Finucane Island-Applicant union claimed that it would proceed application against 3 other companies and made 
them parties to the application-Applicant union further claimed that conditions extant on the sites had created circumstances 
where compensation was inadequate and should also be provided with safety clothes due to possibility to flash-Respondent 
argued that no good or cogent reasons existed. the increase did not comply with Wage Fixing Principles and fililure to 
dischaJ:ge onus ofproofexisted-Commission reviewed authorities and found that on tests applied from Alcoa Case (supra) the 
disabilities were covered by special rates and provisions in the award, that the operations had been subject to environmental 
management plans and there did not exist evidence of change in work performed to lead to a significant net addition
Dismissed-A.E.E.F.E.U. v. O'Donnel Griffm and Others--No. CR339 of 1994--Gregor C.--9/11/94-lnstallation Trade 
Services .......................................................................................................................................................................................... 170 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements-
Applicant claimed that as the alleged misconduct was caused by an uaintentional mistake and it only warranted a further 
written warning-Respondent argued that the Applicant's unfit condition was of a serious nature as it endangered himself and 
others, and as he had recently received a final written warning there was no other option-Commission reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that although the Applicant's behaviour did not constitute wilful misconduct. the company's safety and 
hygiene standards were compromised as he had received a previous final waraing. the condition was of a serious nature to 
warrant termination-Commission further found that under the award the Applicant was not sufficiently paid notice in lieu of 
tennination-Granted in Part-Lindwall A. v. Masters Dail)' Limited-No. 13 of 1995--Gifford C.-6/4/95--Dail)' Product 
Manufacturing .............................. :................................................................................................................................................. 1664 

Complaint re unsafe work place-Complainant claimed that Defendants conspired together to ensure non-unioaists or unfinancial 
members of a union would be deprived of work at the site for the duration of the project through unsafe work practices-
Defendants argued that as none of the union representatives had read the agreement before signing no criminal responsibility 
could be attached to the contents of the document due to absence of knowledge of contents--Industrial Magistrate found 
insufficient evidence to draw any inference or conclusion that any of the persons who signed the agreement had necessary 
knowledge of its criminal implications--Dismissed-McCony G. v. Westfield Design and Construction Ply Ud and Others--
Complaint No. 425 of 1994-Industrial Magistrate--Brown S.M.-13/4/93-Construction ....................................................... 1952 

SICK LEAVE 
Application for pro-rata long service leave entitlement_Applicant claimed that employment was tenninated due illness associated 

with confined spaces and as a result was entitled to a proportionate amount of long service leave as specified under the 
Award--Respondent argued that the Applicant had at no time prior to his resignation informed his supervisors of the nature of 
his sickness nor did he ever request alternative employment to an above ground environment and as association with Mines 
Rescue Team was not abandoned. objected to the exhibits tendered which related to medical evidence of the Applicant's 
sickness--BOR found on evidence that the Applicant had ample opportunity to formally report his disorder illness during his 
employment with the Respondent and that as he declined off-site counselling assistance, the nature of his sickness could not 
justii)' the tcnnination of employment-Dismissed-Court K. v. Western Mining COIporation Ud-File No. BOR 23 of 
1994-LovegrovelUphilllLatter-1515195--Mining ..................................................................................................................... 1956 

STAY OF PROCEEDINGS 
'Application for stay of order pending appeal to Full Bench-Applicant claimed that the disadvantages if the stay was not grant 

would be that the lectures' iIlusol)' pennancnt appointments along with the administrative steps to make appointments would 
need to be undone if the appeal was successful-President reviewed s.7 of the LR. Act and the leading authority and found 
there existed a serious matter to be tried as the persons prima facie were entitled to the fruits of their litigation due to temporal)' 
contracts being disadvantageous and as the Applicaat could not establish case, balance of convenience favoured Respondent--
Dismissed-The Hon. Minister for Education v. S.S.T.U.-No. 1300 of 1994-President-Sharkey P.-I211195--Education.. 380 

Application to vary award re insertion of traineeships clause-Parties reached agreement about variation-Commission found on 
evidence that the new Career Start traineeship schemes warranted the insertion of a new clause in the award-Granted--
S.D.A.E.A. v. Myer Stores Ud and Others--No. 1326 of 1992-Beech C.-712195--Wholesale and Retail Trade..................... 724 

Application for stay of inquil)' pending the interpretation of S. 7C ofthe Education Act-Applicant Union claimed that the inquil)' 
which was unfair to the individual or went beyond the boundaries of the Education Act should be dealt with prior to any 
decision resulting from that inquil)'-Respondent argued that the Tribunal lacked jurisdiction as it was involved prior to any 
conclusion arising out of the inquil)'-Tribunal found on evidence that it had the jurisdiction and that stay of inquil)' would 
not inconvenience Respondent-Granted-S.S.T.U. v Hon. Miaister for Education-No. Tl5 of 1994--G.S.T.T.-Beech C., 
PollardlBeaman--09/02195--Education ....................................................................................................................................... 1026 

Application for adjournment of hearing-Applicant Union claimed that the adjournment of the hearing should not take place as the 
application was mis-directed and Respondent should have applied to Industrial Appeal Court for the stay and adjournment may 
be prejudiced-Respondent argued that unnecessary and irrecoverable costs woufdbe incurred if the decision o/the Full Bench 
was to be overturned by the Appeal Court and if it were to be held that the Commission lacked jurisdiction to hear and 
detennine the application-Commission found on evidence that in order to avoid unnecessary costs, the hearing should be 
adjourned and to ensure no immediate prejudice is suffered, Respondent should also apply to the Local Court for an 
adjournment ofproceedings--Granted-Robe River Iron Associates v. M.E.W.U.-No. C296 of I994-Parks C.-14/03/95--
Metal Ore Mining........................................................................................................................................................................... 969 

'Application for a stay of GSTI decision in Matter No. Tl5 of 1994 (75 WAlG 1026)-Applicant songht stay of GSTI order 
preventing a statutoI)' inquiry pursuant to S.7C of the Education Act continuing and questioned the jurisdiction of the Tribunal 
to stay the inquiry--Respondent argued the inquil)', if permitted to continue, would be detrimental to the individual in 
question-President reviewed authorities and found on evidence that the stay of the inquil)' was only temporary and that the 
balance of convenience favoured the Respondent-Dismissed-Hon. Miaister for Education v. s.s. T. U.-No. 117 of 1995--
President-Sharkey P.-14/3/95--Education................................................................................................................................ 884 

'Application for stay of order against decision of Full Bench (75 WAlG 888) pending appeal to Industrial Appeal Court-Appellant 
argued balance of convenience filvoured a stay. as Union Rule would not have to be amended or elections for the position of 
General Secretary held, prior to appeal being heard-Respondent argued, conflict of interest with General Secretary being paid 
employee of West rail, as be may not provide adequate representntion for the Union and its membership, therefore stay of order 
could be crucial to current negotiations--lAC reviewed authorities and noted general principle to apply i.e., except in 
exceptional circumstances, the successful party is to be taken to be entitled to the judgement made below which is assumed to 
be eom:ct until established on appeal to be wrong-lAC found claim of administrative and financial inconvenience by 
Appellant, not to be persuasive-Dismissed-L.E.D.F.C.U. v. Hathaway D.A.-lAC Appeal No. 2 of 1995-Induatrial Appeal 
Court-Murmy 1.-17/5195--Union.............................................................................................................................................. 1785 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-oontinued 

TER¥.INATION 
Appeal againsi decision of Commission (74 W MG 1951) re granted reinstatement without loos of entitlement on the grounds of 

unfair disraissal-Appellant claimed appeal should be heard as it involved a question of importance that in public interest an 
appeal should lie in Icons of 8.49(2a) of the Act and as no witnesses were called· to support case, grounds of denied naturel 
justice existed-Full Bench reviewed s.49 of tbe Act and the transcript and found that every reasonable opportunity was given 
to Appellant to enable case to be put forward, that nothing in transcript existed to persuade Full Bench that Commission llsd 
misused advantaged from seeing witness and no ground of appeal was mede ou~Dismissed-Romeo and lu1iel's Hair Design 
v. Marolta M.L.-Appeal No. 840 of 1994-Full Bench-S1Wkey P., Colel1lJlll C.C., PIIIks C.-23/12/94-Hainlressing ... ;.... 12 

Conference referred re reinstatement without loos of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that in 
remitted application Commission was bound to follow findings of Full Bench and to conduct wide review of original cas~ 
Commission detennined from industrial appeal decision that it was to 11IIIke finding on substance of Respondent' complaints in 
specific cases and on these found that Respondent was entitled to conclude that employee was unsatisfactory and terminale 
services-Dismissed-MS.W.U. v. Silver Chain Nursing Association-No. CR266 of 1993-{Jregor C.-8/12/94-Health and 
Community Services ...................................................................................................................................................................... 176 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that altercation was result of ill feeling and 
intimidation by otber employees over involvement in Best Prsctices Progranr-Commission reviewed authorities and found on 
evidence tllst investigation was conducted tboroughly and in teons set in UndercliffNursing Home Case (supra) there was no 
unfairness-Dismissed-Cbsllrey AF. and Another v. BHP Iron Ore Ud-Nos. 1022 and CR416 of 1994-Gregor C.-
161 12/94-Mining............................................................................... ........................................................................................... 146 

Conferencc referred re application for reinstatement on tbe grounds of unfair dismissal-Respondent argued tbst terraination 
resulted from a second reprimand after a complaint of threatening bebaviour and finally from failure to attend meeting whicb 
was secn as miseonduet--Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that given lengtb of employce's service and 
reason for not attending meeting, SUDUDal)' dismissal was too bsrsh and any difficulties experienced with reinstatement should 
be dealt witb by managemen~Declared and Ordered Accordingly-T. W. U. v. Director General of tbe Minist\)' of Premier and 
Cabinet-No. CR373 of 1994-Beecb C.-{'i/12/94-State Govel1llllent..................................................................................... 201 

'Appeal against decision of Board of Reference (74 WAIG 2173) re Long Service Leave Entitlements-Applicant claimed tbat 
Boanl crred in finding that Respondent intended to resign wben on evidence the correct conclusion was tbst tbe notice of 
termination was in fact given-CICS reviewed section 19 of the Long Service Leave Act and found tbst a matter heard under 
section 48(12) of the Industrial Relations Act was to be deterrained on the filets found by Board of Reference !IS reconled in 
memorandum signed by Cbaifl1lJlll and tbe findings of fact in this instance were not open to question on appeal-Dismissed
Thomas Massam Real Estate v. Evans D.-Appeal No. 980 of 1994-Commission in Court Session-HaIliwell S.C., George 
C., Parks C.-8/12194-Property Service ...................................................................................................................................... 22 

Application re long service leave cntitlementll-Applicant claimed that understanding was if extra annual leave was taken no 
holiday pay would be given-BoanI of Reference found on evidence that the Applicant's unpaid leave of absence from 
employment llsd terminated tbe employment relationship and consequently could not claim continuous service from Octoher 
1984 for accrued long service leav~Dismissed-Ngo K.A v. Perth Trouser Manufacturing Co-File No. 19 of 1994-Board 
ofReferenc~Pope T.l.lBeecb L.lUphill I.N.-l1/1/9S-Clothing Manufacturing .................................................................... 145 

Application for reinstatement without loos of entitlements on the grounds of unfair disraissal-Applicant claimed tbat a substantive 
right to refer claim existed and he could not be caugbt by time limit as it would deprive him of existing vested rights
Respondent argued tbst settlement in Common Law claim brought consensual end to employment relationship and a mutual 
agreement was reacbed to terminate employment and payment for damages-Commission found on evidence that acceptance 
settlement was not tbe only option open to Applicant and was unable to demonstrate unfairness of claim-Dismissed-Durbam 
T. v. W.A.G.R.C. tla Westraif-No. 177 of 1994-Cawley C.-7/12/94-Railways.................................................................... 151 

Application for reinstatement without 1068 of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Respondent argued that the 
Commission lacked the jurisdiction under the Industrial Relations Act, there needed to be a live employment relationship or 
reactivated relationship and as the Applicants no longer worla:d for the Respondent nor any prospect of re-employment such a 
relationship did not exi~ommission reviewed authorities and section 24 of tbe Act and found that the Commission did 
have jurisdiction in this matter and could 11IIIke the appropriate onIers after having the merit of the claims-PrelimiDal)' 
Granted-Lawson R. and Others v. loyce Australia Ply Ud--Nos. 593, 601 and 610 of 1994-HaIliwell S.C.-10/1/95-
Furniture Manutilcturing ................................................................................................................................................................ 155 

Application for reinstatement without 1068 of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Respondent argued that terraination 
was duc to Applicant's failure to reach expected levels of sales performance and reinstatement would be impractible as the 
position hud been abolisbed-Commission found on evidence that Applicant was unable to prove unfairness of dismissal-
Dismissed-Quigley S.A. v. Anstralian Timber Prodacts Pty Ud-No. 928 of 1994-Beecb C-12/12/94-Timber Prodncts.. 158 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bencb (74 WMG 1729) upholding appeal against decision of Commission onlering reinstatement 
of an employee on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Appellant argued that the Full Bench erred in law and fact in failing to 
give proper weight to tbe Commissioner's findings and reasons and in finding that the Commissioner had acted as an appellate 
body andlor substituted its own views for that of the management of the Appellant on the facts provided-lAC reviewed 
authorities and found that tbe Full Bencb had correctly concluded that Commission at first instance had failed to apply the 
appropriate tcst and bsd not considered tbe critical question of whether the employer had acted reasonably in the circumstances 
and had reasonable grounds for doing so-lAC further dismissed a submission by Respondent for an onIer for costs on the 
grounds that the appeal was not brougbt vexatiously or fiivolously-Dismissed-T.W.U. v. Tip Top BakericlI-lAC Appeal 
No. 12 of 1994-lndustrial Appeal Cou~Kennedy P., Rowland J., Nicholson l.-1/12/94-Food Manufacture ..................... 9 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed tbst as employer complained regularly dnring 
work relationship be did not think comments mede were serious-Respondent argued employment terraination was due to 
slowness of work, arriving at work drunlc. and consumption of cannabis on tbe job--Commission on evidence and upon 
application of tbe Underelitle Case (supra) found tbat there existed an employment relationship and Applicant hud discharged 
onm that dismissal was unfair but due to gross breakdown in relationship reinstatement was not gnmted-Ordered and 
Declared Accordingly--Simpkins nE. v. A1tintas H. tla Seda Painting-No. 916 of 1994-Gregor C.-13/1/95-Building 
Completion Service ................................................................................ , ...................................................................................... . 

Application for reinstatement without loos of entitlement on tbe grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that reasons given 
were untrue and did not justifY terraination-Respondent raised prelimiDal)' question whether Commission was precluded from 
dealing with matter as under University Act and Regulation a provision existed to deal with dismissal and appeals
Respondent further argued that as employment was on a probatiODal)' basis and contract had reached natural end it was beyond 
Commission's jnrisdiction-Commission reviewed S.23 of I.R. Act and University of W.A Act 1911 and Regulations and 
found that the points raised by Applicant were properly conceded and question of availability=f under S.23 of the I.R. 
Act could he answered in affirmative, but further found that as there existed provision for under University Act the 
Commission was excluded from exercising jurisdiction-Dismissed for Want of Jurisdiction- D.J. v. The University of 
Western Australin-No. 1486 of 1993-{Jeorge C.-211219S-Education ................................................................................... 736 

Appeal re unfair dismissal-Appellant claimed that application should proceed as the delny in progressing the appeal was both 
necesSDl)' and unavoidabl~Respondent argued application should not to proceed. as the application was incorrectly lodged, 
the Notice of Appeal did not set out the grounds, the Notice was not served on the Respondent within required time and that 
the same matter was the subject of proceedings hefore the Federal Industrial Relations Court-PSAB found on balance that it 
was not in tbe public interest to allow the matter to proceed aB was already the subject of proceedings in another oonrt and the 
application had been pursued some six months after terraination when reinstatemant could not be regnrded !IS an ~riate 
nor practical remedy-Disraissed-Dalgleish v. Hedland Colleg~No. PSAB15 of 1994-Public Service Appeal Board-
George C., O'Neil and Mathie--812195-Management Services ................................................................................................... 753 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST--continued 

TERMINA TION-continued 
Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant union claimed that the 

tcnnination was unfair as the selection for redundancy was on a basis other than 'last on first off; no negotiation had occurred 
before tennination nor any agreement about the terms and conditions of dismissal been reached--Respondent argued that the 
employee was selected for dismissal due to the employee's attitude being least compatible with management culture-Tribunal 
reviewed authorities and found on evidence that although the Respondent had breached the Award in failing to negotiate prior 
to tennination, dismissal on the grounds of redundancy was not necessarily unfair-Dismissed--A.C.s.A. v. Griffin Coal 
Mining Co. Ltd--No. 10 of 1993-Coal Industry Tribunal-Fielding C.-17/11/93 to 18/11/93-Coal Mining ...................... . 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissaJ...-...Applicant Union claimed that the 
employee hod been prevented from working even though the employee was ready, willing and available, that although the 
employee was a casual, employment was on an ongoing basis and not on a separate engagemenl--Respondent argued that the 
employee had not been dismissed, but that !bere was no work available for which she had been engaged for--Commission 
reviewed sections 7, 29, 37, 44 and 114 of the I.R. Act (1979) and found on evidence thal the nature of the employee's 
engagement was not on a daily basis, that the full responsibility for the dismissal lay with the employer rather than an external hodr. and that the Respondent had failed to observe responsibility to deal fairly with its employees, bul also failed to establish a 
jusltfiable reason to terminate employmenl--GraDted--A.M.A.C.S.U. v. Southbrook Enterprises Ply Lid tla Speciaiised 
Placements-No. CR336 of 1994-Paiks C.-27/2/95--Sport and Recreation ........................................................................... . 

Conference referred re application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissai--Applicant claimed that the contact made 
was in casual manner caused by congestion rather than overt action--Respondent argued that the bodies were delivered on 3 
occasions with extreme force resulting in knife slipping and exposure to danger--Commission was found by Full Bench to 
have jurisdiction and matter was remitted back for hearing-Commission fuund on evidence that although management 
theories were unorthodox it preferred evidence of Respondent as employee breached contract by exposing dangerous situation 
on 4 different occasions-Dismissed--M.I.E.U. v. P.R. & L. Zielke slaughtering contractors--No. CRgO of 1994-Gregor C.-
1012/95--Meat and Meat Product Manufacturing ......................................................................................................................... . 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissai--Applicant claimed tennination was unfair as General Secretary 
had failed to carry out requirement of Tennination Change and Redundancy Case, discriminated against applicant and had 
failed to consider union principle of 'last on first off-Respondent union argued for preliminary order to dismiss or refrain from 
bearing matter as it was not in public interest to continue due to employee allegedly engaging in activities which dismissed any 
loyalty, making reinstatement unreasonable--Commission found an evidence that only inferences of the employee's 
engagement in activities existed and to grant prelirainary application substantial evidence was needed--Grantcd in Part-
Randall K. v. General Secretary, F.M.S.C.E.U.-No. 99 of 1993-Beech C.-17/5/93-Unions ............................................... . 

Applicntion for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissai--Applicant claimed that he had been unfairly treated in regards to 
extended absence, he had been singled out from other employees and the Respondent had discriminated in to loading 
arrangements-Respondent argued that loading arrangements were determined by carrying capacity and capacity and 
that their allocation to dump truck drivers were not discriminatory--Commission found on evidence that the applicant had 
refused to perform agreed work dulies and he was unable to prove a harsh or unfair dismissaJ...-...Dismissed--Dean J.E. v SI. 
Baroara Mines Limited--No. 466 of 1994-Parks C.-20/03/95--Metal Ore Mining ................................................................ . 

Application for reinstatement with contractual entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissai--Applicant claimed that incident 
relating to the dismissal did not constitute misconduct as it was only a minor matter and tennination occurred without adequate 
investigation--Respondent argued that the suspension was authorised by the sehedule of rules to by-law No. 54 pursuant 10 the 
Government Railways Act and the dismissal without perind of notice was lawful pursuant to the Award--Commission found 
on evidence tbat there was no real evidence of an altereation to warrant misconduct but parties to confer regarding continuous 
service and entitlement-Decision Issued only-A.R.U. v. W.A.G.R.C.-No. CR445 of 1995--Parks C.-13/3/95--Rail 
Transport ....................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

'Appeal agaiilSl decision of Full Bench (74 WAIG 851) upholding and remitting appeal against decision of Commission dismissing 
claim for unfair dismissai--Appellanl argued that Full Bench had erred in law in its interpretation of the of termination 
notice and the orders of tbe Commission, in determining the question referred for hearing had included of refusal 10 
employ, failure to regard that employees conduct justified dismissal and 10 apply proper test argued thnt the 
dismissal of 60 employees and reinstatement of 53 suggested that notices were not given bona fide for 
purposes-lAC from evidence and authorities found that Full Bencb bad misconceived the whole case Cc,ntlnis:sic'n 
first instance as eacb of the employees in their actions had breached contract of employment and no evidence had been given 
by Respondent to support case of lack of bona fides-lAC by majority ordered Full Bench order set aside and Commission 
order restored--Granted--Robe River Iron Associates v. C.M.E.T.s.W.U.-lAC Appeal No. 6 of 1994-Industrial Appeal 
Court-Kennedy P., Rowland J., Franklyn J.-17/3/95--Mining ................................................................................................ . 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 W AlG 150) re discontinued application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissaJ...-...Appellant claimed that Commission had erred in law by discontinuing the original application thus denying him the 
natural justice of being given a reasonable opportuaity to be heard--Furthermore, it was claimed that a report filed by the 
Deputy Registrar pertinent to the decision of the Commission, was not shown to either parties-Full Bench reviewed 
authorities and found by majority on evidence there was a deninl of natural justice in not affordiag appellant the opportuaity to 
make submissions and the failure to disclose the existence of the Deputy Registrm's report to the parties was also a denial of 
nnturaJ justice as it would bave been a matter of evidence or admission before the Commission, thus it did not comply with 
S.26(3), S.35, and S.27 of the I.R. Acl--Furthermore, Full Bench noted that no Minute of any Proposed Order were issued and 
the parties were not given an opportunity to speak to any minules therefore rendering the Commission's decision invaiid--By 
majority Ufheld and Decision Quashed--Chee Keong Pek S. and Lomba Ply Ltd tla George L and Co.-Appeal No. 1311 of 
1994-FuI Bencb-Sharkey P.lHalliwell S.C./Scott C.-29.3.95--Property and Business Services .......................................... . 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 W AlG 2389) re dismissed application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements
Appellant argued Commission erred in finding that dismissal was not unfair because his position would not exist after the end 
of 1une 1993 due to cessation of funding for the project and that be did not ensure completion oflhe software project on time-
Respondent argued the intention of the company was not to continue with the project in the form warranting the continued 
employment of someone in the role to which the Appellant bad been appointed--Full Bench noted the dismissal was for 
alleged 'incompetence', however Commission at first instance found no supporting evidence to suggest thnt performance of 
Appellant was inadequate/ incompetenl--Having reviewed authorities, majority Full Bench found in favour of Appellant's 
argument as Commission's discretion at first instance had miscarried when it found otherwise and upheld decision with matter 
to be remitted back to Commission at first instance to detennine question of reinstatement or other remedy, according to Iaw
Minority/Dissenting decision noted as the law is currently interpreted, if dismissal is unfair but reinstatement is not to be 
ordered (Act restricts Commission to either ordering reinstatement or re-employment), and given the Commission's conclusion 
that Appellant's position would not continue due to funding, then application can only conclude with application being 
dismissed-Minority not pursuaded Commission at first instance erred in discretion--Upheld and Remitted--Norcott R. v. 
M?'!itire Ply. Ltd and Others--Appeal No. 1031 of 1994-Full Bencb-Shnrkey P., Halliwell S.C., Beech C.-17/2/95-01her 
MlDlng Services .............................................................................................................................................................................. . 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bencb (74 W AIG 2628) upholding appeal against decision of Commission ordering reinstatement 
of an employee on the grounds of unfair dismissaJ...-...Appellant argued Full Bench erred in holding reinstatement was not open 
to Commission at first instance-lAC reviewed authorities and found thnt !be Appellant was unable to demoll!itrate thnt Full 
Bench hod erred in law or acted in excess of its jurisdietion--Dismissed-Marshall L. v. The Management Committee of the 
Geraldion Sexual Assault Reren:nce Centre-lAC Appeal No. 17 of 1994-Industrinl Appeal Court-Kennedy J.lRowlWKi 
I.1Owen J.-20/4195--Community Services ................................................................................................................................. . 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-oontinued 

TERMINATION-continlled 
Appeal against decision of Commission (75 WAIG 176) re dismissed application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on 

the grounds of unf;lif dismissal-Appellant claimed Commission erred in lllW by substituting own findings of fact to replace 
Full Bench findings not displaced by Industrial Appeal Court decision, when investigations were nol through and employee's 
performaoce appraisals were of a high standard-Respondent argued that the appeal was one of view taken of conflicting 
testimony with the conclusions and findings being open to the Industrial Appeal Court and no errors of lllW in Commissioner's 
decision existed nor any raiscarried exercise of discrelion--Full Bench reviewed aathorities and found that employee's 
treatment of patients was unsatisfactory work performance and dismissal was not unfair-Full Bench further found that 
reinstatement was not pmcticable and in accordance with equity, good conscience and substnatial merits of the application-
Dismissed-L.H.M.W.U. v. Silver Chain Nursing Association--Appeal No. 1306 of 1994-Full Benc!J:-.-,Sbark.ey P.lHalliwell 
S.C./Parks C.-13/4/95--Health and Community Services ......................................................................................................... .. 

I Appeal against decision of Full Bench (73 W AIG 3333) re upholding appeal against decision of Commission re denied conlractual 
entitlements and question of jurisdiction--Appellanl argued that current claim dealt with existing conlractuaJ entitlements not 
new compensation rights as per Coles Myer Case-lAC found that Appellant had overlooked the basic principle, the 'ratio 
decidendi' of earlier authority being critical and not if factual situation was identical--lAC found that s.23 of the I.R. Act was 
limited to unfair dismissal claim and it had no provision for denied conlractual entitlemenl-Furthermore 5.23 did not draw an 
expressed provision to give Commissioners power to deal with Common law claims in conlract for ex-employees-lAC 
further found that the principle had been followed since Pepler Case and was not prepared to overrule Pepler-Dismissed
Sakal H.1. v. T. O'Connor & Sons Ply Ud -lAC Appeal No. 21 of 1993-Industrial Appeal Court--Kennedy P.lRowland 
1.lNicholson 1.-27/3/95--Construction T mde Services .............................................................................................................. . 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal--Applicant clairDCd that Commission should disqualifY itself from 
the application on the grounds of perceived bias in a pre-hearing conference and sought adjournment and approval to withdraw 
application to state case to Full Bench-Commission found that as perceived bias was not reasonably or objectively held, it 
was not in the public or the parties inlerests to allow the withdrawal of application--Disraissed-O'T oole R. T. v. Mulberry 
Entelprises Pty Ud tla Ampol Maddington--No. 1227 of 1994-Seott C.-2/3/95--Motor Vehicle Retailing and Services ...... 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal and conlractual entitlements
Applicant clairDCd that as the alleged misconduct was caused by an unintenlional mistake and it only warrented a further 
written warning-Respondent argued that the Applicant's unfit condition was of a serious nature as it endangered himself and 
others, and as he had recenlly received a final written warning there was no other option--Commission reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that although the Applicant's behaviour did not constitute wilful misconduct, the company's safety and 
hygiene standards were compromised as he had received a previous final warning, the condition was of a serious nature to 
warranl termination--Commission further found. that under the award the Applicant was not sufficiently paid notice in lieu of 
termination-Granted in Part-Lindwall A. v. Masters Dairy Limited-No. 13 of 1995-Gifford C.-6I4/95--Dairy Product 
Manufacturing .............................................................................................................................................................................. .. 

Application for extension of time to file unfair dismissal application--Applicant clairDCd that under 8.29(2) of the I.R. Act the 
Commission had jurisdiction to extend the time for filing the application beyond the prescrihed time--Respondent argued that 
the Commission did not have the jurisdiction to grant an extension of time for unfair dismissal claims as the application 
conlravened the I.R. Act-Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that 8.29(2) does not merely attach a time 
limit but actually institutes one, the Commission did not have the jurisdiction to granl the extension to time-Struck Out For 
Want For Jurisdiction--Flaherty G.H.T. v. Siemens Aust Ud-No. 415 of 1995--Halliwell S.C.-1/5195-Electrical 
Contractors ................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

Application for determination of the quantum of pro-rata long service leave-Applicant claimed that the weekly rate of pay 
calculated by avemging the previous 3 month period should include the commission paymenls received past the date of 
terminnlion--Respondent argued that the commission earned by the Applicant after tha date of tennination arose from 
transactions that had not materialised prior to that date and therefore, could not be included in the calculation--Board of 
Refurence reviewed Long Service Leave Provisions and found on evidence that although the commissions paid to the 
Applicant after the date oftermination were conlractual enlitIements, they did not fall within the meaning of Clause 4(5) ofthe 
Provisions and could not be included in calculating the quantum of pro-rata long service leave but relevant calculation should 
have been based on the actual income received for the previous 3 monlh period-Determined Accordingly-Evans D. and 
Thomas Massam Real Estate-File No. 4 of 1994-Board of Refurence-LovegrovelBeechlUphiI1--27/4/95-Praperty and 
Business Services .......................................................................................................................................................................... . 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAIG 2796) re granled reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant 
claimed Commission erred in fact and law in concluding that condnct ofIntemaI Investigators was employer's actions and that 
employer was in breach of basic fair dealing, in finding that duty of honesty was implied term of conlract, by applying test 
which was inappropriate on the facts and circumstances and reaching incorrect decision--Respondenl argued that Commission 
at first instance was open to draw inferences that by introducing resignation option the IntemaI Investigators acted as part of 
employer administrative apparatus and that the correct test had been identified and applied in Commission's finding-Full 
Bench reviewed stated tests and authorities and found that much of appeal revolved around correct test to be applied as a 
matter of lllW and that as an implied term of honesty existed the employer had, through investigations, acted harshly-Full 
Bench further found that as no evidence conlrary to employee's was submitted Commission was entitled to reach its finding
Dismissed-The Attorney General v. P.O.u.-Appeal No. 1195 of 1994-Full Beoc!J:-.-,Sbark.ey P., Seott C., Gifford C.-
13/4/95--Public Order and Safaty Services .................................................................................................................................. . 

Application fur reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that although his original position was 
abolished, re-employment in another capacity was available as a remedy-Respondent raised preliminary point that as 
considerable length of time had elapsed between termination and the lodging of application, it should be dismissed
Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that it was unreasonable to require the Respondent to reinstate or 
re-employ the Applicant two and a half years after the event-Discontinued-Culverhouse L. v. John Septimus Roe Anglican 
Community School--No. 1021 of 1994-Beech C.-1515195--Education ................................................................................ .. 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (75 WAIG 151) re dismissed application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair 
dismissal-Appellant claimed Commission erred in finding that a choice existed to avoid termination upon damages settlement 
when the settlement was irrelevant to employmenl, in finding Respondent acted reasonably on presumption of consent when 
fairness of conduct in negotiations was not included and in failing to find that as verbal notice was nnI consensual and did not 
comply with notice provisions of award it was unlawful--Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that as 
incidenl connected in Common law action was work related Respondenl was enlitled to involvemenl and as no evidence 
existed to suggest that Appellant had been forced to take risk but mther chose to take it, Commissioner's finding at first 
instance was correct-Dismissed-Durham T. v. W.A.G.R.C. tla Westrail--Appeal No. 1305 of 1994-FulI Benc!J:-.-,Sbark.ey 
P.lSeott C.lGifford C.-17/5195--Rail Transport ......................................................................................................................... . 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant clairDCd that the dismissal was unfair as the 
Respondent did not discuss the matter prior to reaching decision--Respondent argued that employee was dismissed due to 
inadequate sales performance and was paid wages, commission, wages in lieu of notice and annual leave eamed to that date
Commission reviewed anthorities and found that as the Respondent had nnI discussed situation with employee the dismissal 
was unsatisfactory, but in liccordance with the conlract of service the right to dismiss WIIII not exercised in harsh or oppressive 
manner and l1li reinstatement WIIII not practicable and correct entitlements already paid, compensation was not an option--
Disraissed-Perberdy L. v. Australian Sports Publications-No. 109 of 1995-Beech C.-23/5195-RetaiI Trade ................... . 

Application for reinstatemenl on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant Union claimed that the alleged misconduct was a 
minor incident which was unlikely to reoccur and that as Respondent did not apply guidelines set out in previona case the 
dismissal was ioconsistent with treatment of the former case-Respondent argued that the illiurics inflicted demolllltmted mon:: 
than mere horsaplay and that as the fighting constituted deliberate misconduct, termination was justified-Commission 
reviewed authorities and fuund 011 evidence that tha Applicant's misconduct was of a serious nature that the Respondent's 
action was justified and the application of the guidelines stated was named as a guide onJy-Dismissed-A.W.U. v. BHP Iron 
Ore Ltd-No. CR84 of 1995--Beech C.-1515195-Mining ...................................................................................................... .. 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

TERMINA TION-conlinued 
Application for reinstatement or alternative compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal without the loss of conlractual 

entitlement&-Applicant claimed thllt dismissal was unfair as the Respondent had not provided a copy of the care plan which 
stipulated the duties which were allegedly breached, thllt no waming was given prior to the dismissal and that the process 
which led to dismissal was intimidating-Respondant argued that although employee was not given a written copy of the plan 
she was vernally made aware of the duties, responsibilities and procedures listed on the plan, that the result of actions put the 
patient at risk and constituted a gross misconduct-Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that tllere was no 
unfairness in the Respondent's process dealing with matter and tbat dismissal for misconduct was justifiable-Dismissed
Svoboda L. v. Perth Home Care Services (Inc}-No. 318 of 1994-Singlc CommissioncI'--George C.-3115195--Heallh 
Services ......................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that the trial period in which dismissal 
occurred did not constitute a bona fide probationary period and termination was unfair-Respondent argued that the Applicant 
was employed on a trial basis and was terminated as a result of inability to meet the job requirement and lack of relevant 
experience-Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that 'trial' or 'try' period constituted a probationary 
engagement and reinstatement could only issue for pe;mancnt engagement-Commission further found that as no position was 
available for reinstatement the Applicant could seek compensation via another application and matter be adjourned to enable 
Applicant to advise of intention-Declared Accordingly-{:upin J. v. Australian Sports Publication&-No. 156 of 1995--
Giiford C.-26/5195--Printing, Publishing and Recorded Media ................................................................................................. . 

'Appeal against decision of Commission (74 WAIG 2777) re dismissed application for contractual cntillements on the grounds of 
unfair dismissal-Appellant claimed Commission erred in law in failing to apply relevant legal principles to fact of the case. in 
believing allegations that employee had previously engaged in similar incidents and in finding summary dismissal was justified 
and had failed to give propcr recognition of employee's good employment history-Full Bench reviewed authorities and found 
on evidence that Commission was correct in regarding that memoranda issued had matters sufficient to attach weight to claim, 
that at first instance Commission had regarded employment history and as tllere was insufficient evidence to determine 
dismissal as unfair no error in exercise of discretion nor fact or law occurred-Dismissed-Miskiewizc L.S. v. City of 
Bclmont-Appeal No. 1192 of 1994--Full Bench--Sharkey P.lBeech C.lParks C.-23/5195-Scrvices to Transport ............... . 

Appeal re reinstatement and unpaid benefits on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Appellant claimed that application should proceed 
as the delay in processing was due to uncertainty of future employment and concerns regarding his were not 
referred to him prior to notice of termination-Respondents argued application should not proceed given to commence 
proceedings within the twenty one day time frame, that the Appellant's work was deficient in failing to demonstrate the 
necessary skills and that various members had lodged complaints about him-PSAB found on balance of evidence that 
Appellant was given no indication of dissatisfaction with his performance nor opportunity to eifect any cbange to his work 
performance that might have been necessary--Grauted-Edwards J.F. v. President of the Legislative Council and Anotller
No. ~~AB ! of 1994--Public Service Appeal Board-George C.!HordernlRoche-16/3/95--Business SelVices/Govemmcn! 
Admmlstrahon ............................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant Union claimed the 
termination was unfair as tile incident in question did not constitute misconduct and that if it did it was of minor nature, that no 
justifiable reason for the te;mination existed as investigation into the incident was inadequate with loo much weight placed on 
Applicant's probation and not forewarned that his employment was in jeopardy-Respondent argued that the conduct of the 
Applicant proved he was an unsatisfactory employee with the offence being against published rulcs and similar to the conduci 
warned against when last employed-Commission found on evidence that Applicant's status as a probationary employee did 
not alter the fact that Respondent failed to provide sufficient or proper enquiries into the incident-Grauted-AR. U. v. 
W.AG.R.C.-No. CR445 of 1994--Parks C.-13/3/95--Rail Transport .................................................................................... . 

Application for reinstatement without loss of entitlements on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant 
unfair as no warning was given relating to poor work performance and that he was denru~·~e~d~i:~~~~~:~:::: 
consideration was given to the overall service he had provided to the Respondent and related c argued 
that termination was due to Applicant's failure to achieve and maintain increased business revenue it was not 
financially prudent to bear the continued cost of his empJoyment-Commission found on evidence that the remuncration 
employment arrangement was predicated on the basis that sales were to be increased and that, having results for the 
months prior to termination and that things were not likely to improve, Respondent was entitled to act to redress the 
adverse financial situation of the company-Dismissed-Moorc M. v. Big Rock Toyota-No. 494 of C.-
2/6/95--MOIor Vehicle Retalling and Services ............................................................................................................................. . 

Application for pro-rata long service leave entitlemcnt&-Applicant claimed that employment was due illness associated 
with confined spaces and as a result was entitled to a proportionate amount of long selVice as specified under the 
Award-Respondent argued that the Applicant had at no tima prior to his resignation informed his supervisors of the nature of 
his sickness nor did he ever request alternative employment to an above ground environment and as association witb Mines 
Rescue Team was not abandoned, objected to the exhibits tendered which related 10 medical evidence of the Applicant's 
sicknes&-BOR found on evidence that the Applicant had ample opportunity to formally report his disorder illness during his 
employment with the Respondent and that as he declined oif-site counselling assistance, the nature of his sickness could not 
justifY the termination of employmcnt-Dismissed-Court K. v. Western Mining Corporation Ltd-File No. BOR 23 of 
I 994--LovegrovelUphilllLatter-1515195--Mining ................................................................................................................... .. 

Complaint re breach of agreemenl-Compiainanls argued that Defendant had terminated employment when under agreement it 
lacked power to do so and upon termination failed to pay monies due under agreement-Complainants further opposed 
application for costs on grounds that they had a bona fide claim for compensation which was neither frivolous or vexatiou&
Defendaut argued that the complaints were net tried because the Complainants failed 10 establish jurisdictioll, but that they had 
been put to considerable cost in defending the cIaim&-Industrial Magistrate raised the preliminary point that each of the 
complalnts did nol disclose a cause of action and should be dismissed and the issue of costs be argued-Industrial Magistrate 
reviewed authorities and found tbat Complalnants were frivolous within the meaning oflhe I.R. Act and that as the complaints 
were dismissed, the Defendant was entitled to cosl&-Dismissed-Gladwell R.s. and Otllers v. The Swan Brewery Company-
Complaint Nos. 109S-1184 of 1994--Industrial Magistrate-Gething S.M.-11l5195--Brewing & Malling ......................... .. 

TRAINING 
Application to vary award re insertion of traineeships clause-Parties reached agreement about variation-Commission found on 

evidence that the new Career Start traineeship schemes warranted the insertion of a new clause in the award-Granted-
S.D.AEA v. Myer Stores Ltd and Otller&-No. 1326 of 1992-Beech C.-712195--Wholesale and Rctail Trade ................... .. 

Application to vary awards re traineeship&-Applicant Union claimed that variation was required to accommodate and facilitate 
new training related initiative with existing Traineeship clauses in reflecting national provisions-Respondent agreed 10 the 
essence of the National Award but argued that the two slate awards simply mirrored ils provisiollll and as they were 
incompatible with awards of Stale Commission it was misleading and ineffi:ctual-Commission found on evidence that 
although a uniformity of award related prescription would be convenient, a virtual mirroring of National Award provisions 
would violate the integrity of the two stale awards, and that as the essence of the lraineeship related were in 
accordance with State Wage Case Principles, drafting changes to provisions would he necessaty-Granted Pllrt-M.E.W.U. 
and Anotller v. Anodisers WA and OtIler&-N06. 1210 and 1218 of 1994-Parks C. 3/5195--Metor Vehicle Services .............. . 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

~~~ against decision of Government School Teachers Tribunal (74 WAIG 3162) re granted in part application for unfair 
selection criteria, selection process and conditions of employment in Foundation Principal position appointments--Appellant 
claimed Tribunal had erred in wrongly concluding that transfer rights were unfair and the positions were promotional, erred in 
failure to hold that any appointments were fixed term and that an expressed term of appointment was inability to use Level 6 
status in seeking transfers--Full Bench reviewed authorities and found on evidence that Tribunal, at first instance had 
exercised its discretion and drew a conclusion which was found not to be unreasonable and unjust enough to warrant 
interference-Dismissed-Minister fur Education v. S.S.T.U.-Appeal No. 1274 of 1994-Full Bench-Sbarkey P., Beech C., 
Scott C.-17/3/95-Education....................................................................................................................................................... 852 

TRAVELLING 
Conference referred re dispute over claim that any surface driller who wow at a site more than 50 km ftom the yard be paid 112 

hours pay at overtime rates for each day at such site-Respondent argued that for many years surface diamond drillers have 
been employed to commence work at a designated drill rig on the basis that work commences and ceases at the rig and that 
piecework rates were negotiated in full consideration of all aspect and disabilities associated with the work-Commission 
reviewed evidence and witnesses and found it fair and in accordaace with section 26 to award payment for a quarter of an hour 
per day at ordinary times--Granted in Part-AW.U. v. Western Mining COIporation Limited-No. CR384 of 1994-Gregor 
C.-18/11194-Mining.................................................................................................................................................................. 167 

UNIONS 
'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAlG 1507) re granted order of union's right for exclusive representation of 

employees--Appellant claimed that Full Bench had erred in reaching decision as it had not examined terms and conditions of 
the agreement in the proper exercise of jurisdiction which resulted in failure to give weight to Applicant's submission and gave 
Full Bench insufficient material to make finding-lAC reviewed sections 26, 41, 41(A) and 72A ofthe Act and found that the 
Appellant was given reasonable opportunity to present case and no breach of natural justice had occurred-lAC found that Full 
Bench was entitled to exercise discretion as the factors which it found in favour of, substantially outweighed all other factors-
Furthermore Full Bench could not be impugned by any issues raised in appeal-Dismissed-AE.E.F.E.U. v. M.E.W.U. and 
Gthers--lAC Appeal No. 13 of 1994-Industrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J., Rowland J., Nicholson 1-1/11194-Plastic 
Product Manufacturing................................................................................................................................................................... 4 

2 Application for order re right to exclusive representation of employees pursuant to Section 72A-Parties agreed that union rules 
would not need to be altered as a result of the order-Full Bench reviewed Section 72A of the I.R. Act and union rules and 
found that the rules did not need to be altered but there were matters relating to operation of section which might have required 
decision at a later date-Granted-AE.E.F.E.U. v. S.E.C.w.A.-No. 1517 of 1993--Full Bench-Sharkey P., Coleman C.C., 
George C.-12/1195-Unions........................................................................................................................................................ 376 

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAIG 1731) re application for alteration of constitution rules--Appellant submitted 
that Full Bench had, erred in law, in holding that application to alter constitution was not according to Rules, that Appellant 
had not complied with Rule 37(a) and thut the proposed changes to constitution published in business paper were not 
"meaningful and accurate"-lAC noted relevant sections of I.R. Act thut governed alterations of the registered rules of an 
organisation and having regard to one of the principal objects of Act in 8.6(1) re "encouragement of democratic control of 
registcred organisations and full participation of members"-lAC fuund prerequisites for alteration of the Constitutions had not 
been complied with, which could have restricted the ability of members to fully participate or debate such motion
Dismissed-State School Teachers Union-Appeal No. 14 of 1994-lndustrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J., RowlandlFranklyn 
J.J.--9/12/94-Unions ................................................................................................................................................................... 367 

'Application for orders re alteration of union rules--Applicant claimed that union rules be altered to provide General Sccretaty 
position to be elected via ballot and to ensure thut office was not held in excess of 4 years--Respondent argued thut as the 
General Secretaty was an employee and the position was prescribed by the rules to be an employee, the two conditions for 
proviso application were satisfied--President reviewed union rules and fuund on evidence that as Secretaty was not an 
employee but rather an 'officeI' as defined, rule 18 was contrary and inconsistent to S.S6 of the I.R. Act and alteration be 
granted-Granted-Hathaway D.K. v. L.E.D.F.C.U.-No. 1244 of 1994-President-Sbarkey P.-23/2/95-Unions............... 888 

'Application fur order re recalling nOJninntions for office of Branch Secretaty, Northam-Applicant claimed thut breach in rules 
occurred as nomination was rejected due to defi:ct but no opportunity was given to remedy alleged defi:ct--Respondent argued 
nomination was rejected as it did not conform with union's rules--President reviewed union rules and found on evidence thut 
as no opportunity had been given to remedy defi:ct a breach of rules occurred and election be declared null and void with new 
election process to recommence-Declared and Ordered Accordingly-Dow J.l. v. L.E.D.F.C.U.-No. 60 of 1995-
President--Sharkey P.-1413/95-Unions..................................................................................................................................... 886 

2 Application fur variation to union rules--Applicant claimed that variations were sought due to passing of Public Sector 
Management Act which required a coverage of all employees including those described as other employees, also confirmed no 
overlap in coverage would occur as 'government officeI' was defined in both the Act and union rules--Full Bench reviewed the 
I.R. Act and union rules and found thut all the requirements of rule 9 and s.SS of the Act had not been proved to have heen 
complied with-Dismissed-C.S.A-No. 1061 of 1994-FulI Bench-Sbarkey P., Coleman C.C. George C.-414195-
Unions............................................................................................................................................................................................ 867 

'Claim re breach of union rules with regard to elections. Applicant claimed failure to comply with rules in that election 
of'Committee of Management" did not occur in prescribed time-President sutisfied he had jurisdiction and found on evidence 
the suspension of rule BA insofar as it prescribed dates for such an election and that the election be othelWise conducted in 
accordance with the rules of the Responden~onsent Orders Issued-Dohcrty S.J.G. and P.G.E.U.-No. 154 of 1995-
President-Sharkey P.-2113/95-Union ...................................................................................................................................... 896 

Conference refi:rred re order to negotiate an enterprise bargaining agreement-Applicant union claimed thut Respondent had 
refused to comply with request to enter into negotiations to secure an Enterprise Bargaining Agreement-Respondent argued 
thut it did not want to enter into negotiations with the Applicant union separated from all other unions but were willing to 
negotiate with the workforce as a whole and thut the Commission did have the jurisdiction to order parties to commence 
negotiations to establish an Agreemeat-Commission reviewed authorities and fuund on evidence that it did not have the 
power to order parties to negotiate as it had alreedy dealt with the matter in the conciliation process and had to rely on its 
powers in the arbitration phase-Dismissed-M.E.W.U. v. Midland Brick Co. Ply Ud-No. CR29 of 1995--Scott C. 
-10ISI9S-Ceramic Product Manufacturing................................................................................................................................... 1672 

'Appeal against decision of President (74 WAIG 1243) re finding thut Respondents were financial members at the time of 
nOJninstions--Appcllant argued President had erred in law in finding Respondents eligible to stand fur election as officers of 
the union-lAC reviewed I.R. Act 1979, and rules of union and by majority found tbe candidates (Respondents) at the dntes of 
their nominations, whose election is an issue in this matter, had been financial members--Dissenting member found having 
regard to s.5S(4)F 0fI.R. Act 1979 and rule 22(b) of union, membership of each Respondent had terminsted prior to payment 
of arrears and therefore not eligible to nominate or be elected-Dismissed-Carter J.l. v. Fty E.L. and Gthers--lAC Appeal No. 
n of 1994-lndnstrial Appeal Court-:Kennedy J.lRowland 1.lFranJdyn J.-17/3/95-Unions .................................................. 821 

'Application for stay of order against decision of Full Bench (75 WAlG 888) pending appeal to Industrial Appeal Court-Appellant 
argued ballUlCe of convenience favoured a stay, os Union Rule would not have to be amended or elections for tbe position of 
General Secretary held, prior to appeal being heard-Respondent argued, conflict of interest with General Secretaty being paid 
employee of West rail, as he may not provide adeqnate representution for the Union and its membership, therefore stay of order 
could be crucial to CWTent negotiations--lAC reviewed anthorities and noted general principle to apply i.e., except in 
exceptional circuntsllUlCes, the successful party is to be taken to be entitled to the judgement made below which is ossumed to 

t;e=~::'~ :abl::iv:-w::!~LRnrc~~/~:t.l ~cf= N~2 ~ruJ~:ri~e~~ 
Court--MwnIy 1.-I7tSI95-Union.............................................................................................................................................. 1785 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

UNIONS--continued 
Complaint re unsafe work place-Complainant claimed that Defendants conspired together to ensure non-unionists or unfinancial 

members of a union would be deprived of work at the site for the duration of the project through unsafe work practices
Defendants argued that as none of the union representatives had read the agreement before signing no criminal responsibility 
could be attached to the contents of the document due to absence of knowledge of contents-Industrial Magistrate found 
insufficient evidence to draw any inference or conclusion that any of the persons who signed the agreement had necessary 
knowledge of its criminal implications-Dismissed-McCorry G. v. Westfield Design and Construction Ply Lld and Others-
Complaint No. 425 of 1994--Industrial Magistrate-Brown S.M.-13/4/93-Construction ...................................................... . 

4 Application for alteration of union rules re production of documents in the fOlm of minutes and agendall--Applicant claimed that 
no discovel)' of documents nor particulars of its answer had been received and that the rules which required records to be 
maintained and provided upon request were not being followed-President found that no evidence or submissions were given 
to enable to draw conclusion that rules justified disallowance under s.66 of .the LR. Act and as there already existed a right of 
inspection and provision of copies of decisions of goveming bodies in the rules an order for production of documents would 
issue--Ordered Accordingly-Paimer W.L v. AE.E.F.E.U.-No. 1199 of 1994--President-Sharkey P.-12/1195-Unions . 

WAGES 
Application to val)' award re $8.00 Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant claimed that Structural Efficiency Principles had been 

complied with and an application for a Minimum Rates Adjustment had been lodged-Respondent argued that the Commission 
lacked jurisdiction as the lowest paid under the award had not received the 2.5% wage increase and so the minimum rates 
process had not cornmenced-Commission found on evidence that the application complies with the Structural Efficiency 
Principle and that application does not extend to all employees is a matter for the Applicant and not the Commission
Granted-C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. Hon. Minister for Works and Others-No. 1698 of 1993-Halliwell S.C.-15111/94--
Construction .................................................................................................................................................................................. . 

3Proceedings instituted on Commissions Own Motion re consideration of AlRC's Full Bench decisions in the August (Print IA700) 
and September (Print LS300) 1994 Reviews as National Wage Decision (NWD) pursuant to s.51(2) of I.R. Act 1979-All 
parties advocated Commission give effect to NWD for purpose of s.51 of Act, however as noted in Attachment 1 different 
approaches were being pressed upon the Commission in this task-CICS noted s.50 parties concerns that Statement of 
Principles under a General Order pursuant to s.51 of I.R. Act 1979, should not be perceived as establisbing a wages system 
which is inferior to that operating under the Federal system, but one that is equitable, comprehensive and directed at realising 
the same objectives-CICS found fundamental thrust of wages system should be, a focus on enterprise bargaining, with 
periodic wage adjustments identified as "aibitrated safety net adjustment" applicable where employees have nol been able to 
secure enterprise agreements, wbilst still maintaining the award system within the requirements of Structural Efficiency
Consensus view of s.50(1O) parties sought for criteria to be applied in identitying paid rates and minimum rates awards
"Statement of Principles December 1994" issued, with refCrence to term "enterprise flexibility agreements" deleted in 
SupplementSI)' Reason&-Ordered-Commissions Own Motion-No. 985 of 1994--Commission in Court Session-Coleman 
C.C., Halliwell S.C., Cawley C., George C., Parks C.-30/12/94 and 31119S--GenerallAll Industries ........................................ . 

Applications to vary awards re $8.00 AIbitrated Safety Net Wage Adjustment-Respondent argued that the claims should be 
dismissed as Applicant initially sought increase under 1993 National Wage Decision but upon its cancellation altered claims 
for the 1994 National Wage Decision resulting in changing the character ofthe application-Commission reviewed authorities 
aad found that the increase was typical of application pursuant to 1994 State Wage Decision and could nol see how continuing 
claim for $8.00 increase could change character of the claim-Granted-M.S.W.U. v. Department of Conservation and Land 
Management and Others-Nos. 1604, 1605, 1615 and 1623 of 1993-Beech C.-27/1/95-Various ........................................ . 

Applications to val)' awards re $8.00 AIbitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Respondent argued in preliminal)' point that Commission 
lacked jurisdiction-Commission found in preliminSl)' matter that as notice of application stated the 1994 National Wage 
Decision print number the application reflected the 1994 State Wage Decision and as paid rates wages were changed to include 
$8.00 Safety Ne! Adjustment, special circumstances had been met-Granted-M.E.W.U. v. B.M.A. and Others-Nos. 965, 968 
and 969 of 1994--Halliwell S.C.-3111/95--Construction .......................................................................................................... . 

Application to vSI)' award re $8.00 Safety Net Adjustment increase-Applicant claimed that increase should be incorporated into 
the Award and granted retrospective operation in accordance to the State Wage Case Decision 1994 and its related wage fixing 
principles-Respondent argued that as the applicant's claim had its genesis in the State Wage Case decision ]993 principles, 
the application had become defunct and should be discontinued-Commission found on evidence that although the condition 
precedent required to be met no longer applied, the retrospective effect of the first aibitrated safety net adjustment was 
allowable by State Wage Case decision 1994 and the increase be granted-Granted in Part-AL.H.M.W.U. v. Albany 
Regional Hospital and Others-Parks C.-24/1194--Health and Community Services .............................................................. .. 

Application to val)' an award re $8.00 aibitrated safety net adjustment increase-Applicant claimed that "special circumstances" 
existed which made operative retrospectivity to the wage increase from November 1994, fair and ri~ht--Respondent argued 
that an overaward payment had already been received and that applicant's argument for retrospeclIvity did not satisty the 
principles set out in the State Wage Case 1994-Further amendment to the schedule be submitted to allow absorption of the 
overaward payment-Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that although the clnim did not justity a 'special 
circUlDl!tance' amendment to the award be granted-Further found that issue of absorption was a matter for the respondent to 
choose to absoib or not-Granted in Part-M.E.W.U. v. W.AF.B.B.-No. 970 of 1994--Seott C.-712194--Fire Brigade 
Services ......................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application to vary award re $8.00 Aibitrated Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant claimed that a State Wage Case would follow the 
October 1993 National Wage Case Decision and adopt the substance thereof-Respondent argued that the application was not 
a competent action enabling effect to be given to the S.W.C. Decision 1994 and therefore ought to be discontinued
Commission reviewed authorities and found on evidence that it was appropriate to grent the $8.00 per week increase-
Granted-AL.H.M.W.U. v. Perth Dental Hospital-No. 1585 of 1993-Parks C.-7/2/95-Health Services ............................ . 

Application to vSI)' award re $8.00 aibitrated safety net adjustment-Applicant claimed date of operation should be the date of 
application-Respondent argued against any retrospectivity as the matter did not classity as a special circumstance
Commission reviewed authorities and found that in light of S.39 of the Act and the State Wage Case that retrospectivity was 
fair as the manner in which the maller has been processed classified special circUlDl!tances-Granted--S.S. T. U. v. Director, 
Hedland College Council and Others-No. 125 of 1995-Beech C.-20/3/95-Education ........................................................ . 

Application to VSI)' Award re first aibitrated safety net adjustment of $417 per annum-Applicant claimed that increase should be 
incorporated into Award and granted retrospective operation-Respondent argued that Applicant Union did not have proper 
right to act on behalf of the members of the body-Commission found that as the Wage Principles were not an automatic right 
to retrospective operetion the consent by respondents to such retrospectivity should not be foisted upon unwilling parties 
although circumstances existed to justity the safety net adjustment operative date different for employees of objecting 
respondents-Granted in Part-H.S.O.A v. Bassendean Nursing Home and Others-No. 371 of 1994--Parks C.-2113/95-
Nursing .......................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Application for payment of wages for time worked during stop work meeting-Applicant Union claimed that Respondent withheld 
wages contrary to Award for employees who worked during stop work meetings-Respondent argued preliminSl)' point that 
the Commission did oot have jurisdiction to deal with the claim insofar as it concerned the withdrawal of notices as application 
was essentially to enforce the Award and that was in the Industrial Magistrate's jurisdiction-Commission reviewed authorities 
and found on evidence that it lacked jurisdiction to hear and determine part of the claim as there was a 'legal right' under the 
Award-Referred for Hearing and Determination-Decision Issued-C.M.E.T.S.W.U. v. S.E.C.W.A.-No. CR498 of 1992-
Beech C.-12/10/92-E1ectricity and Gas Supply ........................................................................................................................ . 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST-continuea 

W AGE8-conlinued 
Application for denied contractual benefits--Applicant claimed that he was owed monies for unpaid holiday pay and underpaid 

wages--Respondent argued that Applicant had been paid a sum of money which constituted an overpayment and should be 
used as an offset against the monies owecI-Commission reviewed authorities and found under s.23 of I.R. Act that it had the 
jurisdiction to deal with the matter and that pending the final determination of the matter the Respondent should pay the 
amount determined into an interest trusl account-Detennination Issued-Discontinued-Lacroix R. v. McCorkills 

Page 

Holdings Ply Lld-No. 2129 of C.-M/1O/91-RccrealionaJ Good Retailing....................................................... 964 
'Application for interpretation of award re $8.00 Safety Net Adjustment-Applicant claimed thnl answer to question of legal 

liability in respect to Commission if they continued to make over-award payments and whether they would be forced to pay 
additional $16.00 at later date-CICS found that as the over-award arrangements made at enterprise level were consistent with 
absorption provisions of State Wage Case, applicant had right to elect to flow on amendments or to absotb them and 
appropriate interpretation of 'enterprise agreements' was to include registered agreements pursuant to SAl of I.R. Act-
Decision Issued--OPSM Spectacle Makers Ply Ud-No. 78 of 1995-Commission in Court Session--4/4/95--Healtb 
Services ......................... ........................ ...... ................................................................................................................................... 872 

Application to vary awards re $8.00 Arbitrated Safety Net Wage Adjustment-Applicant claimed tbat allowances sbould also be 
increased as they had historically moved at same time as rates of pay-Respondent argued that the applications should be 
dismissed as they did not comply with the Statement of Principles when the lack of enterprise flexibility clauses in the award 
was considered--Commission reviewed authorities and found that with the exception of one application, there were no 
flexibility provisions contained in the awards and that the majority of applications did not fit within Wage Fixing Principles-
Granted in Part-F.B.T.P.U. v. Midland Brick and Others--Nos. 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30 of 1995--Scott C.-28/4/95--Building 
Structure Services ........................... ................................................................................................................................................ 1656 

Application to vary award re $8.00 Atbilrated Safety Net Wage Adjustment-Parties consented to variation-Commission reviewed 
authorities and found on evidence that as application was a special case and the parties had pursued structural efficiency in 
appropriate manner the variation was within State Wage Principles--Granted-A.W.U. and Others v. Hamersley Iron Ore Ply 
Ud-No. 101 of 1995-Beech C.-13/4/95--Metal Ore Mining................................................................................................. 1643 

Conference referred re number of hours eligible for conversion to fractional position--Applicant claimed that the number of hours 
per week which lecturer in TAFE was eligible for conversion to a fractional position was six hours and the six hours were to be 
calculated on six equivalent hours basis--Respondent argued that the number of hours was six for lecturers worldng uader the 
fifty week programme and nine hours for all other lecturers and opposed the concept of equivalent hours--GSTI found that the 
material presented was consistent with the Applicant's claim that the calculation should be on the equivalent hours basis but 
made no specific finding to the number of hours per week which lecturers working other than on the fifty week programme 
were eligible for conversion-Declared and Ordered Accordingly-S.S.T.U. v. Minister for Education-No. TCR 27 of 1994-
Government School Teacbers Tribunal-Beech C.lReeves/Polrard--17/5/95--Education........................................................... 2064 

WORKERS COMPENSATION 
'Appeal against decision of Full Bench (74 WAIG 2928) re conclusion that lifting of suspended medical entitlements was an 

industrial matter-Appellant argued Full Bench had erred in law and acted in excess of jurisdiction by concluding non-work 
related medical expenses pursuant to Police Regulations was an "industrial matter" and formed an integral part of employment 
relationship--IAC reviewed definition of "industrial matter" in s.7 ofI.R. Act 1979 and noted it provided considerably wider 
coverage that definition in Commonwealth Act-IAC found entitlement to medical benefits as per Regulations did constitute a 
privilege, if not a right, to officers and formed part of their compensation for their services, therefore suspension of that 
entitlement is an "industrial matter" within meaning of s.7 of I.R. Act 1979-Dismissed-Minister for Police and Another v. 
W.A.P.U.-IAC Appeal No. 18 of 1994-lndustrial Appeal Court-Kennedy J.lRowland J.lFranklyn J.-27/3/95--Public 
Order and Safety Services............................................................................................................................................................... 1504 
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